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Overview 

Background 

Substantial numbers of ethnic German immigrants and Russian-Jewish immigrants 

from the former communist states moved to Germany and Israel in recent decades. It 

is vital for both receiving societies that these large numbers of immigrants integrate 

successfully, because they settle permanently and the societal costs of long term 

maladjustment can be quite high. Since ethnic German immigrants to Germany as 

well as Russian-Jewish immigrants to Israel share common roots and ancestry with 

the respective receiving society and immigrate under specific conditions, such as 

guaranteed citizenship, it can be assumed that the acculturation processes are rather 

unproblematic. In public, however, both immigrant groups are assumed to cause prob-

lems like higher rates of delinquency. Especially adolescent immigrants seem to be at 

higher risk for maladjustment, probably because they have to deal with adolescence-

related biological, psychological and social changes at the same time as coping with 

the cultural transition into a different country. According to the acculturation frame-

works of Berry (1997) and Ward (1996), such negative outcomes can be the long term 

result of acculturation-related experiences that are defined here as negative hassles 

related to the immigrant status of an adolescent. Such acculturative hassles are the 

result of a mismatch between characteristics of the culture of origin that are native to 

an immigrant, characteristics of the new context with which an immigrant is con-

fronted, and processes of group acculturation (Berry, 1997, Shuval, 2000). Given the 

theoretical importance of acculturative hassles, it is surprising, how little research has 

been conducted on this kind of negative experiences to date. The overarching aim of 

this work is, therefore, to compare acculturative hassles of adolescent ethnic German 

immigrants in Germany and Russian-Jewish adolescent immigrants in Israel. In order 

to achieve this goal, an instrument needed to be developed that is a reliable and valid 

measure to assess and compare acculturative hassles in both contexts. 

Repatriation or Diaspora Migration 

Ethnic German immigration in Germany and Russian-Jewish immigration in Israel rep-

resent a very specific kind of migration: Diaspora migration (Shuval, 1998) or also 

called repatriation (Jasinskaja-Lahti, Liebkind, Horenczyk & Schmitz, 2003). The dif-

ference of this kind of migration is that the immigrating groups already identify with the 
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country before they actually enter it. Russian-Jewish immigrants immigrating to Israel 

share religious roots and support the Zionist idea. Ethnic German immigrants share 

common ancestry with the native German population. For these reasons, both immi-

grating groups can enter the new country under specific conditions with instant guar-

anteed citizenship and material support. The background of this specific kind of immi-

gration is illustrated in the second chapter of this dissertation. 

Acculturative Hassles in Existing Research 

In order to measure acculturative hassles, an instrument is needed that can reliably 

and validly measure these acculturative hassles. The third chapter defines the re-

quirements of an instrument measuring acculturative hassles and relates this con-

struct to both general research on stressful events and current approaches of re-

search on acculturation. The aim of the instrument was to measure minor everyday 

negative hassles within the most important contexts of adolescent development re-

lated to the immigration-status of an immigrant. This instrument needs to be applica-

ble in the contexts of both Israel and Germany. The existing instruments measuring 

acculturation-related hassles were found not to meet the predefined criteria or were 

questionable with regard to appropriateness for the current purpose of measuring ac-

culturative hassles in the target population of Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel 

and ethnic German adolescents in Germany. This supported the aim of developing a 

new instrument. 

Development of the Instrument 

The fourth chapter describes in detail how the instrument for assessing acculturative 

hassles was developed. The process of questionnaire construction started with focus 

group interviews as a first basis for generating items. These items were used in a first 

pilot questionnaire, which served as the basis for selecting items. The selection proc-

ess was guided by the predefined requirements of the instrument. In addition, two 

small pilot studies were conducted with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel to en-

sure that the selected items would be appropriate in both countries of settlement (Is-

rael and Germany) and that other relevant issues could be implemented in the ques-

tionnaire. The result of the second study was a 28 item acculturative hassles ques-

tionnaire, which was tested for its factorial structure and psychometric properties in 

the third study. Three different subscales, language hassles, discrimination hassles, 

and hassles of social adaptation, were found to be reliable and valid in measuring ac-
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culturative hassles. The fourth study used a large data set comprising about 1,400 

adolescent ethnic German immigrants in Israel and 1,400 adolescent ethnic German 

immigrants to verify the factorial structure in both receiving societies. The results con-

firmed the three-factorial structure in both immigrant samples. 

Comparison of Acculturative Hassles among Adolescent Russian-Jewish Immigrants 

in Israel and Adolescent Ethnic German Immigrants in Germany 

To draw hypotheses for this comparison, the acculturation of both immigrating groups 

was analysed in the beginning of chapter five. It was hypothesised that ethnic German 

adolescents would experience more discrimination and language hassles and Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents more hassles of social adaptation. Furthermore, all three 

types of acculturative hassles were expected to be more strongly related to length of 

stay among ethnic German compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents with a stronger 

decrease of all three kinds of acculturative hassles with increased length of stay 

among the ethnic German adolescents in Germany. The hypothesised differences 

between both groups were tested with ‘length of stay’-homogeneous samples com-

prising 506 ethnic German and 1420 Russian-Jewish adolescents. Three groups of 

length of stay were compared in each country: newcomer (up to 1.5 years of resi-

dence), experienced (1.5 to 3.5 years) and settled adolescents (3.5 to 7 years). The 

sampling design assured comparability in terms of age between all groups. 

The two immigrant groups (main effect of immigrant group) only differed in social ad-

aptation hassles that were, as expected, reported significantly more often among 

Russian-Jewish adolescents. The interaction (length of stay x immigrant group) was 

significant for all three subscales of acculturative hassles, thus supporting the hy-

potheses. Among ethnic German adolescents, the effect of length of stay was more 

pronounced for all types of hassles indicating lower hassles among those who have 

been in Germany for a longer period of time. Among Russian-Jewish adolescents a 

lower level of hassles in groups of longer stay was only found for language hassles 

(and this effect was less pronounced). Discrimination hassles were not significantly 

related to length of stay and social adaptation hassles were even reported to happen 

more often among Russian-Jewish adolescents who have been in the country for a 

longer period of time compared with newcomers. 

The results are discussed with regard to differences in the integration of both immi-

grant groups. In particular, higher tendencies of segregation among Russian Jews in 
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Israel are considered as the source of a less pronounced acculturation process. Addi-

tional analyses showed, however, that settled Russian-Jewish adolescents report 

higher levels of discrimination and social adaptation hassles compared to settled eth-

nic German adolescent immigrants, despite the fact that they had a similar number of 

native friends. This contradiction may be explained by a higher diversity of contexts in 

which Russian-Jewish adolescents participate. They may adjust culturally and socially 

in specific contexts or niches, such as leisure activities, in which they also establish 

friendships to native peers, but they still remain “the Russians” in other public con-

texts, such as school, where most of the negative hassles happen. For ethnic German 

adolescents in Germany a rather general adaptation can be assumed, in which posi-

tive relations to both their own ethnic group and the majority native German group 

develop. 

In chapter six, the limitations of this work on acculturative hassles are presented and 

the practical implications for intervention programs and future research are discussed. 
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1 Introduction 

The collapse of the former communist system and the Soviet Union in the 1980s re-

leased a new wave of migration. Opportunities to leave a former communist country 

were very restricted before the Russian perestroika, the political change, however, 

allowed large numbers of minorities from the former communist states to leave the 

country. Several repressed minorities, such as people of German, Finnish, Greek, or 

Jewish ancestry, suddenly had the chance to return to their homelands. This kind of 

immigration is called repatriation (Jasinskaja-Lahti, Liebkind, Horenczyk & Schmitz, 

2003) or diaspora migration (Shuval, 1998; 2000) and refers to immigration of people 

who lived in a country other than their homeland for generations but migrate back to 

the land of their ancestors. Although the German and Israeli diaspora migration may 

be the most prominent examples of this kind of migration, other countries also have to 

deal with repatriates from the former Soviet Union such as Finland (Jasinskaja-Lahti et 

al., 2003; Liebkind & Jasinskaja-Lahti, 2000) and Greece (Kolaitis et al., 2003; Tres-

sou & Mitakidou, 1997). Despite deportation, repression, and discrimination during the 

communist era, these minority groups often retained parts of their original cultural 

characteristics, such as language, values, or religious beliefs and maintained identifi-

cation with the country of their ancestry. However, due to official pressure by Russian 

authorities, these minorities also had to adapt to the Russian culture and language. 

This characteristic distinguishes diaspora (or repatriate) migration from other kinds of 

migration: These immigrants already have established ties with their new context, 

even before they enter the country; at the same time, however, they have also devel-

oped a different cultural pattern because of their adjustment to the Russian culture. 

Germany and Israel are the two countries that received the largest numbers of so 

called “repatriates” from the former Soviet Union. Both countries actively supported 

repatriation and have open door policies for repatriation or diaspora immigration, in-

cluding immediate citizenship, social security, and material support. However, despite 

several similarities between both countries, the reasons for their active support of re-

patriation are different. Israel is a Zionist state that follows the political aim to build a 

homeland for all Jews in the world and is by definition an immigrant country (Al-Haj, 

2002; Lomsky-Feder & Rapoport, 2001). The support of repatriation in Germany is 

mainly a result of the Second World War and related to a political stance taken during 

the Cold War (Dietz, 1999). 
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The level of this repatriation has been substantial: Although ethnic Germans and Rus-

sian Jews have been migrating to Germany and Israel since the 1950s, the number 

increased tremendously after 1987. In recent years, the number of immigrants de-

creased, but there is still a steady influx in both countries. Altogether about 4.4 million 

ethnic Germans entered Germany since 1950 with most arriving after 1987 (Info-

Dienst Deutsche Aussiedler, 2003) making up about 5% of the total German popula-

tion. At the same time, Israel accommodated about 1.1 million immigrants from the 

former Soviet Union (American Israeli Cooperative Enterprise, 2003), which is an even 

higher share (about 16%) of Israel’s population (Remennick, 2004). Given these num-

bers, it is vital to both receiving societies that these immigrants acculturate success-

fully to the new context. 

For adolescents (28% of all ethnic German immigrants in 2002 were younger than 18 

years of age - Statistisches Bundesamt, 2002), the move to a new country represents 

a great challenge, because two different kinds of changes happen simultaneously. On 

the one hand, adolescence is a time with substantial biological, social, and cognitive 

changes with increasing levels of autonomy, biological maturity, and adolescence-

related developmental tasks. On the other hand, immigrant adolescents face changes 

in their environment due to the new cultural context with a new value system and a 

new language in which they can experience problems in developing a cultural identity. 

The successful adjustment of adolescent immigrants in the new context is important 

for both, the immigrants themselves and the receiving society. Unfortunately, espe-

cially in public debate, the acculturation of adolescent immigrants is described as 

problematic. One weekly newspaper summarized the situation of ethnic Germans as 

following: “Ethnic Germans have no home, not in Russia, not in Germany. Their biog-

raphies are broken, their stories tell about political arbitrariness. They come from the 

Kazakh steppe to Bonn, Berlin, or into the Black Forest and feel like fish thrown onto 

dry land. Their only hold is their family” (Die Zeit, 12/ 2004). Many other articles and 

newspapers share this view. Journalists report about the negative experiences of ado-

lescent immigrants after they entered the country. Their situation is often negatively 

described: they have “parents with broken German and broken pride” (Die Zeit, 

14/2000), who cannot give adequate social support; ethnic German adolescents are 

reported to have difficulties in developing an identity, because they were called Nazis 

in Russia and are called Russians in Germany (a somewhat derogative term in com-

mon German usage); formally they are German citizens, but are not dealt with as 

equal members of the society; they feel a pressure to succeed, but also have the feel-
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ing that too much of success brings jealousy and competition with native Germans 

(Die Zeit, 14/2000). They are described as “strangers in their native countries” (Die 

Zeit, 14/2000), as “speechless adolescents” in “isolation” or “culture shock” (Süd-

deutsche Zeitung, 27.04.2001). Often they are described as separated from the re-

ceiving society trying to integrate into “a microcosm” of the immigrants’ society (Die 

Zeit, 12/ 2002), which is also described as a parallel society with only limited links to 

hosts. The assumed consequences of such frustrating experiences are also identified 

in public press: Suicide (Die Zeit, 14/2000), arguments and fights with local adoles-

cents, even murder (Tagesspiegel, 15.01.2003), and problems of deviance and sub-

stance abuse (Süddeutsche Zeitung, 01.03.2001) are related to failing acculturation 

processes in the media. 

Although these citations come from German newspapers and focus on ethnic German 

adolescent immigrants in Germany, the question can be asked whether the situation is 

similar in Israel. Although often perceived as one Jewish community by people outside 

the country, Israel is also described as “a deeply divided society” (Al-Haj, 2004) repre-

senting different ethnic groups pursuing different goals within the society (Al-Haj, 

1998). There are quite a few parallels between Germany and Israel with regard to di-

aspora-migration (Shuval, 1998) suggesting similar acculturation processes to take 

place in both countries. As in Germany, tendencies of separation of Russian-Jewish 

immigrants in Israel are reported (i.e., Russian Jews do not assimilate easily, Al-Haj, 

2004; Nauck, 2001b; Shuval, 1998). And, just like ethnic Germans in Germany, Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents face the same change from the systems and values of the 

former Soviet Union to those of a western country with native citizens holding different 

rather individualistic values and ideas. Adolescents in both contexts have the double 

burden of coping with normative age-related changes and additional acculturation-

related changes resulting from the move from one to another cultural context. For 

these reasons it can be assumed that Russian-Jewish adolescents experience similar 

problems in Israel as ethnic German adolescents in Germany. There are, however, 

also major differences between the two countries that may suggest a different accul-

turation of adolescent immigrants in the two contexts. The probably most fundamental 

difference is that the state of Israel is based on immigration, whereas Germany is not. 

Thus, the large majority of Israeli-Jewish citizens has own immigration experiences 

and in public debate, immigration is a topic of much more importance compared with 

Germany. Very little research exists that compares the two immigrating groups with 

regard to their acculturation into the respective contexts. 
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The comparison of the acculturation processes of Russian-Jewish adolescent immi-

grants in Israel and ethnic German adolescent immigrants in Germany is the ultimate 

aim of this dissertation. In order to compare acculturation-related processes, two dif-

ferent outcomes can be identified in the literature, which can be used: socio-cultural 

and psychological adjustment (Ataca & Berry, 2002; Kosic, 2002; Leung, 2001; Searle 

& Ward, 1990; Ward et al., 1998). Psychological outcomes (e.g., well-being, de-

pressed mood etc.), however, have the disadvantage that such measures are not 

necessarily purely related to the success of the acculturation process, but may be 

general and would also occur in the country of origin. Socio-cultural outcomes (e.g., 

knowledge about the new culture, language competence), on the other hand, only 

measure the level of socio-cultural adjustment to the new context, immigrants can, 

however, also pursue goals within their own ethnic community (Berry, 1976; Berry et 

al., 2002), which can cause additional adjustment problems independent of the level 

of socio-cultural adaptation to the host culture. In this dissertation, the two groups of 

adolescent immigrants will be compared by measuring their perceived frequency of 

acculturation-related hassles that are experienced by adolescent immigrants because 

of their immigrant status in the new context. Comparing acculturation-related hassles 

as indicator for acculturation processes is in line with well-established models of ac-

culturation research. In Berry’s (1997) model, acculturation-related experiences (with 

hassles being one particular kind of experience – as described in detail in chapter 3) 

depend directly on factors of the host society, the society of origin and the acculturat-

ing group. In other words, they can be caused, for instance, by a lack in socio-cultural 

skills of immigrants (cf., Furnham & Bochner, 1986), negative attitudes towards immi-

grants held by the host society (e.g., discriminative acts), but also by large cultural 

gaps between immigrant group and receiving society that make the adjustment diffi-

cult (also termed cultural distance – Triandis, 2000). Thus, acculturative hassles rep-

resent directly the success of dealing with the two cultures in contact and difficulties in 

the adjustment to the new context. Adolescent immigrants who are successfully accul-

turated into the new context will face fewer acculturation-related problems compared 

to those whose acculturation is more problematic. 

The importance of acculturation-related problems is illuminated in Berry’s (1997) theo-

retical model, where such experiences are a crucial element (and initial source) de-

termining long-term adjustment. Research on discrimination, for example, showed 

clearly that it is related to identity development (e.g., Romero & Roberts, 1998), higher 

substance use (Gibbons et al., 2004), increased loneliness (Neto, 2002a), lower self-
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esteem (Jasinskaja-Lahti & Liebkind, 2001), or intensified stress and behaviour prob-

lems (Liebkind & Jasinskaja-Lahti, 2000) among immigrants. Some acculturation-

related experiences also result from acculturation-related developmental tasks immi-

grant adolescents face in addition to the normative developmental tasks of adoles-

cence (e.g., negotiation between host culture [peers] and culture of origin [parents] - 

Stiksrud & Wobit, 1985). 

A particularly debated long-term outcome of poor acculturation is a higher level of de-

linquency among immigrants that can theoretically be linked to negative acculturation-

related hassles. In criminological literature, delinquency among ethnic German ado-

lescents is widely discussed (e.g., Heuer & Ortland, 1995; Sasse, 1999; Schwind, 

2001), but is also a topic in the Israeli society, where 64% of the veteran population 

assume Russian immigration to have a negative impact on crime rates (Al-Haj, 2004). 

By employing criminological theories, negative acculturative hassles can be under-

stood as risk factor leading to elevated levels of delinquency among adolescent immi-

grants. The general strain theory (Agnew & White, 1992), for instance, would argue 

that acculturation-related negative stressors would add strain to already existing pu-

berty-related stressors. The higher load of strain would, according to this theory, result 

in higher levels of delinquency, because an adolescent cannot successfully cope with 

the burden of strain. A second criminological theory, social control theory (Hirschi, 

2004), would suggest a different mechanism by relating negative acculturation-related 

hassles to an erosion of positive social bonds to socialisation agencies, such as the 

school, which normally keeps adolescents away from deviant acts. Missing positive 

bonds may also increase the likelihood of bonds to deviant peers, which is also known 

to increase levels of delinquency (Sutherland & Cressey, 1955). This dissertation is 

part of a project on the acculturation of ethnic German adolescents in Germany and 

Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel1 that investigates risk and protective factors in 

the development of delinquency among adolescent immigrants. In the conceptual 

model this project is based on, acculturative hassles play a major role as precondition 

of trajectories towards delinquency. In sum, negative, acculturation-related hassles 

can be seen as risk factors in the development of adolescent immigrants. The fewer 

acculturative hassles are experienced by an adolescent immigrant the better is the 

chance for positive long-term outcomes of the acculturation process. In other words, a 

                                                 
1 Project: „The impact of social and cultural adaptation of juvenile immigrants from the former Soviet Union in 
Israel and Germany on delinquency and deviant behavior“; Principal investigators: Germany: Rainer K. Sil-
bereisen & Eva Schmitt-Rodermund; Israel: Gideon Fishman, Gustavo Mesch, Zvi Eisikovitz; funding: Ger-
man-Israeli Project Cooperation (DIP), Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF). 
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comparison of Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel and ethnic German adolescents 

in Germany does not only describe the adolescents’ needs to cope with problems in 

the acculturation, it also describes risk factors with possibly long-term consequences 

for the receiving society, for example increased levels of immigrant delinquency. 

Before, however, the role of acculturative hassles can be studied in the two immigrant 

The overall benefit of such an instrument to assess acculturative hassles is, however, 

Taken together, the aim of this dissertation is twofold: First, to develop a questionnaire 

 

groups (ethnic German adolescents in Germany and Russian-Jewish adolescents in 

Israel) an instrument is needed that validly and reliably measures the relevant accul-

turation-related hassles of adolescent immigrants. A literature search showed that 

such instruments are rare. The few existing instruments either focus on single very 

restricted aspects, such as discrimination or intergenerational problems, or are too 

specific with regard to the target population or theoretical background. Thus, before it 

was possible to compare the two immigrant groups in terms of acculturative hassles, 

the construction of an instrument that measures acculturative hassles in both contexts 

was the first aim of this dissertation. 

not only restricted to the comparison of the success of acculturation processes of dif-

ferent groups in different contexts (different receiving societies, rural vs. urban areas, 

etc.) or to investigate the importance of acculturative hassles for long-term outcomes, 

it could also serve as a tool to evaluate the success of interventions for immigrants, or 

to find out what the most prominent problems are an individual or a group of immi-

grants have to face. Thus, a reliable and valid measure for assessing acculturation-

related experiences is a useful tool for describing, explaining, and improving accul-

turation processes among adolescent immigrants. 

that is able to assess acculturation-related experiences among ethnic German and 

Russian-Jewish adolescents in Germany and Israel respectively. Second, to use this 

instrument to compare these two groups of immigrants with regard to the amount and 

type of acculturative hassles they experienced over time spent in the new context. 
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2 Immigration from the Former Soviet Union to  
Israel and Germany 

The two immigrant groups studied in this dissertation are Russian-Jewish adolescents 

in Israel and ethnic German adolescents in Germany. Russian-Jewish and ethnic 

German migration differs from other kinds of migration. The motives of immigration 

and admission policies concerning these two groups are directly linked to their history 

and make these two groups distinct from other groups of immigrants such as asylum 

seekers or work-immigrants. In order to understand the situation of these two groups 

better, some facts about the historic background will be given here. 

Russian Jews and ethnic Germans had an unsteady history in the former Soviet Un-

ion. At times both groups experienced prosperity, cultural acceptance and even pro-

motion by the Russian state, but both groups also experienced oppression, curtail-

ment of rights and persecution from time to time (Armborst, 2001). Although both con-

stituted substantial minorities in terms of numbers in the general population (in the 

former Soviet Union Jews ranked 12th among more than 100 ethnic groups and Ger-

mans ranked 14th), both groups were denied the right to maintain their respective cul-

tural identities and Jews and Germans lived dispersed over the country. Anti-Semitism 

as well as hate against Germans were promoted directly or indirectly by the Soviet 

regime (Armborst, 2001). 
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Figure 1: Number of immigrants to Israel and Germany (1965 – 2002) (Info-Dienst 
Deutsche Aussiedler, 2003; Wasserstein, 1999; American-Israeli Coopera-
tive Enterprise, 2003)  
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Before 1987, the possibility to emigrate from the Former Soviet Union were heavily 

restricted and even applying to leave could have serious consequences. Russian 

Jews and ethnic Germans applying for emigration faced considerable risks such as 

job loss, expulsion of children from school and university, ostracism by colleagues and 

friends, threats and open hostility, or even imprisonment (Shuval, 1993). As a result, 

only small numbers of both groups left the country. From 1987 on, (through Gor-

batchev’s Perestroika and Glasnost) the situation changed completely. Only a few 

years later the waves of emigrating Jews and Germans reached the maximum with 

about 185,000 Russian-Jewish immigrants in Israel in 1990 and about 213,000 ethnic 

German immigrants in Germany in 1994 (see Fig. 1). 

2.1 A Short History: Ethnic Germans 

In the 10th century, Germans started to settle in east and central Europe. Four centu-

ries later, Pommern, east Pommern, Mecklenburg, Brandenburg, Schlesien, Böhmen, 

Mähren, Siebenbürgen, as well as parts of Hungary were settled by Germans 

(Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997). This first wave of settlement stopped, however, due to 

the plague in the middle of the 14th century. In the 17th century another wave took the 

Germans further east and also into Russia. In the time of Tsar Peter I. (1689 - 1725) 

German experts were recruited (mainly craftsmen, scientists and builders), but the 

German population in Russia did not increase significantly since in most cases, the 

recruited personnel returned to Germany after completion of their jobs. 

It was Katharina II (1762 – 1796) who integrated both ethnic Germans and Jews into 

the Russian state. German settlers were encouraged to move to Russia in order to 

improve the Russian economy (first manifest of 22nd July 1763) and to settle the land 

Russia gained after the Russian-Turkish wars (1774; 1792) (Eisfeld, 1992; 2000). In-

centives to immigrate were freedom of religion, no military service, no taxation for up 

to 30 years, self-administration, and material support to immigrate. For example, a 

family settling around Saratov, Petersburg and along the river Wolga received 30 hec-

tares of land. This resulted in 31,000 new settlers until 1775 (Eisfeld, 2000; Schmitt-

Rodermund, 1997). Immigrants at the Black Sea (“New Russia”) received even 60 

hectares (Eisfeld, 1992), and in the middle of the 19th century more than 10,000 fami-

lies from Germany lived in this region (Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997). In 1897, 1,790,489 

people named German as their mother tongue (Brandes, 1992; Schmitt-Rodermund, 

1997; 1999). 
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The attitude towards ethnic Germans in Russia changed in the late 19th century. The 

growing nationalism in Western Europe, especially in Germany, caused a public fear 

of “Germanization” (Eisfeld, 2000). Step by step, all privileges of German settlers were 

abolished, and also German schools were transformed into Russian schools. The First 

World War resulted in several anti-German laws being passed and, although the 

German army occupied only small parts of Russian territory during the war, ethnic 

Germans were no longer allowed to live in a 150 km wide strip along the Russian east 

border for fear they would support the enemy. Following the Russian revolution in 

1917 and the subsequent civil war, the ethnic German community founded the 

Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic (ASSR). In addition, 15 German “rayons2” and 

550 villages with German administration were established (Brandes, 1992; Eisfeld, 

2000). As soon as the NSDAP became the leading party in Germany, ethnic Germans 

in Russia were again suspected of being the “enemy within” and of collaborating with 

the Nazis (Ferstl & Hetzel, 1990; Schwind, 2001). In the following years ethnic Ger-

mans were persecuted (e.g., 122,237 were executed in 1937/38 alone), German ray-

ons were abolished (in 1939, no German rayon existed anymore), the territory of the 

ASSR was annexed to other districts, and the people were deported (only about 

800,000 until 1941) to the east of Russia (Eisfeld, 2000). Those who were able to 

work were recruited into a work-army (first only men, but later also women) and had to 

work under very difficult conditions. Although they were allowed to leave this area 

from 1955 on, they were not allowed to return to their original villages (Malchow, 

Tayebi & Brand, 1990; Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997).  

After the Second World War, refugees and deportees had the right to return to Ger-

many and to claim German citizenship if they could prove German ancestry and had 

experienced oppression (e.g. deportation, discrimination or expulsion) by the former 

regime (Dietz & Roll, 1998). Most of these ethnic Germans (or “Aussiedler”) lived in 

east European countries such as the former east German territory (now Poland, Rus-

sia etc.), Czechoslovakia (now Czech Republic and Slovakia), Hungary, Romania, 

Bulgaria, (former) Yugoslavia, Albania, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and others (Gugel, 

1992; Schwind, 2001). Since, however, the possibilities to emigrate from the former 

communist states of eastern Europe were very restricted, the numbers of returning 

ethnic Germans remained quite low until the political change in 1987 (Dietz, 2000). 

The ethnic Germans entering the country between 1965 and 2002 came mainly from 

                                                 
2administrative district in Russia 
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the former Soviet Union, Poland and Romania, and as can be seen in Figure 2, the 

influx was not constant over the years. 

The immigrating populations differed with regard to number and timing of immigrants 

entering the country. The largest group emigrated from the former Soviet Union (more 

than 2.1 million people entered the country up to 2002) and the second largest group 

from Poland (more than 1.4 million). Other groups came from Romania (about 

430,000), the former Czech Republic (more than 100,000), Yugoslavia (more than 

90,000) and Hungary (more than 21,000). As demonstrated in Figure 2, these popula-

tions also varied in terms of timing of immigration. Although in the late 1980s the in-

crease was immense for all groups of immigrants, only those from the former Soviet 

Union continued to enter Germany through the nineties. In recent years about 100,000 

ethnic Germans from the former Soviet Union were registered in Germany, while the 

number from other countries (also Poland and Romania) is negligible. 
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Figure 2: Number of ethnic Germans immigrating to Germany from the three main 

countries of origin (1965 – 2002) (Info-Dienst Deutsche Aussiedler, 2003)  

2.2 A Short History: Russian Jews 

Jews were not actively recruited to settle in Russia, but also needed to be integrated 

by Katharina II. Before 1772, Russia had almost no experience of Jewish settlers at 

all, but as a result of the division of Poland, Russia gained new territory with not only 

Polish, Ukrainian or Belo-Russian citizens, but also with a substantial number of Jews 

(Kappeler, 2001). This particular group could not be integrated easily because of its 

particular social-economical structure and its ethno-religious background, which did 

not fit with either of the two main Russian social groups (aristocracy and farmers) 

(Kappeler, 2001). Katharina II respected the status quo and the Jewish population 
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could keep all the privileges (self-administration by the “Kahal”, tax, cultural, religious 

and administrative functions) (Kappeler, 2001). They were, however, restricted to cer-

tain areas of the Russian empire (van Dijk, 2001). In the first quarter of the 19th cen-

tury, many Jews were forced to move into bigger cities, mainly because they belonged 

to urban-based social groups. 

Russian Jews in the former Soviet Union experienced a similar political development 

as ethnic Germans. Already in the beginning of the 19th century, anti-Jewish attitudes 

started to spread in Russia. Step by step, Jews in Russia lost privileges (such as no 

obligation for military service, Jewish self-administration etc.). Tensions between the 

Russian population and Jews increased after Tsar Alexander II (1818 – 1881) was 

killed and Jews were suspected of involvement in his murder (Haumann, 1990). Nu-

merous pogroms took place all over the country (Haumann, 1990), but the Russian 

authorities did not interfere in these incidents and, in doing nothing, thereby reinforced 

the action (Kappeler, 2001). The pogroms marked the beginning of new and more 

restricted politics against Jews that lasted until the Soviet Revolution (1917). After this 

time the Bolshevist regime abolished all restrictions and also allowed Russian Jews to 

settle outside the Jewish rayon (Armborst, 2001; Haumann, 1990). In the 1920s, Rus-

sian Jews again benefited from a change in the Russian regime and the Jewish com-

munity flourished culturally so that some Jewish emigrants even returned to Russia. 

This short period of prosperity ended dramatically, however, when Stalin came to 

power. His political success may be partly explained by his anti-Jewish election cam-

paign and his famous “cleansing” of Russia also concerned Jewish people. Their de-

portation to Siberia, Kazakhstan and Birobidžan was organized (Haumann, 1990; 

Wasserstein, 1999), but fortunately not realized, since Stalin died before the plan was 

enacted. The open political anti-Semitism ceased after Stalin’s death, but indirectly 

(mainly in Chruščev’s general anti-religion campaign), it was still present (Armborst, 

2001; Haumann, 1990). 

As Figure 1 showed, Israel also received a quite substantial number of immigrants 

from the former Soviet Union. The Law of Return (hoq ha-shevut) from 1950 gave 

every Jew the right to settle down in Israel and to get Israeli citizenship (Al-Haj, 2004; 

Shuval, 1998). Immigration from the former Soviet Union to Israel took place in two 

waves (Mesch, 2003). The first occurred between 1968 and 1979 when about 150,000 

Russian Jews entered Israel. The second wave started with the dissolution of the So-

viet Union. Between 1989 and 2001, 920,000 Russian immigrants arrived in Israel. 
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2.3 Reasons of Emigration 

The question of why people emigrate from their countries can be answered in several 

ways. On a very abstract level an existing classification of different acculturating 

groups (Berry, Kim, Minde & Mok, 1987; Berry & Sam, 1997) differentiates between 

voluntariness and mobility in order to define different kinds of immigration (see Table 

1). The voluntariness dimension in this scheme differentiates between voluntary immi-

grants who are motivated by pull-factors, such as work opportunities, and involuntary 

immigrants who are assumed to be motivated by push factors, such as persecution or 

traumatic events in the country of origin. Voluntary migrants (like ethnic German and 

Russian-Jewish immigrants) are, according to this scheme, motivated by pull rather 

than push factors. 

Table 1: Types of acculturating groups 

Voluntariness of contact 
Mobility Voluntary 

(pull factors) 
Involuntary 

(push factors) 
Sedentary Ethno-cultural groups Native/ Indigenous people 
Migrant   

Permanent Immigrants Refugees 
Temporary Sojourners Asylum seekers 

Besides this abstract level, a few years ago, a research project (Silbereisen, Lanter-

mann & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999) investigated the reasons for immigration of ethnic 

Germans directly. Reasons mentioned by the participants were “to live as a German 

with other Germans” (77.8%), “to live together with relatives (60.5%), “fear of the fu-

ture” (49%) or “a better education for our children” (40.6%) (Fuchs, Schwietring & 

Weiss, 1999b; Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997). Other studies supported the validity of 

these results (Dittrich, 1991; Gugel, 1992; Malchow, Tayebi & Brand, 1990), which 

also supports the suggestion that immigration is strongly supported by pull-factors. 

Materialistic reasons were also mentioned (22.7%) but not as much as is often per-

ceived by the receiving society (Bade, 1992). Another reason for immigration was 

even created by immigration itself. Families wanted to be reunified and thus other 

family members followed who were initially left in the country of origin (Bade, 1992; 

Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997). 

The reasons mentioned so far were given by adults. For adolescents, who are re-

ported to have been well-adjusted in the former Soviet Union (Dietz & Hilkes, 1992; 

Greiner, 2002; Süss, 1995), two aspects were considered in empirical research. First, 
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since adolescents rarely made the decision to emigrate themselves, studies often 

asked about their willingness to emigrate and the degree of participation in the deci-

sion process. Although some authors have stressed that adolescents were rarely the 

initiators, did not want to leave their country of origin (Blaschke, 1991; Quasthoff, 

2002; Süss, 1995), or were even brought to Germany against their will (Heuer & Ort-

land, 1995; Sasse, 1999), the empirical evidence for this view is small (Dietz, 2003b). 

Only a very small fraction of the adolescents did not want to emigrate (1.2% - Greiner, 

2002; 4% - Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999; 6% - Dietz & Roll, 1998). A small 

percentage (8%) of adolescents was not consulted at all by their parents about the 

decision to immigrate and 14% felt they had no significant influence on the decision 

(Dietz & Roll, 1998). Similar results were reported in another study on ethnic German 

adolescents (Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999). The second line of research 

tried to identify specific reasons for the immigration. Ethnic German adolescents men-

tioned similar reasons as their parents, but in different order (Greiner, 2002). A better 

materialistic basis and a higher standard of living was the motive for 39.2% of the ado-

lescents whereas 26.9% gave family reunification as reason. One fifth (20.2%) wanted 

to live in the country of descent and 19.8% wanted to live in a German environment 

(culture, language etc.) or were looking for more security because of political tensions 

between different nations in the former Soviet Union. 

The motives of Russian-Jewish immigrants to Israel can be assumed to be similar to 

those mentioned by ethnic Germans. However, differences seem to exist with regard 

to the wave of immigration (Mesch, 2003). The first wave (1970s) came to live in the 

Jewish homeland, and the second wave (1990s) came mainly for economic reasons. 

Al-Haj (2004) studied reasons in an adult sample of second wave immigrants. In his 

sample 36% said they had emigrated because of anxiety about their children’s future; 

31% reported a lack in confidence about their future in the former Soviet Union; for 

24% it was important to live in a Jewish state; and for 19% the low standard of living in 

the former Soviet Union was a decisive factor. Using a more theoretical approach and 

a younger sample, Tartakovsky and Schwartz (2001) identified three distinct motives 

for immigration: preservation (concerns about life in the former Soviet Union and the 

desire to be reunited with relatives in Israel); self-development (interest in another cul-

ture, new academic possibilities); and materialism (desire to raise the standards of 

living, better employment). In this study, materialism was found to be the most promi-

nent motive for young Russian Jews in Israel. Self development was the second and 

preservation the least important motive. 
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Taken together, it can be assumed that the motives to immigrate are similar for ethnic 

German and Russian-Jewish immigrants. Immigrants expect a better future for them-

selves and for their children, want to be reunited with other relatives, or want to live 

with people of the same descent. Adolescent immigrants from the former Soviet Union 

in both contexts report less idealistic and more materialistic reasons. 
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3 Acculturation and Acculturative Hassles 

Ethnic German and Russian-Jewish immigrants undergo similar processes compared 

with other immigrants. They have to learn new behavioural norms and a new lan-

guage. They need to arrange their life in terms of work, housing and social networks. 

Adolescents need to get used to the new school system and to new peers, and have 

to establish future perspectives in the new country. According to the classic definition 

of acculturation given by Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits (1936, p. 149), “accultura-

tion comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of individuals having 

different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact with subsequent changes in 

the original culture patterns of either or both groups“. This definition is rather descrip-

tive and does not specifically differentiate between outcomes or processes of accul-

turation. It also does not describe why such changes happen to an individual or to the 

group as a whole. 

A more advanced framework on the acculturation process was introduced by Berry 

(1997). As briefly mentioned in the introductory part, long-term adjustment of immi-

grants depends, according to his model, on acculturation experiences. Acculturative 

experiences are incidents related to the immigrant status of an adolescent and have 

been defined by Berry (1997, p. 18) as “demands [that] stem from the experience of 

having to deal with two cultures in contact, and having to participate to various extents 

in both of them“. He describes these experiences as basis for enhancement of one’s 

life opportunities (acquiring new skills), as stressful events (and subsequent coping 

processes), and as difficulties resulting in psychopathological consequences such as 

mental health problems. Acculturation demands can also vary in complexity ranging 

from simple language difficulties to complex problems such as handling discrimination. 

Berry’s (1997) notion of acculturative experiences was the starting point of defining 

the content and requirements of an instrument to study acculturative hassles as one 

kind of acculturative experiences. In the following sections, different kinds of life ex-

periences are discussed as studied in empirical research and the reason for focussing 

on acculturative hassles for studies on acculturation are set out. In the second step, 

acculturative hassles are related to existing approaches in research on acculturation, 

and finally, a critical review of existing instruments to assess acculturative hassles 

given. 
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3.1 The Structure of Experiences in Existing Research 

Although Berry (1997) used the more general term of acculturative experiences for his 

framework, the current scale will focus specifically on acculturative hassles, i.e. daily 

hassles an adolescent experiences because he/she is an immigrant in the new soci-

ety. It was decided to concentrate on acculturative hassles after a large body of re-

search on adolescents’ experiences was examined and used to structure the different 

kinds of experiences immigrant adolescents might have. The following section depicts 

this process in detail and specifies the needs of an instrument. 

In Berry’s (1997) framework and also in other theories (Furnham & Bochner, 1986), 

acculturation experiences are mainly referred to as life events. This perspective is, 

however, too narrow, since life events are usually defined as major stressful events 

that change the daily routine of people, require fundamental (re-)adjustment to the 

new situation, or demand a new definition of one’s social role (Filipp, 1990; Hultsch & 

Cornelius, 1990). A good example for an acculturation-related life event would be the 

immigration itself: It changes daily routines, requires fundamental adjustment to the 

culturally new environment, and demands a new definition of the social role as immi-

grant or member of a minority. The definition of acculturative experience as “demands 

[that] stem from the experience of having to deal with two cultures in contact, and hav-

ing to participate to various extents in both of them“, however, also includes the day to 

day struggle that is important for the adjustment of immigrants (Lazarus, 1997). Since 

Berry’s (1997) definition of the acculturation experience is rather vague in specifically 

defining such. For this reason, current approaches on life experiences were studied. 

At least three dimensions exist to structure experiences of adolescent immigrants. The 

first two are general (non-immigration-related) dimensions (see Fig. 3) and comprise 

the intensity (minor vs. major events) and the emotional tone of such events (positive 

vs. negative). Negative minor events are usually called “daily hassles” or “daily stress-

ors” (DeLongis et al., 1982; Elder et al., 2003; Seiffge-Krenke, 1995). These could be 

smaller problems such as not having enough time for the family, unexpected – and not 

appreciated – company, or (for adolescents) getting a bad grade in school. Such 

events usually do not need major adjustments or redefinitions of social roles. 

Positive minor events are usually termed “daily uplifts” (DeLongis et al., 1982; Elder et 

al., 2003; Maybery, 2004), and are experiences such as being efficient at work, unex-

pectedly good weather, or saving money on something. More intensive events (“life 
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events”) need more readjustment and can disrupt the whole life of a person. In Figure 

3, life events are also clearly differentiated in positive and negative life events. This 

distinction can often be made only theoretically. The death of a close friend or relative 

and the diagnosis of a fatal illness in a family member are clearly negative events. On 

the other hand, a lottery win and getting the job one always wanted are positive 

events (“stroke of luck”). In reality and in the life of people, this distinction is often 

problematic, since many experiences can be both: negative and positive. Divorce (a 

common item in life event questionnaires) can be seen as negative if it means being 

alone or loosing someone one loves, but also positive if it results in personal freedom 

and the ability to be with the person one loves. Similar scenarios can be developed for 

the birth of a first child (wanted child in a stable relationship vs. unwanted teen moth-

erhood), or moving to another place (new opportunities vs. loosing a network). Many 

life event scales do not make this distinction but only evaluate the quantity of read-

justment that is needed (e.g., Holmes & Rahe, 1967; cf. Filipp & Braukmann, 1990). 

  Emotional tone 

  Positive egative N

Minor experiences Uplifts Hassles Intensity of 
Stroke of luck L  events Major experiences ife events

Figure 3: Different c riences 

Besides emotional tone and intensity of events, a third dimension – immigration speci-

An instrument covering all three dimensions (positive vs. negative, major vs. minor, 

immigration specific vs. non-specific) would give a rather complete picture of adoles-

oncepts of life expe

ficity – needs to be applied for immigrant adolescents. A particular experience can be 

the result of the special situation as an immigrant (acculturative hassle), or could be 

experienced by members of the host society as well (non-acculturative or normative 

hassle). Sometimes the classification of a hassle as non-acculturative or acculturative 

is difficult and may be dependent on individual interpretation. For example, getting a 

bad grade in school can be perceived as an acculturative hassle (the teacher is dis-

criminating against the child), or as a non-acculturative hassle that can be made by 

anybody (e.g., inadequate preparation before the test). Normative as well as accul-

turative hassles have already been studied. Both types are related (but not inter-

changeable) and have unique predictive power in terms of adjustment of immigrants 

(Vinokurov et al., 2002).  
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cents’ experiences, but would render the instrument too unwieldy. Since the ultimate 

aim of this work was to measure the acculturation processes of Russian-Jewish ado-

lescent immigrants in Israel and ethnic German adolescent immigrants in Germany, 

the decision to concentrate on acculturative and not on non-acculturative events does 

not need further explanation. Acculturation-related events are not the focus of general 

instruments. Berry (1997) assumes that these acculturation-related experiences (with 

hassles as one particular kind of experience) are the source for maladjustment of im-

migrants and the source of failing or succeeding acculturation processes. 

In terms of emotional tone (positive vs. negative), several arguments suggest to focus 

on negative experiences rather than positive ones. First, Berry (1997) defines accul-

tive emotional tone were identified as aims 

for an instrument measuring acculturative experiences. In terms of the intensity of 

turative experiences as preceding acculturative stress and coping responses. Such 

experiences are usually negative (or at least challenging). Second, there is evidence 

that negative events are better predictors in terms of maladjustment compared to posi-

tive events (Cohen & Park, 1992). Since the instrument will ultimately be used in a 

study investigating factors related to deviant behaviour, an instrument assessing 

negative hassles is more appropriate. Third, in their investigation of negative and posi-

tive interracial experiences in relation to racial bias and social support, Wright and 

Littleford (2002) found that negative interracial experiences were related to these con-

structs, whereas positive interracial experiences did not show any correlation. Finally, 

given these results, negative experiences can be taken as the obstacles in the accul-

turation process of adolescent immigrants that need to be addressed in future inter-

ventions (either through teaching the adolescent skills or the development of coping 

mechanisms). But first, in order to tackle the daily problems of immigrant adolescents, 

one has to understand their exact nature. 

So far, acculturation-relatedness and nega

events, an instrument should focus on daily hassles rather than life events, since there 

is evidence for the predictive power of hassle scales in immigrant samples 

(Abouguendia & Noels, 2001; Lay & Safdar, 2003; Wright & Littleford, 2002) and daily 

hassles seem to be better predictors for somatic symptoms (DeLongis et al., 1982) 

and positive affect (Klumb & Baltes, 2004). Daily hassles were found to partially medi-

ate effects of negative life events on positive affect (Klumb & Baltes, 2004) and to me-

diate the relation between major life events and psychological symptoms (Wagner, 

Compas & Howell, 1988). A different reason for focussing on daily hassles rather than 

on life events is that daily hassles provide better opportunities for studying change in 
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adolescents’ lives. According to the definition of Filipp (1990) and of Hultsch and Cor-

nelius (1990) life events need fundamental (re-) adjustments and a new definition of 

one’s social role. Such events happen quite rarely and high stability could be ex-

pected. Daily hassles, as the name implies, occur more often and, in relation to accul-

turation, a good adjustment process (e.g., better coping or socio-cultural skills) will 

result in fewer hassles. Thus, for longitudinal assessments, daily hassles represent 

the changes in the acculturation process more comprehensively than life events and 

are a better basis to measure adjustment processes. 

Taken together these arguments, immigrant adolescents make several kinds of accul-

turation and non-acculturation-related, positive and negative, and major or minor 

Acculturative Hassles and General Approaches in Accultura-
tion Research 

r 

research lturation. At least three research paradigms have been 

events, of which the minor negative, acculturation-related experiences – acculturative 

hassles are of highest interest for the current purpose. , the questionnaire was 

planned to focus on negative acculturation-related hassles of adolescent immigrants. 

These are defined here as everyday hassles experienced because of the immigrant 

status of the immigrant. These acculturative hassles can be seen as specific types of 

acculturation-related experiences in terms of Berry’s (1997) framework on accultura-

tion. 

3.2 

An instrument focusing on acculturative hassles would provide new opportunities fo

 in the field of accu

identified in which acculturation-related changes may be rooted and which could profit 

from such an instrument: The stress-coping paradigm, the group identity paradigm, 

and the cultural learning paradigm (Ward, 1996; 2001; Ward, Bochner & Furnham, 

2001). Within the stress-coping paradigm, acculturative changes are understood as a 

result of coping with experiences (life events, daily hassles) in the new context. The 

second research paradigm, group identity processes, describes acculturation as the 

result of encounters between different groups (e.g. cultural majority – minority) and 

acculturation-related changes as a result of group membership and group processes. 

The third paradigm, cultural learning, describes changes as learning curves, whereby 

acculturation is seen primarily as the development of new adaptive skills. All three 

approaches can contribute to a better understanding of acculturation, but according to 

Ward (2001), they are related to different outcomes (see Figure 4). The stress-coping 

research investigates the processes of psychological coping with cultural changes and 
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is related to affective outcomes. Cultural learning theories, on the other hand, focus on 

skill acquisition and best predict behavioural outcomes of socio-cultural adaptation. 

The third line of research, social identification processes, focuses on the process of 

social identity formation and group processes, and studies cognitive outcomes identi-

fication with a certain group and inter-group stereotypes. 

The three approaches to acculturation-related changes detailed above have been se-

lected because they represent the most common used approaches to study accultura-

tion and are explicitly or implicitly related to acculturative hassles. The links between 

each approach and acculturative hassles will also underline the advantages of an in-

strument assessing acculturative hassles. 

C
Social

identification
theories

B
Cultural
learning
theories

Processes involved in developing,
changing and maintaining identity

Processes
involved in

acquiring specific
skills

A
Stress and

coping
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Affective
outcomes:

Psychological
adjustment

Cognitive Outcomes:
Identity and Intergroup Perceptions

Behavioral
outcomes:

Sociocultural
adaptation

Processes
involved in coping

with cultural
change

 

Figure 4: Interrelations between major theoretical approaches of acculturation and 
adaptation (from Ward, 2001) 

3.2.1 Ac tress-Coping-Approach 

ts a large body of 

research on stress and coping and is associated with affective and emotional out-

culturative Hassles in the S

The first approach to acculturative changes examined here represen

comes (Berry, 1997; Liebkind, 2001; Ward, 1996). This research is founded in the 

stress literature and connects elevated stress levels with major life events (Holmes & 

Rahe, 1967; Filipp, 1990), less interruptive but more frequent daily hassles (Seiffge-

Krenke, 1995), or transactional models of stress that focus on a perceived mismatch 
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between demands on the individual and personal coping capabilities (Lazarus, 1990). 

Concepts of stress offer good explanations of acculturation-related changes (Berry, 

Kim, Minde, & Mok, 1987; Krishnan & Berry, 1992; Liebkind, 1996; Saldaña, 1995). 

Immigrants experience normative demands (i.e., dealing with normative, age related 

developmental tasks), but also non-normative, acculturation-related, demands. Accul-

turative hassles correspond to Berry’s (1997) non-normative acculturation-related de-

mands (e.g. dealing in a different language with native people who have a different 

behavioural code, under different ecological circumstances). 

 Berry’s (1997) framework is probably the best model to explain to origin of accultura-

tive hassles as one kind of “the acculturation experience” and long term conse-

      

acter-

f her cultural back-

quences (see Figure 5). In using this framework, acculturation-related hassles are 

influenced by aspects of cultural background, host-cultural conditions, and group ac-

culturation (differences between society of origin and settlement that result in changes 

for the whole group – different diet, economic changes, other social networks, expo-

sure to different values, etc.). 

Figure 5: A framework for acculturation research, Berry (1997) 

An adolescent will experience more hassles, if a mismatch exists between char

istics of the host society (society of settlement), characteristics o

ground (society of origin), or the acculturation of her ethnic group (group accultura-

tion). If, for instance, the cultural gap between host society and society of origin is 

large, more hassles will be experienced. Also, if the ethnic group keeps their culture to 
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an extent that is not accepted by the host society, higher levels of acculturative has-

sles may be experienced by immigrants. 

Besides explaining the origin of acculturative hassles, the framework also depicts the 

coping process moderated by a large number of inter-individually differing factors. The 

les in Berry’s view represent potential stressors through a 

cultural mismatch between host society and the immigrating group that are necessary 

3.2.2 Acculturative Hassles and Group Processes 

mmigration to a new country 

is also a confrontation between the immigrant group and the new (mostly majority) 

 in such theoretical approaches on intergroup con-

tact. In general, minorities (such as immigrants) have the additional developmental 

immigrants may already differ before immigration or may differ in aspects during the 

course of acculturation causing interindividual differences in acculturation processes 

of immigrants of the same group. In general, adaptation or maladaptation depends on 

the match of acculturative stressors (e.g., through acculturation-related hassles) and 

available coping resources. Many acculturative hasles are in this view clearly a risk for 

long term maladjustment. 

In sum, acculturative hass

to cope with. Individuals experience acculturative hassles and need to find successful 

coping strategies, in order to avoit long term maladjustment. Given an assimilation of 

the immigrant group (change in the group acculturation) to the new context, it can be 

expected that such mismatches are experienced less often and hassles decrease 

over time. Within the stress-coping framework, acculturative hassles are a central 

element in explaining the acculturation process. 

Apart from stressors that arise from new circumstances, i

group, which differs in values, behaviour, social life, or even appearance. Social psy-

chological concepts offer an opportunity to study changes that result from encounters 

between the two groups. Such concepts are social identification, intergroup power, 

and status differentials, as well as attitudes and behaviours towards the other group 

(Liebkind, 2001). Theoretical concepts on group identities are provided by Tajfel’s 

(1978; 1981) social identity theory or by developmental theories on ethnic identity de-

velopment (Phinney, 1993; 2000). 

Acculturative hassles can be found

task of integrating their own cultural background into their identity (Kvernmo & Heyer-

dahl, 2003; Phinney 1993; Romero & Roberts, 1998). Studies investigating hassles of 
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immigrant adolescents focused mostly on discrimination experiences. Discrimination 

has been linked to higher identification with the own group (Branscombe, Schmitt, & 

Harvey, 1999; Romero & Roberts, 2003) and was also investigated in research on 

ethnic identity development (Lee, Sobal & Frongillo, 2003; McCoy & Major, 2003; 

Wong, Eccles, & Sameroff, 2003). Experiences of discrimination and prejudice, for 

instance, can invoke group identity of minority groups such as immigrants (Tajfel & 

Turner, 1986). Processes such as ethnic identity exploration, which is particularly 

relevant for adolescents, can be initiated by experiences of discrimination and preju-

dice (Romero & Roberts, 1998). 

The concept of acculturative strategies, another inter-group approach on acculturation 

(Berry, 1976; Berry et al., 2002), can also be related to acculturation-related hassles in 

the new cultural context. Berry (1976; Berry et al., 2002) defined four acculturative 

strategies (also called acculturation orientations) depending on the questions whether 

an immigrant wants to keep own cultural traditions and whether social contact to the 

other group (native people) is desired. If both conditions are met, the acculturation 

strategy is integration. If no contact to natives, but a strong retention of cultural tradi-

tions is wanted, the strategy would be separation. Assimilation is defined as a strong 

preference for social contact to natives combined with no motivation to adhere to cul-

tural traditions. Finally, if both conditions are not met, the immigrant is said to be mar-

ginalized (or deculturated). Although the fourfold model of acculturation orientation 

was recently criticized for methodological reasons, for not taking into account the re-

ceiving society, or for leaving out the perspective of multiple groups in a country (Ben-

Shalom & Horenczyk, 2003; Bourhis et al., 1997; Horenczyk, 1997; Rudmin, in press; 

Rudmin, 2003; Ryder, Alden, & Paulhus, 2000; Triandis, 1997), the strategies were 

found to be related to acculturation-related hassles such as acculturation-related fam-

ily conflicts, ingroup, and outgroup hassles (Abouguendia & Noel, 2001). Later modifi-

cations to this model also include acculturation orientations of the host society (Berry, 

2003; Bourhis, 1997) and immigrants’ perceptions of acculturation strategies in the 

host society (Ben-Shalom & Horenczyk, 2003; Horenczyk, 1997). Here, acculturative 

hassles play a role as dependent variable on the acculturation orientation of both 

groups. If there is a mismatch between host society’s aims and goals and immigrants’ 

acculturation orientation (e.g., assimilation vs. separation) conflicts will occur between 

the two groups. Coming from this perspective, a measure of acculturative hassles can 

also serve as outcome. Indeed, a need for such an instrument was already recognized 
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and resulted in measures on acculturative hassles related to the ingroup or the out-

group (Abouguendia & Noels, 2001; Lay & Nguyen, 1998; Lay & Safdar, 2003) 

Acculturative hassles may, however, not only be the result of a certain acculturative 

strategy, but may be the actual cause of a certain strategy, since acculturation orienta-

 

measure of acculturative hassles can contribute to the investigation of intergroup pro-

3.2.3 Acculturative Hassles and Cultural Learning Approaches 

ulturation and 

is rooted in cultural learning theories (Furnham & Bochner, 1986). The basic concept 

cculturative hassles relate to the cultural learning perspective, 

such hassles can be seen as the result of missing knowledge about appropriate be-

tions are assumed to be “worked out by groups and individuals in their daily encoun-

ters with each other” (Berry, 1997, p. 9). In this perspective acculturative hassles 

could help in understanding different acculturative strategies pursued by immigrants. 

In sum, if the intergroup perspective is employed in research on acculturation, a

cesses, sources of ethnic identity exploration, or causes of acculturative strategies. So 

far, it is primarily discrimination hassles that have been intensively investigated, but 

other hassles, such as those within the family, may also contribute new insights. 

The third theoretical approach is linked to behavioural outcomes of acc

behind this approach is that acculturation is an acquisition of (social) skills, informa-

tion, and knowledge. In such theories, acculturative changes are expected to follow a 

learning curve that is characterized by rapid changes in the initial phase and slower 

changes after some time in the new environment (Ward et al., 1998). This approach is 

especially useful to explain sociocultural adaptation as changes in sociocultural 

knowledge, skills, and language proficiency. Examples for sociocultural adaptations 

are adaptations in everyday activities (e.g., Furnham & Bochner, 1982; Ward & Ken-

nedy, 1999; Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999) and in culture-related values like develop-

mental timetables (Schmitt-Rodermund & Roebers, 1999; Schmitt-Rodermund & Sil-

bereisen, 1999b). 

In considering how a

haviour and inappropriate skills in another culture (e.g., language, non-verbal behav-

iour, interpersonal distance). If such skills are not acquired during the acculturation 

process, immigrants (or any other cross-cultural traveller) can experience frictions, 

frustration and unsatisfying contact with host nationals (Furnham & Bochner, 1986; 

Oberg, 1960). In a study by Furnham and Bochner (1982), participants had to rate 
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how difficult they experienced forty commonly occurring social situations (making 

friends, shopping, getting very intimate with a person from the opposite sex, going into 

restaurants or cafés, etc.). This scale is very close to measuring acculturation-related 

hassles, but focuses primarily on sociocultural skills, which may not be the only source 

of hassles, other sources, for example within the family, are also possible. 

To recapitulate: All three major perspectives on acculturative changes, stress-coping, 

intergroup processes, and socio-cultural learning, show that acculturative hassles can 

not only be used in studies of a certain perspective or approach on acculturation but 

Acculturative hassles have rarely been measured explicitly in empirical research. In-

1976; Berry, Trimble, & Ol-

medo, 1986) were applied that contained mainly items of psychosomatic symptoms, 

 immigrants automatically have 

d & Silbereisen, 1999a). Length of residence as proxy, however, cannot 

can also enrich acculturation research independent of the theoretical tradition used. It 

still needs to be investigated whether certain acculturative hassles are of higher im-

portance in the light of the three approaches, but potentially, discrimination hassles 

can, for example, be the start of a coping process, can influence group processes, 

and can be a result of missing sociocultural skills, which make an immigrant more sus-

ceptible for discriminating treatment. 

3.2.4 Conceptualisations of Acculturative Hassles 

stead, general measures of acculturative stress (Berry, 

without taking into account whether or not these stress symptoms were an effect of 

the acculturation situation, poor health, simply because of wrong nutrition, or other 

reasons. In terms of Berry’s (1997) framework, such measures also do not measure 

hassles, but the outcomes of acculturation processes. 

Other researchers dealt more generally with immigrant’s experiences using different 

approaches. Qualitative (case) studies are very common and widely reported, as are 

reports of advisory services for immigrants suggesting

a difficult time in the new environment and also difficulties adjusting to the new culture 

(e.g., Auernheimer, 1989; Hamburger, Idel, Kuntze & Müller, 1996; 1997, Süss, 1995). 

Although such reports can give valuable information about the situation of immigrants, 

a quantitative measure is needed in order to relate such experiences to other con-

structs. 

Another general, but quantitative measure approach used length of residence as a 

proxy for the amount of acculturative experiences made by a person (e.g., Schmitt-

Rodermun
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differentiate between hassles and life events, or between positive and negative 

events. It assumes experiences to be similar for all individuals and can only serve as 

an agglomeration of events happening over time. 

For this reason, recent approaches try to measure acculturative experiences directly 

and use them as predictors in statistical analyses (Liebkind & Jasinskaja-Lahti, 2000; 

Neto, 2001; Samaniego & Gonzales, 1999). Most of these studies, however, only fo-

; Urberg et al., 1995). Of course, this is also true for 

uage and family. Several disadvantages are 

cuse on a limited number of life domains, such as discrimination and language prob-

lems (Liebkind & Jasinskaja-Lahti, 2000), social situations, such as making friends 

and being confronted with racism (Neto, 2001), or discrimination and family conflict 

(Samaniego & Gonzales, 1999). 

Adolescents, however, grow up in multiple social contexts (Bronfenbrenner, 1977; 

Bronfenbrenner & Morris; 1998; Brown, 1999; Cook, 2003, Magnusson & Stattin, 

1998; Shirk, Talmi, & Olds, 2000

adolescent immigrants and they may even acculturate differently in different life do-

mains (Arends-Tóth & van de Vijver 2003; 2004; Horenczyk, 1997). The complexity of 

an adolescent’s life, however, is not represented in most scales currently used in this 

area of research. Only recently two instruments measuring hassles in different do-

mains of life have been published (Lay & Nguyen, 1998; Lay & Safdar, 2003; Vinoku-

rov, Trickett, & Birman, 2002). However, although these two scales are multidimen-

sional measures, their scope is different. 

Vinokurov et al.’s (2002) instrument assesses frequency scores and intensity scores 

of daily hassles in the major contexts of immigrant adolescents’ development, such as 

discrimination, school, peers, English lang

inherent in this measure. First, the contexts addressed in this scale are partly mixed 

(the peer subscale and the family subscale also include items about romantic rela-

tions). Second, some of the items are not necessarily hassles with negative emotional 

tone. Items like “You tried to make friends with an American student” or “You tried to 

make friends with a Russian student”, which are both represented in the peer hassles 

subscale, are not always perceived as negative, as the low mean severity score for 

these two items shows (M = 1.80 on a 1 to 4 point Likert scale); (Vinokurov et al., 

2002, p. 431). Third, two variables prominent in current research on immigrants, 

namely the cultural background and the host society, must be taken into consideration 

(Berry, 1997; Berry et al. 1987). Vinokurov’s (2002) instrument was developed in a 

Jewish sample with a Russian background that went to the United States of America. 

The U.S., however, is very different to Germany and Israel and it cannot be assumed 
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that the experiences of adolescents used in Vinokurov’s measure are similar to those 

of ethnic Germans or Russian Jews in Germany or Israel. Both ethnic Germans and 

Russian Jews already have some common roots with the society of settlement, are 

encouraged to immigrate and are easily given full citizenship. They “return home” and 

may have different expectations, for example, about being welcomed, level of support, 

and type of assistance. This would result in different kinds of experiences. For this 

reason it may be questioned whether this instrument is applicable to study accultura-

tive hassles of adolescent Russian-Jewish immigrants in Israel and adolescent ethnic 

German immigrants in Germany. 

The second type of scale (Lay & Nguyen, 1998; Lay & Safdar, 2003) has a different 

aim. It includes four subscales: general hassles (applicable to a normal population), 

family hassles (also not acculturation-related hassles), and two subscales that are 

1. Daily hassles

particularly important with regard to immigrant status: outgroup hassles (hassles that 

are related to the majority), and ingroup hassles (hassles related to own minority 

group). Thus, only two scales of the instrument concentrate on acculturation-specific 

hassles. Although the concept of ingroup – outgroup seems convincing, it was criti-

cized because some countries (including Israel) have more than only two groups in 

contact (Horenczyk, 1997; Triandis, 1997). Furthermore, concentrating exclusively on 

ingroup – outgroup processes ignores the idea of different contexts of adolescent de-

velopment. Acculturation-related hassles are not necessarily group problems. Lan-

guage or family problems, for instance, are a common source of acculturation-related 

stress (Hernandez & Charney, 1998; Vinokurov, 2002), but have nothing to do with 

inter- or intragroup conflicts. Specifically family, peers, romantic partners and school 

are deemed to be important contexts for adolescent immigrants (Santrock, 2001) that 

are not equally represented in this instrument. 

Taken together, a new instrument on acculturative hassles of adolescent immigrants 

should focus on four aspects that are not represented well in existing measures: 

 (minor negative events) that 

2. are acculturation-related (and not general hassles), 

3. applicable in Israel and Germany, and 

4. not restricted to single contexts, but include items covering multiple domains of 

The e developed that fulfils all these require-

me

adolescent development. 

refore, a new questionnaire needed to b

nts.  
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4 Development of an Instrument to Assess Accul-
turative Hassles: Four Studies 

In order to measure acculturative hassles of adolescent immigrants from the former 

Soviet Union to Germany and Israel an instrument has to be used that has similar 

scale properties in both countries. Cross cultural methodology suggests two basic ap-

proaches to the development of a new scale (Harkness, Van de Vijver & Johnson, 

2003; Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997). One can either use an existing scale (adaptation 

or adoption), or, if no suitable scale exists, a new measure has to be developed. At 

the beginning of questionnaire construction no such instrument existed and even the 

few recently published scales were developed for other cultural groups (such as Viet-

namese; Lay & Safdar, 2003) in other settings (such as the US or Canada; Lay & Saf-

dar, 2003; Vinokurov, Trickett and Birman, 2002) and may not be applicable to the 

target population studied here (Berry et al., 2002). Developing a new instrument would 

ensure this applicability in both groups Russian-Jewish adolescent immigrants in Is-

rael and adolescent ethnic German immigrants in Germany. The knowledge about 

existing scales allows, however, comparisons with the new measure.  

A. Content of the Questionnaire 

It has been argued earlier that adolescents grow up in multiple contexts of develop-

ment and that the instrument to be developed would need to cover several develop-

mental domains. To define the contexts of the new instrument, several theoretical ap-

proaches could be applied. Bronfenbrenner (1977; 1979) suggested a theoretical 

model of the ecology of human development that contains systems of varying prox-

imity to the individual. The Microsystem is the most proximal to the individual and de-

scribes dyadic relations of the individual (e.g., father-son relations) within proximal 

contexts such as the family, school, peers, or in the neighbourhood. The Mesosystem 

is an interaction of Microsystems. It describes, for example, how certain experiences 

in the school context are influenced by experiences in the family context. The Exosys-

tem is more distant and can account for relations outside the family, such as work re-

lations of other members of the family that do not directly involve the individual but 

which impact their life as a parent has a bad day and comes home in a bad mood. 

The Macrosystem encompasses cultural and societal factors that can influence devel-

opment (e.g. cultural values or general beliefs hold). In addition, the Chronosystem 

accounts for the time perspective indispensable for developmental processes. This 
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theoretical and abstract model also accounts for more concrete representations of 

pee were defined by previous re-

search (Cook, 2003; Barber & Olsen, 1997; Regnerus, Smith & Smith, 2004), for in-

ed to be sepa-

rately covered in the questionnaire to be developed. Furthermore, culture was inter-

ciety. Thus, five developmental contexts 

were chosen because of their importance in adolescence which makes these contexts 

developmental contexts, such as neighbourhoods, schools, work-places, families, 

rs, and even cities, states, regions, or nations that 

stance, deems to be important as possible contexts for development. Brown (1999) 

even differentiates between types of peer relations, for example, best friends, part-

ners, cliques, crowds, and the “youth culture”. 

The developmental tasks (Dreher & Dreher, 1985; Havighurst, 1972) that need to be 

accomplished in adolescence are also related to different contexts of adolescent de-

velopment. To develop “new and more mature relations with both sexes”, for example, 

refers to the peer context, “emotional independence from parents” to family context, 

“preparing for marriage” to romantic relations, “preparing for a career” to the school or 

work context, and “acquiring values and ethics” to the broader society. In adoles-

cence, four contexts are especially important, according to Santrock (2001): family, 

peers, school, and culture. Since these contexts are important, these contexts will be 

covered by the questionnaire to be developed. In Santrock’s book, the peer context 

covers both friendships and romantic involvement, which were plann

preted more in terms of the new broader so

prone for acculturation-related hassles: parents, peers, romantic relations, school/ 

work, and the broader society (new society). 

Another source of potential acculturation-related hassles is identity development. To 

develop an identity or a “self-definition as a separate individual in terms of roles, atti-

tudes, beliefs, and values” (Gardiner & Kosmitzki, 2005, p. 71) is a normative devel-

opmental task in adolescence. It is especially important for immigrant adolescents, 

since they need to integrate their cultural or ethnic background in their general identity 

(Kvernmo & Heyerdahl, 2003; Phinney 1993; Phinney et al., 2001; Romero & Roberts, 

1998). This aspect of adolescent identity development does not refer to a particular 

context, but is of high importance for minority adolescents (Steinberg, 1993) and can 

also be a source of trouble for adolescents. Minority adolescents such as immigrants 

often face stereotypes regarding their ethnic background or mixed messages about 

costs and benefits of identifying too closely with the majority culture (Steinberg, 1993). 

It can therefore be expected that identity development is also a potential source of 

acculturation-related hassles for immigrant youth. 
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The importance of these six domains (five contexts plus identity) is further supported 

by a literature search. WebSPIRS (14.08.2004) resulted in 1,261 hits for “peers and 

adolescence”, 4,735 for “parents and adolescence”, 249 for “romant* and adoles-

cence”, 12,199 for “school or work and adolescence”, 2,122 for “society and adoles-

cence” and 1,895 hits for “identity and adolescence”, confirming that these domains 

also play an important role in research on adolescents. As an initial step in the devel-

opment of the questionnaire, it was verified that immigrant adolescents indeed face 

acculturation-related hassles in these domains. In order to do so, studies and reports 

of counselling agencies on ethnic German immigrants in Germany were analysed with 

regard to acculturation-related hassles in these six domains. In general, acculturative 

hassles were reported in all domains of adolescent development. A short description 

about specific acculturation-related difficulties of ethnic German adolescent is given in 

the following paragraphs. 

Family: In the literature, the family seems to be a crucial source of acculturative prob-

lems (Lanquillon, 1993; Müller-Wille, 2002; Süss, 1995). The traditionally strong family 

ties hinder family members establishing social contact with other (native) people 

(Dietz, 1996) and result in tensions between generations within a family since adoles-

cents adjust faster than their parents (Dietz, 1996; Gugel, 1992; Hamburger et al., 

1996; Müller-Wille, 2002; Süss, 1995). In this regard, parents are reported to try to 

preserve traditions that do not fit into the German society and in some cases impose 

their traditions on their children in a restrictive and authoritarian way (Lanquillon, 1993; 

1994). Adolescents, on the other hand, adapt to norms and values of the main society 

(Dietz, 1996; Süss, 1995). Adolescents also learn the new language faster than their 

parents. This advantage in the new society can lead to a different role distribution in 

the family that may disrupt the family system (Kaiser, 1991; Müller-Wille, 2002; 

Thielicke, 1988). Some authors see a problematic power distribution in families of eth-

nic German immigrants (Sasse, 1999), with adolescents gaining power through being 

the language broker, translating official letters, and taking part in meetings with offi-

cials. Parents on the other hand may lose power through unemployment, insufficient 

cultural or societal skills/knowledge, and through their inability to support their children 

and relieve them from the burden of new challenges (Giest-Warsewa, 2002; Müller-

Wille, 2002; Sasse, 1999; Süss, 1995). They also may resort to extreme measures 

when dealing with their own fundamental problems, such as increased levels of alco-

hol consumption (Knorr & Heise, 2002) or may succumb to other health problems 
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(Czycholl, 2002; Müller-Wille, 2002). It can be assumed that these problems further 

undermine parent’s power in the family system.  

School: In school (or for older adolescents occupational training), ethnic German ado-

lescents experience a different educational style than in the former Soviet Union 

(Quasthoff, 2002; Sasse, 1999). Adolescent immigrants are reported to perceive the 

this style as too permissive and not enough focused on the group but on the individ-

ual. They experience too much competition, miss discipline, and perceive German 

kids as lazy and naughty (Lanquillon, 1994; Süss, 1995). This might be due to differ-

ent values and educational aims such of the antiauthoritarian education in Germany. 

Internationalization and encouragement of independent opinions are also difficult to 

understand for ethnic Germans stemming from an authoritarian system (Süss, 1995). 

Incompatibilities between the two school systems also include problematic recognition 

of their Russian certificates and difficulties to adjust to the German school system 

(Fochler, 1997). Language problems are a particular problem in the school or work 

context (Bayer, 1996; Dietz, 1996; Giest-Warsewa, 2002), because learning is im-

peded and additional effort is necessary to understand the language. Such problems 

can lead to fear of failure, inhibition to speak out (in the classroom), fear of being 

teased at school or the development of perfectionism regarding the new language 

(Süss, 1995). Teachers are not always sensitive to the situation of immigrant adoles-

cents and may make inappropriate remarks. Through the inevitable contact to native 

peers in school, discrimination by other students may also be more likely in the school 

context. 

Peers: Immigration results in disruptions of an existing peer network (Dietz, 2003b; 

Müller-Wille, 2002; Quasthoff, 2002; Shuval, 1993; Süss, 1995) so that they have 

problems with whom to spend their spare time. Peers are, however, necessary “for 

normal social development in adolescence” (Santrock, 2001, p. 185). Making contact 

with local youth is problematic (Dietz, 1996; Lanquillon, 1994) and can cause anxiety 

(Dittrich, 1991). Language problems are prominent among most immigrants (Biehl, 

1996; 1993; Dietz, 2003a; Lanquillon, 1993; Strobl & Kühnel, 2000; Süss, 1995), and 

affect the peer environment in a specific way. Contacts to host peers are more difficult 

to establish and besides language proficiency, non-verbal communication, missing 

knowledge about German youth culture and mutual feelings of strangeness between 

native and immigrant adolescents hinder contacts to native peers (Bayer, 1996; Lan-

quillon, 1993; Quasthoff, 2002; Süss, 1995). Differences in opinions are also de-

scribed. Süss (1995) found that adolescent immigrants criticize the missing national 
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pride in native adolescents. All these problems often lead to a segregation of immi-

grant youth (Giest-Warsewa, 2002) and limited contact to local adolescents. If contact 

exists, it is rather occasional and superficial. Real friendships are perceived as not 

desired by the German majority (Pfetsch, 1999). Often, native adolescents do not ac-

cept them as “Germans” but call them “foreigners” or “Russians” (Süss, 1995).  

Romantic Relations: Acculturation-related experiences or hassles in the context of 

romantic relations have not been the focus of many studies or reports, but are men-

tioned in others as a general source of problems (Gugel, 1992). One reason might be 

that hassles in this domain are supposedly less important compared with other con-

texts of adolescent development. Nevertheless, first romantic experiences are made 

in adolescence, choosing a partner is a developmental task in this age period (Dreher 

& Dreher, 1985; Havighurst, 1972) and romantic relations are important to learn inti-

macy, mate sorting, sexual experimentation and companionship (Santrock, 2001). 

Only few specific hassles concerning romantic relations of immigrant adolescents 

were mentioned in the literature. Romantic relations are for some adolescents de-

scribed as shelters against conflicts with the outside world, but also that traditional 

gender roles may hinder romantic relations with local adolescents (Gugel, 1992). 

Quasthoff (2002) reported that parents often do not serve as a good role model since 

their relation is also burdened as a result of stressful adjustment. 

New Society: The broadest context is the new society into the adolescent must inte-

grate. Established values such as politeness, conservative gender roles or insufficient 

experiences with a society of consumption, and an oversupply of goods represent new 

challenges for arriving adolescents (Gugel, 1992; Pfetsch, 1999; Süss, 1995). Fur-

thermore, the new highly technological environment is less personal and can create 

feelings of loneliness and desolation (Bayer, 1996). But also the different political sys-

tem, high expectations about their integration into the society, expected privileges and 

missing initiative to improve their situation are described as causing problems among 

adolescent ethnic German immigrants (Gugel, 1992). The new society is often repre-

sented by authorities, and institutions play a crucial role in the acculturation process 

(Dittrich, 1991). Very often the interactions with these authorities are characterized by 

feelings of submissiveness, powerlessness or “being strange”, as well as feelings of 

being a second class citizen (Gugel, 1992; Lanquillon, 1993). Authorities also do not 

accept them speaking Russian and public reactions “teach” adolescents not to speak 

Russian loud in public or to avoid speaking at all (Pfetsch, 1999). In general, ethnic 

German adolescents are reported to often perceive rejection and discrimination (Czy-
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choll, 2002; Dietz, 1996; Pfetsch, 1999) and to have problems making decisions or 

expressing their opinion in the new environment (Gugel, 1992). 

Identity: It was already mentioned that identity development is an important task in 

adolescence (Dreher & Dreher, 1985; Havighurst, 1972), and is also considered es-

pecially important for ethnic German immigrants (Flashman, 1993; Pfetsch, 1999), 

because in the construction of one’s own identity, ethnicity and cultural background 

In the literature pertaining to all the six domains discussed, acculturative problems of 

need to be taken into account (Kvernmo & Heyerdahl, 2003; Phinney 1993; Romero & 

Roberts, 1998). For minority adolescents, ethnic identity focuses on three aspects 

(Phinney, 2003): identification (e.g. “I am a Russian”), feelings of belonging or feelings 

related to group membership, and the status of identity development (see also Marcia 

& Friedman, 1970). The identity issue plays a significant role in the adjustment proc-

ess of ethnic German adolescents (Bayer, 1996; Dietz, 1999; Flashman, 1993; Müller-

Wille, 2002; Slawatycka, 1991; Süss, 1995). Often adolescents report feeling in be-

tween the two countries. They did not belong to the country of origin and also do not 

belong to the new homeland (Dietz, 2003a; Lanquillon, 1993; Süss, 1995). In legal 

terms they are German citizens, but are culturally distinct through their Russian back-

ground (Pfetsch, 1999). Insecurity, passivity, overadjustment or a devaluation of 

common values and norms are results of a problematic identity solution (Gugel, 1992; 

Süss, 1995). 

adolescents were mentioned suggesting that these six domains indeed represent im-

portant areas of adolescent immigrants’ lives. For this reason they were used in the 

initial process of structuring acculturative hassles into different contexts. This is partly 

comparable to Vinokurov’s (2002) measure which also includes contexts of develop-

ment such as the school, family and peers. The disadvantage is that similar kinds of 

experiences can occur in different contexts, such as language or discrimination has-

sles can be experienced in school, with peers or in romantic relations. For this reason, 

some researchers describe experiences of adolescents not in terms of contexts, but in 

terms of kinds of experiences independent of the existing context (Hernandez & Char-

ney, 1998; Samaniego & Gonzales, 1999). The six domains defined here offer, how-

ever, a better structure, because it covers several contexts plus the identity theme and 

not only experiences in the obvious school-related environment. This assures that all 

the specified areas of adolescent development are covered by the questionnaire to be 

developed. 
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B. Research Strategy 

The construction of the new instrument followed the principles of classical test theory. 

Besides other procedures, Amelang and Zielinski (1997) suggest two procedures of 

d step in construction. In Germany, this first questionnaire was com-

pleted by adolescent ethnic Germans, whereas in Israel it was the basis for focus 

constructing a new questionnaire that were combined for the development of the ac-

culturative hassles scale: The deductive (or rational) approach employs a theory, and 

items are created according to the construct of interest. The inductive construction of 

questionnaires uses factor analyses to establish subscales of several items that have 

a high correlation and form a single dimension. In the beginning the theoretical ap-

proach of six domains guided the procedure of establishing potential items. In later 

analyses, however, the factor structure was tested and defined the final questionnaire 

subscales. Establishing measures via classical test theory requires the evaluation of 

several test criteria (Amelang & Zielinski, 1997; Lienert & Raatz, 1998; Rost, 1996), 

such as reliability, validity and objectivity (see chapter 4.3.1.). 

In the initial construction of the questionnaire, three steps were employed. First, focus 

group interviews were organized to collect first hand information from immigrant ado-

lescents and to have the opportunity to discuss specific acculturative hassles. The 

results of the focus group interviews served as a source for items that were repre-

sented in the first questionnaire-based pilot study. This first questionnaire was the ba-

sis for the secon

group interviews and a pilot study using the questionnaire. The purpose of this was to 

find out if the items included so far suited both contexts – in particular whether impor-

tant items were left out in the questionnaire, and whether single items found in the 

ethnic German sample are also applicable in the Israeli context. Since the two pilot 

studies on Russian-Jewish adolescents were conducted by the Israeli collaborators 

(Gideon Fishman, Gustavo Mesch; University of Haifa, Israel) of the German - Israeli 

Project, only those results having an influence on the scale construction are reported 

here. All information gathered in this second step served the purpose of item selec-

tion. In the third step, the properties of the questionnaire were explored, such as test-

retest reliability and multi-method validation (Amelang & Zielinski, 1997; Bortz & 

Döring, 1995). The fourth and final study investigated the structure of the scale com-

paring the two sites of research, Israel and Germany. Figure 6, shows all four steps. 
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 Germany Israel 

   
Study I 2001  _ Focus groups  

   

Study II 2001  _ Questionnaire 1 Focus groups 

Pilot study concerning 
items of Questionnaire 1 

   

Study III 2002  _ Questionnaire 2  

   

Study IV 2003  _ Main Study Main Study 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Studies for the construction of the acculturative hassles scale 

 

4.1 Study I: Focus Groups  

As a first step, immigrant adolescents were asked directly about their hassles in focus 

group interviews. A “focus group interview is a qualitative research technique used to 

obtain data about feelings and opinions of small groups of participants about a given 

problem, experience, service or other phenomenon” (Basch, 1987, p. 414) and usually 

includes small groups of participants discussing a particular topic with a moderator 

leading the discussion (Basch, 1987; Frey & Fontana, 1993; Stewart & Shamdasani, 

1990). Interviews are especially useful for immigrant populations and research with 

other cultures, because this technique allows open discussions and the clarification of 

questions, and immigrants can use their own words to describe a phenomenon (Ek-

blad & Baernhielm, 2002; Fiscella et al., 1997; Greenfield, 1997; Schilder et al., 2004; 

Shweder et al., 1998; Trotter et al. 2001; Poortinga, 1997). Focus groups seem espe-

cially fruitful for getting basic first hand information (Basch, 1987; Krueger, 1988; Mor-

gan, 1988; 1993; Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990) and to develop items for quantitative 

research (Frey & Fontana, 1993; Krueger, 1988; Morgan, 1988; Wolff, Knodel & Sitti-

tra, 1993). In addition, focus groups have already been successfully employed in stud-

ies on ethnic German immigrants (Pfetsch, 1999), which shows the appropriateness of 

this technique. 

In this work, focus groups were used as a start in studying the acculturation-related 

hassles of adolescent immigrants. The idea was to get some first hand information 
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and to learn more abou a pecific problems of ethnic German adoles-

cents The overview across the literature on acculturative problems of ethnic German 

immigrants wed th  domains of adolescents’ life. In focus 

groups, participants can explain how they experienced certain events, how often they 

experie gle ev whethe ult to cope e, the adoles-

cents had the chance to give details about events and ho . Fo-

cus groups were also seen as a way of learning new ha  in 

the literature and whether there were stylistic expressions of immigrant adolescents 

that sh ed i an e questionnaire items. 

4.1.1 Method 

re discussed 

nodel, 1993; Krueger, 1998). Because the focus groups here represented the start 

of the questionnaire construction process, an interview guideline was used that was 

dized. Topics to guide the discussion in each of 

laced visibly on the table. The participants were instructed about the 

purpose of the interview and told that their answers would be very important for the 

t the situ tion and s

sho at hassles occur in all six

nced sin ents and r it was diffic with. Her

w they perceived them

ssles if not yet described

ould be us n finding  authentic language for th

In the literature, different procedures for focus group interviews a

(K

more flexible and not highly standar

the six previously defined domains of acculturative hassles came from different 

sources such as published qualitative studies, reports of counselling agencies, or 

books written for social workers. 

In addition, information from a previous longitudinal study on ethnic German immi-

grants (see Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997; Silbereisen, Lantermann & Schmitt-

Rodermund, 1999), from informal meetings with two counsellors of the “Arbeiterwohl-

fahrt” in Jena, a Christian counselling agency in Jena (Beratungsstelle evangelische 

Luthergemeinde), and with the head of the temporary accommodation for ethnic Ger-

mans in Jena was used to prepare the focus groups. Problems taken from all these 

sources were sorted according to the six domains (peer relations, school hassles, 

parent hassles, romantic involvement, identity hassles and hassles with the general 

environment in the new country). The resulting list formed the guideline for the inter-

views. The outline of the interview can be found in Appendix A.  

The interview was constructed hierarchically. After a short introduction and welcome, 

the adolescents were informed that the whole interview would be taped and the mi-

crophone was p

success of the research. Participants were asked: “Please consider the time since 

your arrival in Germany, can you remember any situations that happened to you that 
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were very unpleasant and that happened because you are not a native German? 

Could you please name such situations?” If adolescents mentioned an experience, 

they were asked how often it happened (frequency), whether they thought a lot about 

it (cognitive reactions), whether they were depressed or sad because of this event 

(emotional reactions) and whether they had mental health problems (psychosomatic 

symptoms). During the first interviews it turned out that asking all questions for each 

event would be inappropriate, mainly because of time constraints, because not all 

questions were applicable to all problems, and because too many details hindered the 

discussion. In later interviews, therefore, participants were only asked in general terms 

about their reactions to such events. 

Following the general question about acculturation-related problems, the different do-

uced and the adolescents were asked about events in each of the 

ed. A positive atmos-

mains were introd

domains, i.e., school, peers, family, romantic relations, identity, and new country. If no 

more situations were mentioned spontaneously, specific events were introduced and 

the participants were asked to report whether something similar ever happened to 

them. At the end of the interview, all participants were asked whether they would like 

to add anything and whether there was anything not included so far they deemed im-

portant. Not everything said in the interviews was transcribed, but all possible hassles 

mentioned were written down. 

4.1.2 Sample 

Five focus group interviews were conducted with altogether 20 adolescents (10 male, 

10 female). The size of the groups varied between 2 and 8 participants. Groups came 

from a language school, from temporary accommodations, from a youth club for immi-

grants, and from a Christian centre that tries to help immigrants integrating in Ger-

many. The interviews took place in locations known by participants (e.g., in the youth 

club). Only one interview was conducted in the university lab, because this was most 

convenient for the participants. Interviews took one to two hours, depending on the 

number of participants and on the amount of hassles mention

phere was created by serving tea, biscuits and chocolate where possible. The groups 

were: 

Group 1: Two participants: both from the former Soviet Union (Russia), 16 year 

old female and 18 year old male. The interview was conducted in the 

“Haus auf der Mauer”, Jena, a language centre (16th March, 2001). 
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These two participants had just arrived in Germany and could contribute 

less than other groups. 

Group 2: Four participants: all from the former Soviet Union with homogeneous 

age (14 – 16 years), two were male and two female. The interview was 

conducted in the youth club for ethnic Germans of the Arbeiterwohlfahrt 

(AWO), Jena (20th March, 2001). 

Group 3: Eight participants from the former Soviet Union (Russia, Kazakhstan, 

Ukraine), 13 – 20 years old, six male, two female. The interview was 

conducted in the Niemöller Haus in Jena, a Christian centre integrating 

ethnic German immigra ndnts (22  March, 2001). 

Group 4: Three female adolescents (11, 16 and 17 years old) from the former 

The engagement of participants varied between the focus groups. Language problems 

rticipants and sometimes hindered the discussion. In the 

beginning most adolescents were rather shy, but initial difficulties were soon over-

ol 

cussed and r

Soviet Union (Russia) took part. The interview was also conducted in 

the youth club of the Arbeiterwohlfahrt (AWO), Jena (27th March, 2001). 

Group 5: Three participants (two female adolescents from Russia - 16 and 19 

years, and one male from Uzbekistan – 21 years) took part. The inter-

view took place in the lab of the Department of Developmental Psychol-

ogy, University of Jena (9th April, 2001).  

4.1.3 Results 

occurred for nearly all the pa

come by the friendly atmosphere. The adolescents became livelier and helped each 

other in explaining, used mimic and gestures or body language to make clear what 

they meant. Participants varied with regard to their openness. Some were open and 

talkative, others, however, had problems to discuss their difficulties with the new situa-

tion. Especially in the biggest group (8 participants) not everybody took actively part in 

the discussion. The open questions about general difficulties in Germany and in dif-

ferent contexts resulted in very few answers. Usual comments were “we are very 

happy in Germany” and “everything in Germany is good”. The only problem actively 

raised by many participants was that of dealing with the new language. 

In the scho domain, language-related problems and teasing by host pupils were dis-

eported as experienced in three of the five interviews (group3, group 4, 
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and group 5).

as a fear to a

room (group ades (group 3). Teasing by other pupils ranged 

or spit at (gro

because of th

by the teache  inappropriate grading that they attrib-

uted to being ethnic German (group 3, group 4). Other problems mentioned were a 

tin

impression th

difficult to accept for them. 

 pe

the lost conta

host peers (g

guage problems (groups 4 and 5). Discrimination hassles were not very frequent, but 

cen

One girl (group

not accepted 

ing a fight (al t pressure (by teachers or par-

ents) to be with host adolescents, reported difficulties with typical host-adolescent lan-

gs of not being accepted by host peers, or had experienced things 

to drink (group 

5). The same adolescent also complained about poor living conditions and that he felt 

unable to take anybody home. 

 A lack of language proficiency was also related to other problems, such 

nswer questions in class (group 4), general communication in the class-

3), and receiving bad gr

from small incidents like being pushed (group 4) to more serious ones like being hurt 

up 5). No one ever reported having feared to express his or her opinion 

e teacher’s authority and nobody in the groups reported being ignored 

r. Two girls reported problems of

fear to con ue studying because of the different schoolsystems (group 5) and the 

at kids in Germany have less respect or are cheeky (group 4), which was 

In terms of er hassles two topics were mentioned in more than one group. This was 

ct to peers in the country of origin (groups 2 to 5) and missing contact to 

roups 2 to 5). Missing contact to host peers was partly explained by lan-

the adoles ts usually knew someone who had told them about being treated badly. 

 5) reported that chewing gum was put into her hair because she was 

in a discotheque as ethnic German and one boy was provoked into start-

so group 5). No one in the groups had fel

guage, had feelin

being taken from them. 

The family context did not play a major role with regard to acculturation-related prob-

lems of adolescents in the focus group interviews. Family members left behind in the 

country of origin were a common source of negative hassles in all groups. Arguments 

with parents were also reported, but the adolescents did not perceive them as related 

to the immigrant situation. Reasons for arguments were general issues such as tele-

phone bills (group 2), the question whether a boy should stay with his girlfriend over-

night (group 5 – argument between the 21 year old adolescent and his father), or 

whether a tattoo or piercing is acceptable (group 4). In two groups the job loss of par-

ents and their limited perspectives of finding an adequate job were mentioned as 

problematic (groups 4, 5). Two adolescents perceived their parents as more de-

pressed since they arrived in Germany (groups 4, 5), one father started 
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Romantic relations were also rarely mentioned. Only one girl who left her boyfriend in 

Russia mentioned her insecurity about the future of this relationship (group 5). It can 

only be speculated about reasons for this scarce information. This topic was probably 

too private and not easy to talk about in this setting. Also, the adolescents were 

probably hesitant to talk openly about such difficulties in front of a stranger who was 

taping the interview. 

Problems with the new society were reported. In four out of five groups (groups 2 to 5) 

immigrants had experienced bad treatment by hosts (e.g., they felt as a second class 

citizen in dealing with authorities, or were called “Russian” etc.). Surprisingly, adoles-

cents told that such things did not bother them too much as they had similar experi-

ences in the country of origin, such as being called a Nazi (group 2, 3). Bureaucracy 

was mentioned as difficult in two groups (group 3, 5) and German kids were perceived 

to be less mature and to behave badly (group 3, 4), which made interactions with 

ling of greater maturity compared to their German adolescent 

peers (group 3).  

them difficult. Cold social relations and problems with other immigrants (e.g. Turks) 

were also discussed by adolescents in one group (4). 

In the last domain, identity, two problems were predominantly mentioned. Lack of flu-

ency in the language (as a sign of belonging to the new country) was seen as prob-

lematic in three groups (groups 2, 3, 4), and some adolescents felt they were no 

longer fluent anymore in either their native or their host languages (group 3, 4). The 

second major problem (groups 4, 5) concerned insecurity of belonging to a social 

group (“who or what I am”, “In Russia I was a German and here I am a Russian”). In 

one group the problem of badly educated adolescents in Germany was mentioned 

again, resulting in a fee

4.1.4 Discussion 

The main aim of the focus group interviews was to get into contact with adolescents of 

the target group, to learn about their situation, their problems, and to get first hand 

insights into their lives. The results showed that adolescents reported hassles for all 

six predefined domains. For adolescent immigrants this means that they have indeed 

to cope with acculturation-related problems additional to normative, age-related 

changes arising from the confrontation with normative developmental tasks or puberty. 
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The results of the interviews were, however, surprising with regard to the number of 

hassles reported by the adolescents. The literature searched had suggested ethnic 

German adolescents faced many problems. The participants in the focus group inter-

or of the discussion. But even if adolescents agreed that certain 

Arguments can be found for all three possible explanations. Since counsellors are 

ept their problems to themselves. It might be that adolescents hesi-

tated to mention hassles and problems because of social desirability, shyness, lan-

negative consequences or authorities (a member of the uni-

versity may be seen in this light) or many other reasons. Although the atmosphere 

views, however, reported on average only a limited number of acculturative hassles. 

In particular, the opening question at the beginning of the interview concerning their 

problems in the new context did not result in many answers. In general, language 

hassles were the only actively and consistently mentioned kinds of hassles. The par-

ticipants reported most of the other hassles only if these events were addressed di-

rectly by the moderat

events happened to them, the experience was sometimes described as not very 

stressful and appeared not to have been taken very seriously by the participant con-

cerned. 

Three possible explanations can be found to explain the contradiction between the 

literature on the burden of adolescent immigrants and the reports in the focus groups. 

Either the reports are too negative, or the adolescents interviewed were better ad-

justed than the average population described in the literature, or the participants of the 

focus groups concealed their problems. 

usually only asked for advice if adolescents cannot cope with their problems anymore, 

the reports studied to prepare the interviews may be biased towards problematic ado-

lescents. It could also well be that the participants in our study were a positive selec-

tion of immigrating adolescents. The agencies that helped in recruiting adolescents for 

the interviews do not focus on problematic adolescents but offer more general possi-

bilities to meet, to do sports, to spend spare time (e.g., board games), and to create 

contacts with other adolescents. Adolescents using these facilities may be better ad-

justed and proactive than the average immigrants. The third possibility suggests that 

the adolescents k

guage problems, fear of 

during the interviews was positive and most participants gave the impression to an-

swer openly, this may have happened especially for the area of romantic relations. 
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There are a few limitations of this first study, the small number of participants, the 

problem of bias in the reported hassles and the focus on adolescents from only one 

area in Germany. These limitations are, however, not very problematic, since the fo-

cus groups were not the main research strategy to get results or on which to base 

item selection. It was rather more important as way to meet adolescent ethnic Ger-

mans, to have an exchange with them about their situation and hassles in the new 

context, and to have the chance to discuss hassles in detail. 

Taken together, the focus group interviews gave deeper insights into the situation of 

adolescent immigrants in Germany. Hassles were mentioned in all six predefined do-

mains of adolescent development, although the amount of hassles mentioned was 

rather small. Hassles mentioned were not always of great concern for the adoles-

cents, and in general, those participating in the focus groups were not overwhelmed 

by their problems in Germany. A couple of new things were brought up that had to do 

with the situation on the labour market (difficult for parents and for future perspectives 

rature search, information by counsellors and 

of adolescents) and with a partner that was left behind in the country of origin. Lan-

guage hassles were mentioned by nearly all participants. 

4.2 Study II: Item Selection 

Information on hassles acquired from lite

a previous project, and the focus groups were the basis for a first pilot questionnaire 

tested in this second study. The main aim in this 2nd study was to select hassles from 

all identified problems for a shorter and later version of the questionnaire. 

The selection of future items was guided by three requirements: First, items of all pre-

viously defined domains (school, peers, family, romantic relations, new society, iden-

tity) should be included in the scale. Second, the items should only measure hassles 

related to the acculturation process. The third requirement was related to the future 

use of the current scale in two settings: Israel and Germany, meaning that the instru-

ment needed to be applicable in both contexts. 

In order to achieve the first requirement, a selection procedure was applied that en-

sured items would be chosen from all six previously described domains of adolescent 

hassles. This procedure is described in the methods section (4.2.2.). 
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The requirement for the scale to measure only acculturation-related hassles was 

tested based on empirical knowledge about the acculturation process of ethnic Ger-

man adolescents. It can be assumed that adolescents who have resided in Germany 

for a longer period of time should demonstrate fewer hassles for theoretical and em-

pirical reasons. Theoretically, acculturation can be seen as a process of coping (Berry, 

1997) or social learning (Ward, 2001). Over time, strategies are developed to cope 

with the new environment and newly acquired social skills (language, knowledge) 

make people less susceptible to problems (e.g., they are aware of potential misunder-

standings, Collett, 1982) and enable them to develop a more complex network of sup-

port. Both approaches (coping and social learning) would suggest a decrease of has-

sles over time. Furthermore, empirical research based on ethnic Germans has dem-

onstrated improved language skills (Fuchs, Schwietring & Weiss, 1999a), adaptations 

in values (expectations about autonomy - Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b), 

decreased peer rejection (Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999), and also im-

proved psychological well-being (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2002a) over time. 

These facts allow a first validation of the selected items by testing the hypothesis of 

fewer hassles among more experienced adolescents (i.e., adolescents who have 

been in the new country for a longer period of time). Better adjustment should be re-

lated to fewer acculturation-related hassles. Thus, the following hypothesis was 

tested: 

Hypothesis 4.2: 

Adolescents that have been in the country for a longer period of time will report 

fewer acculturation-related hassles than those recently arrived. 

The third requirement of the questionnaire was to achieve the applicability of the de-

veloped instrument in both contexts: Israel and Germany. To achieve this, two studies 

were conducted with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel, general focus groups on 

acculturative problems of immigrants and discussion groups based on the same ver-

sion of the questionnaire used in this second study with ethnic Germans in Germany. 

The results of these two studies were used to ensure that all the hassles selected for 

later versions of the instrument were also applicable in the Israeli context. 
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4.2.1 Method 

4.2.1.1 Measure 

The items of this first version of the questionnaire consisted of all problems mentioned

in the literature, reported by counsellors and researchers in a previous project, and 

from the focus group interviews. All the problems were taken together and reformu-

lated into hassles resulting in a list of 142 items (the origina

 

l questionnaire can be 

 

Trickett & Birman, 2002). Whereas measuring the frequency of hassles is not very 

judge severity exist. It is possible to use fixed 

e sle (as for example suggested by Holmes and 

dimensional 

measure. In the first column, adolescents had to rate how often the particular event 

o had the option to indicate in the 

had only been in 

the country a short period of time), each item was printed in German and Russian. 

seen in Appendix B). 

An important consideration before producing the instrument regarded the answering 

format of the items. The focus group interviews showed that acculturative hassles are

not always perceived in the same way. Certain incidents of discrimination may be a 

very negative experience, but the adolescents also said that such incidents did not 

bother them too much. To deal with this issue, some researchers suggest therefore 

using a two-dimensional answering format for negative experiences: frequency and 

severity (Gräser, Esser & Saile, 1990; Sarason, Johnson & Siegel, 1978; Vinokurov, 

complicated, several approaches to 

(pre- stablished) weights for each has

Rahe, 1967) or participants can rate every incident themselves (Gräser, Esser & 

Saile, 1990). Although empirical research using this format revealed high correlations 

between the frequency and severity (Cohen & Park, 1992; De Dreu & Van Vianen, 

2001), this small pilot study offered the opportunity to explore such a two-

happened during the last year on a four point Likert scale (“never”, “once”, “several 

times”, “often”). In the second column it was asked, how unpleasant had this particular 

hassle been. The answering format in the second column was “not unpleasant”, “to 

some extent unpleasant”, “quite unpleasant” and “very unpleasant”. The term “un-

pleasant” was used because it was assumed to convey the emotional quality of a 

stressful event to young participants. Participants als

last column that the event had not happened to them. At the end of the questionnaire 

space was offered for the participant to add anything else they deemed important. 

Because of possible language problems (especially from those who 
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4.2.1.2 Data Analysis 

The main aim of this 2nd study was to select items out of the 142 hassles. This selec-

tion process was to be based on empirical results and included several steps. First, 

very difficult items (those with less than 10% likelihood of answers) were excluded 

from the list. Second, the relation between frequency and severity was analysed in 

order to decide which answering format is more appropriate. Third, to reduce the 

number of items, a principal component analysis without rotation was performed to 

examine the relation between the items of the questionnaire. From the solution of this 

analysis items for each predefined domain were selected and it was examined 

whether other (not predefined) components should also be taken into account. This 

strategy assured a reduction of the item pool and also assured that no important as-

pect was omitted. 

The second requirement of the instrument was that the items are acculturation-

related. To test the hypothesis that experienced adolescents (longer period in the 

country) face less hassles than newcomers (shorter period in the country), the whole 

sample was divided into two groups by a median split to enable tests for differences 

with regard to length of residence. This hypothesis was tested with a Multivariate 

Analysis of Variance (Covariance) with acculturative hassles in each domain as de-

pendent variables and length of stay as independent. Age, as possible intervening 

va d for. A known problem in research on acculturation is the dif-

ferentiatio

a n processes (Berry, 

1997; Fuligni, 2001; Schönpflug, 1997). Also, in the sample used for this first ques-

 use of age 

as covariate in the analysis was the easiest way to control this problem. Using age as 

statistical control would at least ensure that the received results for length of stay are 

statistically independent from age as a possible intervening variable. 

riable, was controlle

n between changes due to normative development (due to social, biological 

nd psychological changes) and changes due to acculturatio

tionnaire, length of stay was positively related to age (r = .222, p = .039). This leads to 

the problem that effects of length of stay (acculturation) may be also attributed to age 

differences (normative development). To solve this problem one can employ a com-

parative sample of equal age in the country of origin (e.g., Janssen et al., 2004) or use 

a special sampling design (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2002b; Silbereisen, 

Lantermann & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999). The costs for both these procedures would 

have been inappropriate, given the early stage of the instrument. Thus, the
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4.2.2 Sample 

The questionnaire was distributed to adolescent ethnic German immigrants by people 

German immigrants, such as several heads of temporary accom-

bekistan. Most of the participants lived in Jena (65%), Erfurt 

(14%) or Frauenprießnitz (11%) and three participants (3%) were imprisoned in a 

dealing with ethnic 

modation centres, consultants, language schools, and Christian organisations. Alto-

gether 95 adolescent repatriates agreed to participate. All participants came originally 

from the former Soviet Union with 47% coming from Russia and 35% from Kazakh-

stan. The remaining 18% came from other countries of the former Soviet Union, such 

as the Ukraine or Uz

youth jail in Hameln. 

The type of school attended by the participants varied: 15% went to a “Hauptschule” 

(lowest formal educational track), 32% to a “Realschule” (intermediate educational 

track), 11% to a “Regelschule” (combined “Haupt-“ and “Realschule”), and only 13% 

to a Gymnasium (highest educational track). About 15% attended a language course 

for newcomers and 4% went to a vocational school. These numbers are similar to the 

findings of some studies (Strobl & Kühnel, 2000), especially for the lower school 

tracks. Other studies, however, report a higher share of ethnic Germans in lower 

school tracks (Baumert & Schümer, 2002; Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2004). 

The sample here consisted of 42 females and 52 males and the participants were on 

average 16.4 years old (SD = 3.1, Min = 10, Max = 22, Median = 17) and had been 

residing in the new country on average for 2.3 years (SD = 2.0, Min = 0, Max = 10, 

Median = 2). 

In order to be able to test the validation-hypothesis, the sample was divided into two 

subgroups by median split according to their length of residence. The newcomer 

group comprised 43 adolescents that were on average 9.6 months in the country 

(length of stay = 0.81 years, SD = .30). The experienced group consisted of 45 ado-

lescents and was on average three years and eight months in the country (length of 

stay = 3.7 years, SD = 1.81). 
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4.2.3 Results 

4.2.3.1 Selection of Items 

The first analyses regarded the frequency of hassles experienced by the participants. 

Six hassles were reported by less than 10% of the participants and were therefore 

excluded from further analyses. This left 136 variables for further investigation. 

Severity scores were then analysed in order to decide on further continuation with the 

two dimensions of frequency and severity. The analyses concerning the severity 

scores, however, revealed serious complications. First, most participants were able to 

judge whether a situation happened and how often it happened, but the severity index 

was problematic to complete for non-occurring incidents. The missing data demon-

strated this problem impressively. While on average 16% missing data existed across 

d frequency 

scores highly intercorrelate (i.e., school: r = .85, p < .001, friends: r = .66, p < .001, 

all frequency items (e.g., because the situation did not apply to them), the respective 

percentage of missings across the severity items was 61%. In other words, on aver-

age only one third of the severity items were completed. This substantial number of 

missing values complicated further analyses. For instance, due to the high number of 

missing values, alpha reliabilities could not be calculated for severity scores, but only 

for the frequency scores of the six domains (school = .91, friends = .81, family = .93, 

partner = .78, new country = .83, identity = .77). Another related problem was that 

comparing severity scores across different hassles was not possible. A comparison of 

the severity of different hassles would also reflect different participants, because on 

average only one third of the severity items was completed (but not the same third of 

participants completed all items). Given the initial idea that adolescents perceive 

events differently, such comparisons would be inappropriate. The last problem related 

to the number of missings regards the use of weighted scores for assessing the bur-

den of acculturation an adolescent has to bear. A weighted score (composite) con-

sists, for example, of the multiplication term of the frequency and severity answers. 

Thus, an adolescent could receive a high score by facing either a very stressful hassle 

once or another not very stressful hassle very often. The large number of missings, 

however, hampers such an approach. Although the missing values in the severity 

score could be filled for all adolescents who did not experience this hassle (since the 

multiplication term: frequency (0) x severity (x) would always be zero or no burden), 

the interpretation of the composite score would be difficult. Composite an
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family: r = .82, p < .001, romantic relations: r = .81, p < .001, new society: r = .70, p < 

.001, identity: r = .65, p < .001) so that using weighted scores does not add a lot of 

The scree plot suggested three main components. The compo-

nent matrix revealed that the first five components showed interpretable patterns of 

uch as discrimination in several contexts like school, friends, new soci-

ety (Eigenvalue = 6.0, explained variance = 4.4%). 

5. The fifth component was again interpretable (Eigenvalue = 4.5, explained vari-

ance = 3.3%) and contained items expressing parents’ interference in the ado-

lescents’ acculturation process. Although the explained variance and the num-

ber of items on this factor were low, it seemed to capture an important aspect 

of adolescents’ acculturation. 

additional information. Thus, it was decided to only use a frequency measure in further 

analyses and further versions of the questionnaire. 

The next step was further item selection. To explore the relations between the items 

used in the questionnaire, a principal component analysis without rotation was per-

formed using the remaining 136 items. This procedure allowed obtaining information 

on how the items are related among each other, although the number of participants 

in this study was rather small. The analysis revealed 39 components with an eigen-

value higher than 1. 

variance extraction. 

1. On the first component (Eigenvalue = 21.4, explained variance 15.7%), 105 

items had a loading of more than .30. A factor loading of .30 can be assumed 

to be substantial (Coakes & Steed, 1999; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). The first 

component included items from all contexts and is probably something like a 

general acculturation difficulties component. 

2. The second component (Eigenvalue = 8.6, explained variance = 6.3%) ex-

tracted most of the variance out of items dealing with language problems. 

3. The third component included items that were associated with negative treat-

ment s

4. A fourth component (Eigenvalue = 5.1, explained variance = 3.8%) contained 

only six very diverse items from school, peers and family with substantial (>.3) 

double loadings on the first factor and was difficult to interpret. The items 

ranged from living conditions at home, missing discipline at school and differ-

ences between local and immigrant peers. 
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The remaining 34 components were not clearly interpretable, contained only few or 

single items, and had in most cases substantial double loadings on one of the de-

m the 

first component. From the fifth component, the parental interference, items of family 

guage (F = 6.0, p = .017) differed between the two groups with experienced adoles-

scribed components.  

Items were selected from the interpretable components. In order to represent items of 

each of the six domains, the highest loading items for each of the following contexts 

were chosen: school, peers, romantic relationships, new country, and identity fro

hassles were chosen. Overall it was aimed at establishing three items for each do-

main. For the school context four items were chosen, because the fourth highest load-

ing represented an interesting facet of the teacher – student relation. In addition to 

items of the six domains, the highest loading items from the second (language) and 

third (discrimination) factor were chosen. Since these items loaded on a different fac-

tor, a fourth item was selected for each component. No items were chosen from the 

fourth component, because of high double loadings and inconsistent meaning. 

Taken together, 27 items were chosen for further investigation: 3 items for peers, fam-

ily, romantic relations, new country and identity, and 4 items for school, language, and 

discrimination. These eight domains represent both the theoretically predefined do-

mains and empirically derived components.  

4.2.3.2 Relation of acculturative hassles to length of stay 

In order to test the hypothesis that adolescents with longer length of stay in the new 

country report a lower level of acculturative hassles than newcomers, the two groups 

(newcomer and experienced) were compared with regard to their frequency of hassles 

in each domain. The hypothesis was tested using a multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) with the eight domains (school, peers, family, romantic relations, identity, 

new society, discrimination, and language problems) as dependent and length of stay 

as independent variable. Age was controlled as a possible intervening variable. On 

average, hassles in all eight domains were reported less frequently in the experienced 

group. The multivariate testing, however, did not reveal a significant result (F8, 58 = 

1.67, p = .125, eta2 = .187). The between subjects effects on the univariate level re-

vealed that in five of the eight domains an effect of length of stay occurred in the ex-

pected direction. The hassles for school (F = 10.1, p = .002), parents (F = 5.4, p = 

.024), romantic relations (F = 6.2, p = .015), new country (F = 4.7, p = .034) and lan-
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cents having hassles in these domains less often. Thus, on these subscales the hy-

pothesis was supported. For the identity domain the effect was significant only on the 

.10 alpha level (F = 3.1, p = .085).  

A closer look at the peer hassles revealed that these were either not related to the 

dolescent immigrants: “I thought that locals and immi-

grants can hardly be friends, because they are simply too different” and “I felt lonely 

bec

tioned 

as the 

The gr fer in terms of discrimination. This 

ma

often.  fast 

as do other acculturative hassles. The content of all but one item was clearly related 

to n

it did n

migrants n  discrimination hassles 

we

The sa

recalcu

(F8, 59 = s for the subscales revealed signifi-

cant differences (at least on the .10 alpha level) between the two groups (school: F = 

9.6, < .01

7.4, p  

p < .05

.152). 

acculturation process, or were hassles that may be very resistant to change over time. 

The items in the first selection were “It was difficult for me to trust a local”, “Local ado-

lescents laughed about things that I did not find at all funny”, and “I realized that local 

adolescents do not see me as a German”. The first item might be too difficult to an-

swer, because it does not explicitly refer to peers and was too general. The last item 

assumes that adolescents know how locals think about them. These two problematic 

items were replaced by other, more acculturation-related, peer variables specifically 

focusing on the situation of a

ause my friends are not in Germany”. The focus group participants had also men-

such hassles and both items had substantial loadings on the same component 

former two peer group items. 

oups of different length of stay also did not dif

y, however, be a floor effect, since discrimination hassles were not reported very 

It is also possible that discrimination in the new context does not change as

egative hassles because of the immigrant status. This item was dropped, because 

ot only refer to incidents of discrimination but also to social support (“Other im-

eeded to help me against locals”). The other three

re kept. 

me MANOVA was performed after the peer and discrimination subscales were 

lated using the new items. The MANOVA was significant on the .10 alpha level 

 1.88, p = .081, eta2 = .203). Univariate test

 p ; peers: F = 4.8, p < .05; parents: F = 6.9, p < .01; romantic relations: F = 

< .01; new society: F = 3.9, p < .10; identity: F = 3.2, p < .10; language: F = 6.0,

). Discrimination hassles, however, still did not reach significance (F = 2.1, p = 

The differences on all final domains can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Frequency of acculturative hassles in the last 12 months of e
newcomer adolescents in the eight domains (finally selected

** * 

* 

**

** 

+ 
+ 

trolled for age); **p < .01, *p < .05, +p < .10 

The final analysis showed clearly the expected relation of accultura

length of stay. In other words, as requiring by the new instrument,

lected for further analyses are indeed acculturation-related. 

4.2.3.3 Descriptive Statistics of the Domains 

Table 2 shows the internal consistencies and mean differences for e

means of the different domains were compared using a multivariate

ance of repeated measures with pair wise comparisons in order to fi

ferences between the scales. This analysis revealed significant diffe

the eight subscales. In Table 2, significant different domain-means a

ferent letters. In general, language hassles, hassles in romantic re

hassles were reported most often, and family hassles and discriminat

often. Hassles on other domains (school, new country, identity) were 
Frequency of hassles 
0 = Never 
1 = Once 
2 = Several times 
3 = Often 
 

Newcomer  
ge

Discrimination

 

xperienced or 
 items, con-

 
 

Experienced

tive hassles and 

 the hassles se-

ach domain. The 

 analysis of vari-

nd significant dif-

rences between 

re marked by dif-

lations and peer 

ion hassles least 

in between. 
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Table 2: Means and Standard deviations of eight domains of acculturative hassles 

Domain Alpha Reliability Mean SD 
(0 = Never, 3 = Often) 

School .83 1.21a,b,e .11 

Peers .60 1.44a,c,e .11 

Family .78 0.50d .09 

Romantic Relation .64 1.49a,c .12 

New country .60 1.39a,e .09 

Identity .75 1.12e,f .11 

Language .72 1.77c .10 

Discrimination .81 0.83b,d,f .11 
a - e Different letters mean significant differences between the means on the p < .05 level 

Although the internal consistencies can be judged as sufficient given the small number 

of items per domain, the eight domains were not independent of one another as is 

shown in Table 3. Only hassles in the family were not related to any other domains but 

school. Also discrimination hassles were relatively independent from other domains 

but school and peers. This suggests an underlying factor structure different from these 

1.  2.  3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

eight domains. This view is supported by a confirmatory factor analysis, which re-

sulted in a poor fit for the eight domains (Chi squared = 437, p < .001, CFI = .799, NFI 

= .625). Since the reliability scores are sufficient, the poor fit is very likely to be based 

on additional covariances between single items. This can be interpreted as an under-

lying factor structure with fewer than eight subscales. 

Table 3: Correlations between the eight domains of acculturative hassles 

 

1. School 1       

2. Peers .57** 1      

3. Family .31** .06 1     

4. Romantic relations .43** .57** .20 1    

5. New country .36** .35** .14 .51** 1   

6. Identity .44** .50** .14 .61** .47** 1  

7. Language .46** .42** .01 .48** .40** .50** 1 

8. Discrimination .41** .33** -.01 .13 .21 .11 .24* 
** p < .01; * p < .05  
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4.2.4 Comparability in Israel 

Simultaneously with the questionnaire that was given to ethnic German adolescents in 

Germany, two small studies were conducted with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Is-

rael to ensure that the items in the questionnaire could also be applied to the situation 

of Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel. The results of these two studies were directly 

linked to the development of the final acculturation hassles questionnaire. These two 

studies, which were conducted by the Department of Sociology (Minerva Center for 

Youth Studies) University of Haifa, Israel will not be reported in detail, but only with 

regard to the influence these studies had on the development of the new question-

naire. 

In the first study two focus groups were conducted with Russian-Jewish adolescents 

in Israel, in comparison to the German study I (chapter 4.1.). The two groups con-

sisted of seven adolescents from the former Soviet Union (aged 12 – 14). They were 

interviewed regarding their everyday problems in each of the six defined domains: 

school, peers, family, romantic relations, new country, and identity. In general, very 

similar problems were reported in these interviews. In the school context most Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents expressed frustration (being ignored by the teacher, hierar-

chy in school, and blaming the victims of quarrels if they are immigrants). In the peer 

-

raeli adol er language. Only speaking He-

ussian-Jewish immigrants 

raised the issue of changes in social roles, problems of defending the integrity of their 

family, how their parents were overwhelmed by the new context, and how they missed 

oblems, the feeling of being Jew-

domain, all Russian-Jewish immigrants wanted to have Israeli friends, but felt that Is

escents did not accept them speaking anoth

brew and changing their names into Israeli names seemed to change this attitude. 

Some Russian-Jewish adolescents had the feeling of being exploited by Israeli ado-

lescents (e.g. copying homework). In the family context R

support from their parents. With regard to identity pr

ish in Russia, but Russian in Israel was mentioned, which is very similar to problems 

of ethnic Germans - “In Russia we are Germans, and now we are Russians.” (Pfetsch, 

1999). Overall a comparison of the interviews with the Russian-Jewish adolescents 

with those of ethnic German adolescents in Germany showed very similar problems. 

Besides focus group interviews, a second study directly investigated the 142-item ac-

culturative hassles questionnaire developed in Germany and discussed the question-

naire with another sample of 11 Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel (6 girls, 5 

boys,12–14 years old). During these discussions the following points were raised by 
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Russian-Jewish adolescents. It is also described, how these issues influenced the 

scale construction. 

1. The first problem with the questionnair l answering 

supposed fo nic German adolesce  Russian-Jewish partici-

had problems to differentiate between frequ and severity. This ob-

orted the d ion not to use a com score for acculturative 

ombination ncy and severi e frequencies. 

e questionnaire was perceived as too long rocess of item ction 

d this problem. 

ms were prob tic in terms of wo relevance for Russian-

Jewish adolescents. These items were not present in the shortened version of 

dded to the 

questionnaire. 

e adolescents crit d th uestionnaire in that o ly negative items were 

d. As this suggeste th uestionnaire may giv the im sion to new 

igrants that their s  ly p eived negativ ive filler items 

r vers  th ru t. 

T from the Russian- e n Is lp tim ing th ques-

t nsure that the w le in b n Adolescent immi-

g ntries dem te y similarit  ac rat lat s-

trument consisted of 28 negative acculturative hassles that were 

used for further steps in the scale construction. 

e was the two dimensiona

format. As r eth nts,

pants ency 

servation supp ecis posite 

hassles (a c of freque ty), but pur

2. Th . The p  sele

solve

3. Some ite lema rding or 

the questionnaire. 

4. Two other aspects raised by the Russian immigrants in Israel concerned ro-

mantic relations and were highly relevant questions (“A local adolescent did not 

date me because I am an immigrant”, “I was ashamed of my language profi-

ciency and did not date any local adolescent”). Because it can be assumed that 

these problems are also valid for ethnic German adolescents, these two items 

replaced one item of romantic relations. The replaced item (“My relationship 

broke because of the immigration”) was taken out, because it was criticized for 

being inappropriate for adolescents who did not have a romantic partner in the 

country of origin. 

5. Another issue raised (“Israelis were rude to me”) was simply a

6. Som icize e q n

use d that e q e pres

imm ituation is on erc ely, posit

were used in late ions of e inst men

he results Jewish adolesc nts i rael he ed op iz e 

ionnaire and e  items ere re vant oth co texts. 

rants in both cou onstra d man ies in cultu ion-re ed ha

sles. The final ins
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4.2.5 Discussion 

This first questionnaire study was conducted to explore potential items for the ques-

tionnaire of acculturative hassles and to select future items according to three criteria: 

the representation of different domains, acculturation-relatedness, and the applicability 

of the items used to the two contexts: Israel and Germany.  

Although, as a result of the selection procedure, all three requirements are met in the 

final version of the questionnaire, some objections exist. The use of the principal com-

ponent analysis for choosing items may be criticised for the small sample and for the 

fact that frequency scores were used in this analysis. The number of participants was 

indeed small given common criteria for principal component analyses (Coakes & 

-

grant samples which show that the main acculturative stress is based on language 

Steed, 1999; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996), especially for the large number of items 

(136). In this study, however, the analysis was not conducted to find a stable inter-

pretable factor solution, but as an efficient way to get an overview on the interrelation 

of items. A second critique may concern the use of principal component analysis using 

frequency scores in that such an analysis only produces factors of different frequen-

cies. This argument seems convincing, but research on the framing of items shows 

that participants usually interpret the answering format in a psychologically sensible 

way (Schwartz, 1999). Thus, an answer like “very often” is less likely to be based on a 

count of events, but is rather an estimation of the general burden of hassles in this 

area. The usefulness of the “frequency” format is further supported by the good inter-

pretability of the resulting components. 

The result of the principal component analysis also revealed another aspect of the 

items in the acculturative hassles questionnaire. One of the main aims was to select 

items of different domains of adolescents’ lives, in order to have a rather comprehen-

sive picture of the adolescents’ lives and also different domains included in the ques-

tionnaire. In this sense the questionnaire is comparable to the domain-approach by 

Vinokurov et al. (2002). The factor structure (interpreted with necessary caution) also 

revealed, however, the existence of domain independent components (e.g., language, 

discrimination). This result is not surprising and coincides with findings on other immi

problems, perceived discrimination, perceived cultural incompatibilities, and genera-

tional gaps (Hernandez & Charney, 1998). These four stressors are all included in the 

questionnaire. Thus, the selected items represent both, the theoretically derived six 

domains and also general domain independent hassles. 
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It is clearly necessary to explore the factor structure in greater detail. The high inter-

correlations and the results of the confirmatory factor analysis suggested a different 

fac

import

cedure

lems o

thermo sis of 

domains. Thus the exploration of the factor structure was clearly the most important 

ste

change sults with the Russian adolescents in Israel and were not 

par

The m of variance revealed the expected differences between ex-

perienced and newcomer adolescents. Only discrimination hassles did not differ be-

twe

being t

even n

that suc

instanc

likeliho

The di

grant a  contexts face similar problems and were very helpful in op-

tim

gardin sional answer format can also explain the high share of missing 

values in the ethnic German questionnaire. This format led to difficulties in both sam-

ple

In sum

applica 8 item instrument. The question-

naire measures acculturation-related hassles in a number of different domains of ado-

maniego & Gonzales, 1999). 

Thus, the exploration of the factor structure using all items, including the changes 

tor structure inherent the eight domains used in this study. Nevertheless, it was 

ant to use the eight domains at this stage of item selection, since only this pro-

 ensured that all domains measure acculturation-related hassles and the prob-

f the peer items might have been missed if fewer subscales were used. Fur-

re, the reliability scores were sufficiently high to allow the separate analy

p in further research. This was not possible in study two, because items were 

d according to the re

t of the instrument in study II. 

ultivariate analysis 

en the two groups, although they are clearly related to the immigrant status (e.g., 

eased because of being an immigrant). This may be due to a floor effect, since 

ewcomer adolescents report low levels of discrimination hassles. It may also be 

h acculturative hassles do not change very much over time. Their accent, for 

e, may be recognized even years after immigration, which may increase the 

od of being discriminated against. 

scussion groups with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel revealed that immi-

dolescents in both

izing the questionnaire. The problem of Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel re-

g the two-dimen

s, which supported the decision not to use a severity score. 

, all three requirements, domain representation, acculturation-relatedness, and 

bility in both contexts, are fulfilled in the final 2

lescent immigrants’ lives and the selected items are applicable in Israel and Germany. 

However, the structure of the questionnaire needed further exploration. The analyses 

of this first questionnaire suggested that the items were not structured according to 

domains or contexts, but seemed to represent certain kinds of experiences, which is in 

line with other research (Hernandez & Charney, 1998; Sa
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suggested by the discussion groups with Russian-Jewish immigrants was the first im-

portant analysis in study III (chapter 4.3.). 

ion of items. Because of 

changes made as a result of study two, an exploration of the factor structure of the 

uestion whether the intended construct is in-

deed the one that is measured. To answer this question, the third main criterion, valid-

4.3 Study III: Psychometric Properties 

The main objective of the first pilot study was the select

final items was not possible. This is the most important aim of the third study. Besides 

exploring the factorial structure of the questionnaire, this study offered an opportunity 

for further analyses regarding reliability and validity. Reliability was checked in terms 

of a test-retest and consistency analysis. To analyze the validity of the scale a multi-

method validation was employed. This included a replication of the results of study 

two, concurrent validation measures, and validation with teacher based information. 

After the results of study two were integrated in the questionnaire, the instrument 

comprised 28 negative hassles that were further explored in this third study. The 

structure of the questionnaire was the first issue that needed to be analysed. The re-

sulting sub-scales were then tested for their psychometric properties. Three main cri-

teria of tests are defined the literature: objectivity, reliability and validity (Amelang & 

Zielinski, 1997; Lienert & Raatz; 1998; Rost, 1996). Objectivity measures the extent to 

which a test result is independent of the person who carries out the test, the environ-

ment or other possible sources of bias. Reliability describes the precision of a psy-

chometric test without answering the q

ity, is analysed. Validity is a measure to define the extent to which a test measures the 

construct it is supposed to measure. Other existing psychometric criteria such as 

economy or standardization (norm tables) are not part of the scale construction here. 

The questionnaire will not be used as a standardized diagnostic test assessing indi-

viduals and comparing their results with values of norm samples, nor will it differenti-

ate “pathological” from “normal” acculturation, although these may be of future inter-

est. 
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4.3.1 Criteria for Measurement Quality 

4.3.1.1  Objectivity 

The first of the three main criteria, objectivity, can be evaluated on three levels (Am-

elang & Zielinski, 1997; Lienert & Raatz; 1998, Rost, 1996): Objectivity while carrying 

out, analyzing and interpreting the test. It is, however, difficult to measure objectivity 

(Amelang & Zielinski, 1997). One possibility would be to give the same test twice from 

different testers, but in the case of this study objectivity and reliability are impossible to 

disentangle. These problems lead to a general judgement about the standardization of 

circumstances, procedures, analyses and interpretations as evaluation of the objectiv-

ity in a psychometric test (Amelang & Zielinski, 1997). The acculturative hassles ques-

tionnaire includes a standardized instruction that can be read by adolescent partici-

pants, a standardized answering format, and a minimized interaction between partici-

Akey, 2000; Lienert & Raatz, 1998): 

a. A parallel test (equivalent forms reliability) can be conducted if such a test is 

 

c. A related procedure is the evaluation of the consistency coefficient that can be 

sequently, giving a good estimate of the similarity between the two tests. 

pant and conductor. Furthermore, analysis and interpretation is reduced to the calcu-

lation of means, which is hardly susceptible for bias. In sum, the objectivity of the in-

strument can be assumed to be high and comparable to any other standardized test. 

4.3.1.2 Reliability 

To assess the reliability of a scale, several procedures are suggested in the literature 

(Amelang & Zielinski, 1997; Green, Salkind & 

available. This procedure would require a second test with similar items that 

would be given to the same participants. Unfortunately, such a test is not avail-

able for the acculturative hassles scale. 

b. The split-half-method suggests splitting the test into two parts and correlating

these two parts.  

applied for each domain. This procedure splits a scale into as many parts as 

there are items. The coefficient (Cronbach’s α) indicates, how well the single 

tests (i.e. items) replicate each other (Moosbrugger, 1999). 

d. The last measure for assessing reliability is the test-retest-method. In this pro-

cedure a test is given twice to participants and the results are correlated sub-
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The test-retest-method and the evaluation of the consistency in each domain were 

used to measure the reliability of the hassles questionnaire, because a parallel test 

does not exist and internal consistency coefficients are a more detailed way of split-

half. Since the subscales in the questionnaire consist of empirically derived compo-

nents, it was assumed that results would be highly consistent and show strong retest 

reliability between T1 and T2. 

number of hypotheses is derived for test scores and the relations to these dif-

ferent constructs and tested empirically or experimentally. 

4.3.1.3 Validity 

To measure validity, several methods have been established (Amelang & Zielinski, 

1997). 

a. Intrinsic validity: A test shows intrinsic (also called content) validity, if the items 

are taken directly from the actual trait or behaviour. Content validity is high, if 

the items are identical with behaviour, tasks, or challenges a participant has to 

face in real life. Intrinsic validity is not tested statistically, but is a general 

judgement about the process of item selection and the content of the items.  

b. Criterion-oriented validity: This kind of validity is based on the correlation of the 

test result with other criteria. Three criteria are differentiated: genuine criteria, 

quasi-criteria, and target variables. Genuine criteria are the strongest (e.g., for 

clinical tests a genuine criterion would be hospitalisation or the DSM-IV diag-

nosis). Quasi-criteria are weaker showing semantic or theoretical equivalence 

with the tested construct. Examples would be psychometric tests that measure 

similar constructs. The third criterion is a target variable. This allows tests of 

specific hypotheses regarding the relation of the target variables to the con-

struct in question. An example is the validation in study II, where it was hy-

pothesised that acculturative hassles are reported less frequently among ex-

perienced adolescents compared to newcomers. In this case the target vari-

able would be length of stay. 

c. Construct validity: The last kind of validation is, according to Amelang and 

Zielinski (1997), the construct validation. Here the test is embedded in a no-

mological network with similar and fundamentally different constructs. A large 
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Due to the method of construction, the acculturative hassles scale can be taken to 

fulfil the terms of intrinsic validity. Items were first taken from the literature, discussed 

cents, and finally transformed into items for the questionnaire. 

Such a judgement is, however, highly subjective so that a multimethod criterion-

 

because no reference scores exist due to of the high quantity of hypotheses and their 

elinski, 1997). 

As described for the hypothesis of study II, adolescents who have resided in the new 

cou

(Fuchs

adoles

less re ermund, 1999). This empirical evi-

den

proach n (e.g. cultural learning and improved coping mechanisms 

wit

Hypo

If two try are compared, 

those adolescents who have been residing in Germany for a longer period of time 

will re

with immigrant adoles

oriented validation was also conducted. This validation included several approaches: 

1. First, the analysis of study two was replicated (validation with the target vari-

able length of stay). 

2. The second kind of criterion oriented validation employs correlations to similar 

constructs (quasi criterion). The quasi-criterion used here is a measure on so-

ciocultural difficulties (Ward & Kennedy, 1999). 

3. Since all this information was given by the adolescents themselves, a different 

source of information (teacher ratings) was used as a third approach of crite-

rion-oriented validation. Specific hypotheses were derived for each teacher 

rated variable. 

The test of construct validity was not applied here, because this validation regards a 

process rather than “a validation of a product” (Amelang & Zielinski, 1997, p. 164) and

tests, (Amelang & Zi

Approach 1: Acculturative hassles in relation to length of residence 

ntry for a longer period of time can be expected to have better language skills 

, Schwietring & Weiss, 1999a), to report values that are more similar to those of 

cents of the host culture (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b), and to be 

jected by peers (Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rod

ce for a decrease in acculturative hassles is complemented by theoretical ap-

es of acculturatio

h time). 

thesis 4.3.a: 

 groups of adolescents differing in length of stay in the coun

port a lower frequency of acculturative hassles. 
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Approach 2: Acculturative hassles in relation to socio-cultural difficulties 

The literature on immigration and acculturation offers several constructs that could be 

used for concurrent validation. The stress-coping literature suggests that more accul-

turative hassles result in higher stress levels (Berry et al., 1987) which can be meas-

ured with a scale on acculturative stress (Berry, 1976; Krishnan & Berry, 1992). An-

other approach, group identity, would suggest correlations of acculturative hassles 

with identity development (e.g., Romero & Roberts, 2003) measured, for instance, by 

nic Identity Measure (MEIM, Phinney, 1992). Both approaches are 

ms, but whether adolescents indeed react to acculturative hassles with psy-

chos

White, 

using a

ties (e.g. 

grants 

ture for ri-

ties

Becau

new in

everyd

lescen

host so

cepted

publish

The ite

cific fo

the ne is scale seemed to be best for concurrent valida-

tion. Adolescents that are socio-culturally well adapted (represented by low scores in 

socio-cu

less ofte

Hypo

Socio h the acculturative 

hassles questionnaire. 

the Multigroup Eth

problematic. The scale on acculturative stress, for instance, covers psychosomatic 

sympto

omatic symptoms is questionable. According to general strain theory (Agnew & 

1992), other reactions, such as delinquency, are also possible. The problem of 

n ethnic identity approach is that this theory was developed for ethnic minori-

Hispanics) in the U.S. The two groups of interest here (ethnic German immi-

and Russian-Jewish immigrants) may identify more strongly with the host cul-

 various reasons, such as common ancestry or religion, than American mino

, probably even before they enter the new country (Nauck, 2001a).  

se of these problems, another scale was used as quasi-criterion to validate the 

strument. The cultural learning perspective measures problems in dealing with 

ay activities, because of an immigrant status. It can be expected that an ado-

t, who knows a lot about the new society will come up against members of the 

ciety less often, will feel more familiar with the social context, will be more ac-

 by peers, and will have fewer negative hassles. Ward and Kennedy (1999) 

ed an instrument that is able to measure problems of socio-cultural adaptation. 

ms of this scale are more general than the acculturative hassles and not spe-

r adolescents, but are close in meaning, since they measure difficulties within 

w society. For these reasons th

ltural problems) should also report negative acculturative hassles happening 

n. It was therefore hypothesized that: 

thesis 4.3.b:  

-cultural difficulties show significant positive correlations wit
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Approach 3: Acculturative hassles in relation to teacher ratings 

To avoid the problem of using only one source of information, an independent teacher 

rating was used for further validation. An adolescent spends a large portion of time in 

school and teachers know their students behaviour, observe interactions with other 

students, observe existing friendships and first romantic experiences, and can also 

jud

cultura  taken together, it can be expected that teachers are able 

to j

Teach vements. Research on school 

achievement of immigrants has shown that better adjusted adolescents show higher 

sch

2000; 

pected

nt is negatively related to adolescents’ reports on 

acculturative hassles, indicating that adolescents with many acculturative has-

3. Acculturation-related hassles can predict group membership (well adjusted vs. 

ge the acceptance of their students in class. Teachers usually also know the new 

l context well so that,

udge the problems of their students. 

ers also have an overview of academic achie

ool achievement than adolescents that were less well adjusted (Cheung & Llu, 

Martinez, DeGarmo & Eddy, 2004). Thus acculturative hassles can also be ex-

 to be negatively related to teacher-rated school adjustment. 

Hypothesis 4.3.c: 

1. Teacher rated acculturation-related problems in six domains are positively re-

lated to adolescents’ reports on acculturative hassles. 

2. Teacher rated school adjustme

sles are less well adjusted in school. 

poorly adjusted adolescent to the new context) as rated by the teacher. Adoles-

cents with a higher frequency of hassles will be predominantly assigned by the 

teacher to the poorly adjusted group. 

4.3.2 Method 

4.3.2.1 Measures 

Demographics: In the first section of the questionnaire, adolescents provided descrip-

ti  

s

Accultu

ve information about themselves. This included gender, age, length of residence,

chool aspirations, and country of origin. 

rative Hassles: The questionnaire used in this study was built on findings from 

tudy II. Altogether 28 negative or potentially stressful situations constituted the in-s
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strument. The Russian-Jewish adolescents in study II suggested adding positive situa-

tions to avoid the impression that adolescents only face problems in the new society. 

Twelve filler items with positive experiences (two in each developmental domain) were 

added to the questionnaire and the sequence of presenting the 40 items was ran-

domly chosen. The positive items were derived from experiences reported in inter-

views in a previous longitudinal study on ethnic German adolescents (Schmitt-

Rodermund, personal communication). The filler items were not analysed further. The 

questionnaire was introduced as follows: “People make different experiences when 

emigrating to a new country. Did you experience the following during the last 12 

months? If yes – indicate how often you made any of each experience. If you haven’t 

been in Germany for 12 months, please answer for the time since your arrival.” To 

answer each question, five categories were offered: “Never”, “1 to 2 times”, “3 to 5 

times”, “6 to 10 times” and “More than 10 times”. 

Sociocultural adaptation: This measure, originally developed by Ward and Kennedy 

(1999) uses 28 items in which an adolescent rates whether he/she has problems in a 

number of different situations and gives an overall index of problems in the new soci-

ety. The introduction was comparable to the questions about acculturative hassles: 

“Please indicate how often you had difficulties in the following areas during the last 12 

months. The first category means that you did not have any difficulties, the last cate-

gory means that you had a lot of difficulties. The numbers in between can help you 

graduate your answer. If you haven’t been in Germany for 12 months, please answer 

for the time since your arrival.” Sample items are “having difficulties with…” “… finding 

friends”, “… understanding jokes and humor”, “… understanding the political system in 

Germany”, “… going shopping” or “… coping with officials”. 

All three measures can be seen in Appendix C. 

Teacher rating: The teacher-ratings were given on three different aspects concerning 

the target adolescents (see Appendix D). In the first part of the teacher questionnaire, 

the teacher rated each adolescent on six single domains: school, friendships, family, 

romantic relations, new society and identity. The introduction was: “Six domains are 

listed in the following table in which ethnic Germans in Germany might experience 

p dicate how many problems (according to your impression) the 

a t 

b months, please answer for the time since his or her arrival.” 

roblems. Please in

dolescent had in each domain during the last 12 months. If the adolescent hasn’

een in Germany for 12 
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The teacher rated each domain on a six point Likert-scale with the extremes reaching 

from “few problems” to “many problems”. 

tudents?” and “Do you think the student feels 

well in class?” The teacher had again to rate each student on these questions on a six 

pressions, two dif-

ferent descriptions of ethnic German adolescents are given in the next table. Please 

ti hat fits the person best.” The two descriptions were:  

lems to cope with the new 

 

f 

 

 

4.3.2.2 Procedure 

tween first and second testing in the test-retest design is a crucial 

element. Three basic considerations are important in defining the length between first 

and second testing (Amelang & Zielinski, 1997; Lienert & Raatz, 1998). First, memory 

must be considered. If this is supposed to be a problem in the 

ruct and long periods between two tests can 

be chosen. State constructs (e.g. emotions) can be assumed to change rather fast 

The second question regarded each adolescent’s school adjustment. This scale was 

measured using six items about achievement and social acceptance in class: “Does 

the school achievement of the student fit his/her maximum ability?”, “How motivated is 

the student to get good results?”, “Do you think that the student is content with his/her 

school performance?”, “Is the student well integrated in class?”, “Does the student 

have positive social contacts to other s

point Likert-scale ranging from “not at all” to “very much”. The scale had an adequate 

internal consistency (alpha = .85). 

At the end of the questionnaire the teachers were asked to assign each student to one 

of two groups. This was introduced as follows: “To sum up your im

ck the description t

1. Poorly adjusted immigrant: The adolescent has prob

situation here in Germany. He/she experienced several difficult situations

across several domains of life in the last 12 months and was also a victim o

hostility in school. 

2. Well adjusted immigrant: The adolescent has limited problems and only made

few difficult experiences in Germany. He/she is able to integrate well and also

experienced only few difficulties with other peers in school. 

The timeframe be

and practice effects 

research, an extended time frame should be chosen with a longer period between the 

two measures. The second issue under consideration is the stability of the construct. 

Personality traits are a rather stable const

and a short time frame between the two tests is advised. Third, it is more likely that 

participants remember their answers if the questionnaire is short, easy to remember or 
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particularly interesting. This leads in turn to higher reliability (so called, pseudo reliabil-

ity). This can be avoided by having a long time interval between the two measurement 

points. Given these recommendations, a shorter rather than a longer period of time 

between the two tests was intended. First, the test does not measure stable personal-

ity traits, but hassles over the last year. These hassles are not likely to change dra-

matically over two weeks, but the longer the time interval, the more likely real changes 

might suppress reliability scores. Second, effects of practicing or memory might be 

possible, but since this is not a test concerning solving certain problems (e.g. IQ-tests) 

this problem may not threaten the results too much. Finally, since the whole battery 

also contained a questionnaire for concurrent validation, the instruments used for the 

first wave of study III comprised altogether 80 items, which should limit memory ef-

fects. A comparable study on emotional relevant daily events experienced during the 

last seven days (Schmidt-Atzert, 1989) reported two reliability scores: After 24 hours 

(r  = .85) and after 17 days (r  = .56). Based on these considerations, a lag of two 

pation at any time and parents were 

provided with information concerning aims and procedure of the data collection. The 

tt tt

weeks between the two measurement points seemed adequate for the study’s pur-

pose. For these reasons, a two-week interval seemed optimal. 

The participants completed the questionnaire in the school setting. The principals of 

the two participating schools preferred to do the data collection themselves, because 

this was least disruptive for the daily school activities (immigrants were in several 

classes in school). For this reason, the questionnaires were given to the principals and 

picked up after both waves of data collection were finished. The principals were pro-

vided with an exact description about the procedure and given contact information 

should they need any help, support or information. No principal reported any difficulty 

when the completed questionnaires were collected. 

The adolescents had the right to refuse partici

data collection was completely anonymous with only the teacher able to match their 

report with the respective questionnaire of wave one. The second questionnaire (re-

test) was matched with the first via a personal code consisting of the first two letters of 

father and mothers first name. This code enabled us to match both questionnaires and 

was not replicable from anybody involved in the study, this assured complete anonym-

ity for the participants. Because of possible language problems (especially from those 

who had been in the country only a short period of time), the questionnaire was again 

printed in both German and Russian. 
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4.3.2.3 Data analysis 

A principal component analysis was conducted to explore the factor structure of the 

 (shorter period in the country), the whole sample 

was again divided into two groups by a median split to enable tests for differences 

For

To pre

analys

4.3.3 

Two mid k part in the study. 

omprised 92 adolescent immigrants with the respective teacher 

5.4%) refused participation leaving a total sample of 87 with 54 

questionnaire. The sample size was again rather small, given the suggested criteria 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Nevertheless, this analysis gives important information 

on the underlying factor structure that was needed to be able to interpret results. The 

principal component analysis was performed using the data of the first wave of study 

III. As the factors were not supposed to be independent, oblique rotation was used 

(Backhaus et al., 1996; Coakes & Steed, 1999; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). 

To test the hypothesis that experienced adolescents (longer period in the country) 

face less hassles than newcomers

with regard to length of residence. This hypothesis was tested with a Multivariate 

Analysis of Variance (Covariance) with acculturative hassles in each domain as de-

pendent variables and length of stay as independent. Age, as possible intervening 

variable, was controlled for. 

 the other types of concurrent validation simple bivariate correlations were used. 

dict group membership (poorly vs. well adjusted group), a discriminant function 

is was performed. 

Sample 

-level schools (Regelschulen) in and around Weimar too

The whole sample c

reports. Five students (

from central Weimar and 33 from a second school outside Weimar. Since these two 

schools are comparable with regard to school attainment, students were asked to 

state their achievement aspiration (e.g., which degree they want to get). One adoles-

cent (1.1%) indicated that he wanted to pass 8th class leaving certificate, about 9% 

(eight participants) wanted to finish their education with the lowest possible school 

track (Hauptschulabschluss), but the majority (43.7%) were hoping for a middle school 

certificate (Realschulabschluss) or wanting to qualify for university study (Abitur). 

Thus, the adolescents in this sample were rather more academically ambitious than 

school-statistics suggest (Baumert & Schümer, 2002). Of the participants 43 were fe-

male, 40 were male, and four did not give their gender. The two main countries of ori-
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gin were Russia (34.5%) and Kazakhstan (57.5%). The other adolescents came from 

other countries of the former Soviet Union. 

Adolescents were on average 14.4 years old (SD = 1.7, Median = 14, Min = 11, Max = 

18) and had resided in Germany for about two years (Mean = 1.9, SD = 2.5, Median = 

1, Min = 0, Max = 12).  

To test the first validation hypothesis, the sample was subdivided according to length 

of stay. The first (newcomer) group comprised 44 adolescents that had been in the 

country for about half a year (Mean = 0.43, SD = 0.5, Median = 0 years, Min = 0, Max 

= 1 year). The second (experienced) group comprised 34 adolescents that have been 

in the country for about three years on average (Mean = 3.85, SD = 2.7, Median = 3, 

Min = 2, Max = 12). 

The second measurement point (about two weeks after the first) was completed by 81 

participants (93.1%). Reasons for non-participation in the second wave were not re-

ported by the teachers. 

4.3.4 Results 

4.3.4.1 Factorial structure 

In the end of study II it was concluded that the factor structure needed to be explored 

in the final version of the questionnaire including the changes resulting from discus-

sion groups in Israel. Nine components had an eigenvalue greater than 1. But these 

nine components were difficult to interpret. The scree plot, another criterion to define 

the number of components, suggested three components. These three components 

explained 44.3% of the variance and were interpretable: 

Table 4: Pattern matrix of the principal component analysis (oblique rotation) and 
communalities 

 Components 

 1 2 3 

Commu-
nalities 

AEQ28: local adolescents were mean to me .86   .72 
AEQ20: was ignored by classmates / colleagues, 
because I am Aussiedler .80   .61 

AEQ7: was laughed at in school / work, because I 
am Aussiedler 

.60 .79   
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Table 4 continued 
 Components 

 1 2 3 

Commu-
nalities 

AEQ24: was teased, because I am Aussiedler .76   .63 

AEQ31: couldn’t follow because no allowances 
were made for language problems .69   .61 

AEQ32: was called a Russian .61   .44 

AEQ5: classmates / colleagues did not speak with 
me, because I am Aussiedler .56   .46 

AEQ18: was second class citizen with authorities .55   .36 
AEQ38: was sworn at in school / work, because I 
am Aussiedler .44 -.37 .33 .43 
AEQ19: locals did not date me, because I am 
Aussiedler .41  .34 .34 

AEQ27: realized that I do not belong to Germany .39 .39  .45 

AEQ12: easier to find partner in country of origin .23   .08 

AEQ14: difficult to understand school/ work  .76  .60 

AEQ17: not explaining, because German not good 

erman not good .32 .61  .53 

AEQ8: lonely, because friends not in Germany -.37 .49  .35 

d for language abilities – no 
dating  .42  .36 

enough  .74  .62 
AEQ4: not understood, because German not good 
enough  .64  .43 

AEQ26: problems because G
enough  

AEQ13: embarrasse

AEQ36: feeling like a stranger because of lan-
guage problems  .41  .54 

AEQ1: difficult to get into contact with locals   .62 .41 

AEQ2: together with locals and did not know how 
to behave   .61 .42 

AEQ40: was together with locals and did not know 
what was expected from me   .60 .50 
AEQ35: Parents do not want me to be too oriented 
towards locals   .57 .40 

AEQ22: parents do not understand, why I want to 
be like local adolescents  -.34 .48 .32 
AEQ10: locals laughed at things I did not find 
funny   .48 .23 
AEQ34: difficult for Aussiedler and locals to be 
friends – too different   .44 .20 
AEQ9: parents do not want me to dress like local 
adolescents -.34  .42 .30 
AEQ30: was difficult to have local girlfriend / boy-
friend .31 .31 .41 .47 
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a. The first factor consisted of 11 items with a substantial loading. Another item 

also loaded highest on this factor, but did not reach the .3 criterion (Coakes & 

Steed, 1999; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). This component was interpreted as 

ause I am an immigrant”, item 7: “I was laughed at in school / 

, item 17: “I could not explain in German what I wanted to say”, 

and item 4: “I did not understand something, because my German was not 

t component included the remaining nine items. This compo-

nent is best described as hassles of social adaptation. Sample items are: item 

1: “It was difficult for my family to get into contact with local people”, item 2: “I 

er with local adolescents and did not know, how to behave”, but also 

items regarding the family: item 35: “My parents did not want me to be too ori-

olescents”. This component explained 8.8% of the vari-

ance (eigenvalue = 2.466). 

 1. 2. 3. 

discrimination component (teasing, laughing, or swearing at the adolescent). 

The highest loading items were: item 28: “Locals were mean to me”, item 20: “I 

was ignored, bec

at work, because I am an immigrant”. This component had an eigenvalue of 

7.071 and explained 25.3% of the variance. 

b. The second component covered seven items related to language, had an ei-

genvalue of 2.855 and explained another 10.2% of the variance. The highest 

loading sample items are: item 14: “It was difficult to understand something at 

work/ school”

good enough”. 

c. The third and las

was togeth

ented towards local ad

As it could be expected, the three subscales were correlated with each other as can 

be seen in Table 5. These three empirically constructed subscales built the basis for 

all further analyses. 

Table 5: Intercorrelations of domains of acculturative hassles 

1. Discrimination  1 .53 *** .56 *** 

2. Language .35 *** 1 .49 *** 

 of social adaptation .433. Problems *** .29 *** 1 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; Correlations below diagonal represent intercorrelations at T1, above 
diagonal intercorrelations at T2 
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4.3.4.2 Reliability  

The new subscales derived via principal component analysis showed a e 

scale properties. As was expected, the principal component analys revealed sub-

s t were acceptable at both time points ble 

6 cceptable, only the coeffici ge 

hass ared to discrimination and social adaptation h es. 

To test, wh les are significantly ent from one another, a multi-

v  with repeated meas with p comparison  

c  differences between the ight sub

T soci apta assles was, ho er, 

s  Most hassles were reported with regard to 

l nd least with regard to social adaptatio

Table 6: Consistency values of different domains 

 T1 T2 

cceptabl

is 

cales with high internal consistencies tha  (Ta

). The test-retest coefficients were also a

les was a little weaker comp

ent for langua

assl

ether the three sca  differ

ariate analysis of variance ures air wise s was

alculated. This analysis revealed significant e scales. 

he difference between discrimination and al ad tion h wev

ignificant only on the alpha = .10 level.

anguage a n. 

rtt 

Domain Alpha – Mean a SD reliability 
Alpha – 
reliability 

ean 
a  M SD  

Discrimination  .85 1.56 .86 .81 .73 .67*** 1.35 

Language .77 1.97 .85 .95 .47*** 

Prob
 .77 .21 70 * 

.85 1.80 

lems of 
social adapta-
tion 

.68 1.36 .68 1 . .62**

a

4

T theses were formulated to show that the new scale is a va ment: 

 country for a shorter period of tim uld r

re hassles compared to adolescents who are more exp nced. 

 be correlate self rts on io-

e correlated with teacher reports on ado-

roblems in different domains of adolesc s l adju nt 

co  
 

 Minimum = 0, Maximum = 4 

.3.4.3 Validity 

hree hypo lid instru

4.3.a: Adolescents who are in the e sho eport 

mo erie

4.3.b: The frequency of hassles should d to repo  soc

cultural problems. 

4.3.c: The frequency of hassles should b

lescent p ent life, choo stme

and general adjustment in the new ntext.
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Hy

The fir

comer

with le

sles as

for each s

The re test was significant (F3, 79 = 4.98, p 

= .

enced 

pothesis 4.3.a: Acculturative hassles in relation to length of residence 

st hypothesis was tested the same way as in study II. The two groups (new-

 and experienced) were compared using a Multivariate Analysis of covariance 

ngth of stay as independent and the new three subscales of acculturative has-

 dependent variables. For this analysis the mean of T1 and T2 was calculated 

ubscale and used for further analyses. Age was again used as covariate. 

sults are shown in Figure 8. The multivariate 

003, eta2 = .159) indicating a difference between the newcomer and the experi-

group. 
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Taken together, the first hypothesis is supported by the data. The two groups differed 

significantly for two out of three subscales in the expected direction. For discrimination 

ed with the instrument of Ward 

and Kennedy (1999). Acculturative hassles are again represented by the mean of T1 

orrelatio sles in the specific do d socio-cultural difficulties 
measure

 Socio-cultural Difficulties 

the means differed also in the expected direction, but did not reach significance. Since 

the items refer clearly to the status of immigrants, the explanation for the non-

significant result may again be that discrimination decreases more slowly. Perhaps 

this is related to factors such as accent that are more durable and less easy to 

change. 

 

Hypothesis 4.3.b: Acculturative hassles in relation to socio-cultural difficulties 

The second hypothesis regarded a positive concurrent correlation between accultura-

tive hassles and socio-cultural adaptation as measur

and T2. The results can be seen in Table 7: 

 

Table 7: C ns of has
d at T1 

mains an

 riate c n l corrBiva orrelatio s Partia elationsa 

Discrimination  .61*** .34*** 

L .55*** .30*** 

Prob s of social adapta-
tio

.57*** .29*** 

anguage 

lem
n 

a her two kinds of acculturative hassles in each case; *** p < .001 

The second hypothesis was also confirmed. General socio-cultural difficulties are 

s. 

So

lar correlat

ure

variance b e hassles and socio-cultural difficulties indicating that 

the

ferent porti

controlled for the ot

strongly related to acculturative hassles in all three domains of immigrant adolescent

cio-cultural adaptation was most strongly linked to discrimination hassles. The simi-

ions could lead to the assumption that the three subscales basically meas-

 exactly the same. The partial correlations, however, show unique parts of shared 

etween acculturativ

 correlation between each kind of hassles and socio-cultural adaptation covers dif-

ons of variance in socio-cultural difficulties. 
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Hypothesis 4.3.c: Acculturative hassles in relation to teacher ratings 

The third hypothesis concerned three different kinds of teacher ratings. First, the 

teachers rated the amount of problems adolescents have in each of six developmen-

tally important domains: school, peers, family, romantic relations, new country, iden-

tity. The second rating involved the adolescent’s adjustment in school. The third rating 

was an overall assignment to a well or a poorly adjusted group.  

Before the correlations were calculated, it was necessary to test whether the teacher 

had indeed differentiated between the six domains. A principal component analysis 

revealed that the teacher ratings on the six domains were very similar. Only one factor 

was found to account for 70% of the variance. The identity item was the highest load-

ing item (.92) and family the lowest loading item (.67). The internal consistency also 

showed that teachers did not differentiate between single domains (alpha = .91). Thus 

the six domains were used as items of one scale indicating the teacher’s judgment of 

the amount of acculturative problems an adolescent faces across the six domains. 

The correlations of the teacher ratings with the three subscales of the acculturative 

hassles questionnaire are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8: Correlations of teacher ratings and acculturative hassles 

Subscale of acculturative hassles 
- Adolescents’ self report - Hypothesis Teacher rat-

ings Discrimination Language Problems of social 
adaptation 

4.3.c (1) 
Problems 
across do-
mains 

.53 *** .30 ** .38 *** 

4.3.c (2) School ad-
justment 

-.42 *** -.29 ** -.36 *** 

** p < .01, *** p < .001 

nifi-

cantly cor

tion was ports on discrimination hassles and somewhat 

maller with language and social adaptation hassles. This highest correlation with dis-

ted ‘problems’ in terms of negative happenings observed in the classroom. It 

is, however, also possible that discrimination hassles are simply related more strongly 

Hypothesis 4.3.c (1) was supported: The teacher-rated amount of problems sig

related with all three kinds of hassles in the expected direction. The correla-

highest with adolescent re

s

crimination may show the kind of problems teachers considered when answering the 

question “Please indicate how many problems [according to your impression] the ado-

lescent had in each domain during the last 12 months”. It may be that the teachers 

interpre
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to maladjustment in school than language hassles or social adaptation hassles. Dis-

crimination hassles may represent the negative attitudes in the host society towards 

immigrants that cannot be easily overcome like language problems. Taken together, 

the first part of the third hypothesis is supported by the data. If acculturative hassles 

are experienced by an adolescent immigrant, the teacher also perceives more prob-

lems in the adjustment to the new context. 

The second part of hypothesis 4.3.c regarded the teacher rating on adolescents’ 

chool adjustment (motivation, achievement, and social integration). The hypothesis 

a poorer 

school adjustment was supported by the data (Table 8). Again, the strongest correla-

of discrimination hassles among under-

chieving immigrant adolescents. The results, however, support hypothesis 4.3.c (2). 

adjusted group. Teachers assigned 28 adole ted group and 

50 adolescents to the well adjusted gr ether th of 

acculturative hassles can predict the teachers’ assignment into the poorly or well ad-

hypothesis 4.3.c (3)), a discr ant function analysis was performed. 

y descriptive statistics reveal ificant differences betw e poorly 

ups on all thre able 9) indicating  the two 

ups differ significantly on all three predictors with poorly adjusted adolescents re-

s

that adolescents with higher frequency of acculturative hassles would show 

tion was with adolescent rated discrimination and probably shows the effects of dis-

crimination experiences on school achievement and school integration, since these 

are the two facets of school-adjustment measured. Of course, other interpretations are 

also possible, such as a higher likelihood 

a

Finally, teachers were asked to assign each adolescent to a well-adjusted or a poorly 

scents to the poorly adjus

oup. To test, wh e three subscales 

justed group ( imin

Preliminar ed sign een th

and the well-adjusted gro

gro

e subscales (T  that

porting more hassles. 

Table 9: Descriptive statistics of the two groups in the discriminant function analysis 

Poorly adjusted 
group (N = 28) 

Well adjusted group 
(N = 50) Predictors 

Mean SD Mean SD 

F (p) 

Discrimination  2.08 .47 1.04 .58 65.4 (p < .01) 

Language 2.23 .72 1.69 .83 8.4 (p <.01) 

Problems of social 
ptation 1.50 .57 1.14 .62 6.5 (p < .05) ada
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The discriminant function for predicting membership in one of the two groups was sig-

nificant (Wilks Lambda = .52, Chi-squared = 48.2 [3], p < .01) and the canonical corre-

h the common cut-off 

d the psychometric 

properties of th ment. Reliab st and the 

i istenc es of s te  

multi-method approach. First, the hypothesis concerning differences oups 

dif n from stud replicated d, an instru asur-

ing socio-cultu ulties was used for concurrent validation. The third approach to 

validate the in ed information given by the teachers of the participants. 

of the original eight domains was unknown in study II. To test the 

lation (correlation between discriminant function and group membership) was .69. Al-

though two predictors, discrimination hassles (r = .972) and language hassles (r = 

.348), loaded higher than the common cut-off criterion for interpreting predictor load-

ings (cut-off = .33, Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996), clearly discrimination hassles defined 

the discriminant function. Social adaptation hassles did not reac

value (r = .306). The group centroids indicated more frequent discrimination experi-

ences among poorly-adjusted adolescents (mean = 1.26) compared to their well ad-

justed adolescents (mean = -.705). Overall, 89.7% of the participants in this analysis 

have been classified correctly. In the poorly-adjusted group correct classification was 

reached in even 96.4%, in the well-adjusted group the correct prediction was slightly 

lower and reached only 86%. Thus hypothesis 4.3.c (3) was also supported by the 

data. Experiences of discrimination were the best predictors of teacher rated group 

membership in this analysis. 

4.3.5 Discussion 

The third study was conducted to explore the factor structure an

e new instru

y scor

ility rete was assessed using test-

nternal cons the subscales, and validity wa sted by employing a

 between gr

fering in le gth of stay 

ral diffic

y II was . Secon ment me

strument us

The factor structure 

reliability and validity of the questionnaire, knowledge about the empirical factor struc-

ture was needed and was established using a principal component analysis (PCA). 

Although the sample size was below the usual recommendations for such an analysis 

(Coakes & Steed, 1999; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996), this procedure resulted in three 

interpretable subscales with acceptable reliability. Several reasons exist to suggest 

the received factor solution is a good representation of the data. First, the three fac-

tors were interpretable and also showed similarities with the principal components in 

study II. Second, both reliability coefficients (the internal consistency and the test-
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retest coefficient) were acceptable. Furthermore, in later validation analyses the three 

components showed reasonable relations to other criteria. 

The PCA showed that the items do not form subscales along the previously theoreti-

cally defined domains. Rather, the three subscales seem to represent certain hassles, 

independent of the context where they happen. Three different kinds of hassles were 

found in this analysis: hassles of discrimination, language hassles and hassles of so-

 

components may share some variance (e.g. “general adjustment problems”), but also 

asured are not new constructs, but other researchers already 

described similar problems of adolescent immigrants. In their chapter on acculturative 

d 

with acculturative stress: ms tion, perceived cul-

ilities betwe re and ho e (resulting fr  

values, interaction style al ro and s n tices), and increasing 

e cultura ations dults a ildren  facto s 

a v sult, althoug e last two kind blems repres ne 

single factor – social adaptation hassles. Given the process of questionnaire devel-

stud  fit bet  the factorial stru and H nd 

harney’s (1998) research strongly supports the content of the acculturative hassle 

questionnaire. 

cial adaptation. The first two components, discrimination and language hassles, are 

well known concepts in research on acculturation or minority – majority relations. The 

third component, social adaptation hassles, is a less established experience for ado-

lescent immigrants. It includes several facets, such as problems of making contact 

with native adolescents, hassles of behavioural insecurity, or problems with parents 

who do not want their children to adjust too much to the new context. In general, this 

component describes hassles in establishing social contacts with members of the host 

society. As was to be expected, the three subscales correlated moderately, but never-

theless formed different components. This can be explained by the fact that the three

account for unique portions of variance as shown in the partial correlations with socio-

cultural difficulties. Some clear differences between the subscales also existed in the 

validation analyses. Discrimination hassles, for instance, were not related to length of 

stay as was expected. In separating teacher-rated poorly from well-adjusted adoles-

cents, however, the discriminant function basically consisted of the discrimination 

subscale. Language hassles and social adaptation hassles were hardly relevant in this 

analysis. These differences can illustrate the uniqueness of each subscale. 

The three aspects me

stress Hernandez and Charney (1998) identified four kinds of problems associate

 language proble

en home cultu

, perceived discrimina

st culturtural incompatib om different

s, soci les, ocialisatio prac

gaps between th l affili  of a nd ch . The r solution show

ery similar re h th s of pro are ented by o

opment used in this y, the ween cture ernandez’s a

C
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Discrimination hassles can also be understood as perveived societal barriers to as-

similation (Esser, 1980; Nauck, 2001b; Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). Thus, these ex-

periences represent hassles that depend on how the receiving society is perceived in 

dealing with immigrants. To reduce the impact of discrimination hassles, the society 

can make efforts to reduce such experiences (e.g., laws against discrimination as re-

cently discussed in public debate). This is especially important, because the two 

groups of length of stay did not significantly differ in terms of discrimination hassles, 

which means that discrimination hassles hardly diminish over the first years or that the 

rate of change is too small to be found in the present sample. Discrimination hassles, 

however, correlated highest with self-reports on socio-cultural difficulties, teacher 

rated problems, school adjustment, and were also the best predictor for separating 

poorly adjusted from well-adjusted adolescents. This means that their impact on the 

adjustment process seems to be highest, whereas the change over time in the new 

country lowest. Nauck (2001a) describes perceived discrimination as obstacles in the 

new society that hinder the assimilation of immigrants. If this is interpretation holds, 

the data would show that the immigrants adapt to the new context in terms of lan-

, but are isolated and discriminated against by native people 

rs. 

 

guage and social skills

even after several yea

The second subscale, language hassles, comprises all items that are related to lan-

guage problems. It is known that language proficiency improves after immigration 

among ethnic German adolescents (Fuchs, Schwietring & Weiss, 1999a), a finding 

that is also represented in the comparison between newcomer and experienced ado-

lescents, where language hassles produced the strongest effect compared to social 

adaptation or discrimination hassles. Language hassles were also related to more 

socio-cultural difficulties – an immigrant with language problems will also experience

problems in other spheres of life, for instance in shops restaurants etc. Last, but not 

least, a higher frequency of language hassles was also related to more teacher re-

ported problems and poorer school adjustment. These correlations also support the 

use of the scale, since problems in speaking the new language often lead to problems 

following class. Since language hassles are the most frequently reported, improving 

the language proficiency seems to be a crucial element in the acculturation process of 

immigrants. In this light, the stepwise reduction of the maximum length of language 

courses from originally 12 months to 6 months after 1993 (Dietz, 2003a) may be prob-

lematic.
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Hassles of social adaptation are more complex. The items in this subscale refer to 

difficulties making contact with native people, to behavioural insecurities (socio-

cultural skills) when together with natives, to perceived differences between natives 

and ethnic Germans, and also to parental restrictions regarding the acculturation of 

the ethnic German adolescent. The common core of these hassles may be described 

as obstacles to get into contact with the host society. These problems may be related 

to missing social skills in the new society, problems that may be caused by the differ-

ent pace of parents’ and children’s acculturation (also called acculturation gap, Birman 

& Trickett, 2001), differences in values such as developmental timetables (Schmitt-

Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b), or difficulties with establishing an ethnic (minority) 

identity (Phinney, 1993; 2000). All three validating hypotheses were supported: Ex-

perienced adolescents showed fewer social adaptation hassles, probably because the 

adolescents improved their social and cultural skills. More frequent social adaptation 

hassles were also related to more socio-cultural difficulties – a reasonable correlation, 

given the similarities of both constructs and  

In sum, study III was conducted to explore the properties of the questionnaire on ac-

culturative hassles. The exploration of the factor structure resulted in three subscales 

with acceptable reliability and validity: language hassles, discrimination hassles and 

social adaptation hassles. However, before this scale can be used to compare Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents in Israel with ethnic German adolescents in Germany, a simi-

lar factor structure in both contexts needs to be established. This was the aim of the 

next study (study IV). 

4.4 Study IV: Factor Structure and Comparability in Israel and 
Germany 

As described in the introduction, the ultimate goal of this dissertation was to use the 

newly developed scale in order to compare acculturative hassles of Russian-Jewish 

adolescents in Israel with those of ethnic German adolescents in Germany. For this 

reason, the results of two small pilot studies conducted with Russian Jews in Israel 

were taken into consideration during the initial construction of the questionnaire (see 

chapter 4.2.4). In order to use the questionnaire in the two countries and the two dif-

ferent immigrant groups, however, the equivalence of the structure of the question-

naire in both contexts needed to be tested. For this reason a fourth study was under-

taken. 
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Cross-cultural methods offer several means with which to establish measurement 

equivalence. One way would simply be to compare the reliabilities (Chronbach’s al-

pha) of the scales for each group (Mohler, 1999), but the suggested comparisons are 

only possible in small samples and the rejection rates are unacceptable in large sam-

ples (Mohler, 1999). Other techniques are target factor analysis (Van de Vijver & 

Leung, 1997), using item response theory (Knight & Hill, 1998; Reise, Widaman & 

Pugh, 1993), or confirmatory factor analysis (Knight & Hill, 1988; Reise, Widaman & 

Pugh, 1993). It was decided to use confirmatory factor analysis in this study, primarily 

because it is a proven technique, with established fit indices that are not heavily influ-

enced by sample size, and that is currently judged to be the preferable method of 

analysis (Knight & Hill, 1998). Confirmatory analysis also offers the possibility to con-

strain parameters to be similar across samples, as required for the comparison of 

Russian Jews in Israel and ethnic Germans in Germany. The three component solu-

tion found in study III was the basis for this analysis. The three subscales of accultura-

tive hassles, discrimination hassles, language hassles and hassles of social adapta-

tion were the basis for the latent constructs tested in both samples. 

Since the construction of the questionnaire was also based on information from focus 

groups and discussions with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel, it was expected 

that the factor structure would be comparable in both samples. 

Hypothesis 4.4: 

The three factor structure represents the data of the acculturative hassles ques-

tionnaire in both contexts: Israel and Germany. 

4.4.1 Method 

4.4.1.1 Measures 

The acculturative hassles questionnaire was one of several instruments used in the 

data collection of the mentioned German-Israeli project „The impact of social and cul-

tural adaptation of juvenile immigrants from the former Soviet Union in Israel and 

Germany on delinquency and deviant behavior“3. Besides the questionnaire on accul-

turative hassles, adolescents completed questions on diverse aspects of their lives 

                                                 
3 Principal investigators: Germany: Rainer K. Silbereisen & Eva Schmitt-Rodermund; Israel: Gideon Fishman, 
Gustavo Mesch, Zvi Eisikovitz; funding: German-Israeli Project Cooperation (DIP), Ministry for Education and 
Research (BMBF) 
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and gave demographic background information. The questions were the same in Is-

rael and Germany. In Israel, however, personal interviews were conducted, while writ-

ten questionnaires had to be used in Germany. Participants at both sites had the right 

to refuse participation. In this chapter, only the results of the acculturative hassles 

questionnaire are reported. 

Demographics: In the beginning, adolescents had to provide descriptive information 

about themselves, including gender, age, length of residence, school aspirations, and 

country of origin. 

Acculturative Hassles (AEQ): The 28 acculturative hassles formulated in study III 

comprised the items of the acculturative hassles scale. Again, the 12 positive filler 

items were used, in order to make the scale more balanced and less negative, but the 

results of these items were not included in the current analysis. The questionnaire was 

introduced the same way as in study III: “People make different experiences when 

immigrating to a new country. Did you experience the following during the last 12 

months? If yes – indicate how often you made any of each experience. If you haven’t 

To test the applicability of the factor solution found in study III confirmatory factor 

per 

facto ave to be considered before estimating the models: covariation of 

 are offered in the literature. First, items can be deleted and smaller scales 

been in Germany for 12 months, please answer for the time since your arrival.” To 

answer each question, the same five categories were offered: “Never”, “1 to 2 times”, 

“3 to 5 times”, “6 to 10 times” and “More than 10 times”. The questionnaire was again 

written in two languages: German with Russian subtitles for every question.  

4.4.1.2 Data Analysis 

analyses were conducted. Given the large sample size and the number of items 

r, two points h

error terms and the fit indices used to judge the fit of the data. 

First, the assumption of no covariation between error terms often leads to a poor fit. 

Models in which no covariation is allowed are very conservative, since all covariation 

between single items must be explained by the latent variables. Additional variance 

(e.g. correlations that exist only between two items of a given scale) will result in 

poorer fit indices. Often pairs of items share variance apart from the variance ac-

counted for by the latent factors (Floyd & Widaman, 1995) and the likelihood of such 

covariances increases with the number of items in a scale. Three solutions to this 

problem
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used, or models are tested that do not include all items of a scale. This is a problem-

atic procedure because non-selected items can still contain valuable information. This 

procedure is also in opposition to classical test theory, where the reliability of a given 

scale improves by adding items (Floyd & Widaman, 1995; Yuan, Bentler & Kano, 

1997). A second solution is to add additional covariances between error terms (Kano, 

2002; Schuster, Hammitt & Moore, 2003). This procedure also has disadvantages, as 

the interpretation of the scales become more problematic if modification indices sug-

gest covariances between items of different scales, which is especially likely in sub-

scales if these are not supposed to be completely orthogonal. A third method, called 

parcelling, suggests that items are allocated to parcels. A parcel refers to an observed 

variable that is the sum or mean of several items that are conceptually similar and 

belong to the same factor (Nasser & Wisenbaker, 2003). These parcels are used as 

manifest variables in the model (Cunningham, 2002; Floyd & Widaman, 1995; Olason 

& Roger, 2001; Yuan, Bentler & Kano, 1997). With this method, the information of all 

items is used in the model but the problem of too many items per scale causing fit 

problems is reduced. This is the method chosen for use in this study. 

lose fit. This index is, 

however, not very reliable, since it depends heavily on sample size (Backhaus et al., 

1 95; Shevlin, Miles & Lewis, 2000; Ullman, 1996). This means that 

p -

je underlying assumptions. Since this 

analysis was conducted with about 1400 adolescents in each context (Israel and 

 was very likely to arise in the analysis. Because of this weak-

ness of the Chi squared statistics, other indices have been developed to assess the fit 

995; Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Shevlin, Miles & Lewis, 2000). A 

reliable estimate of model fit is the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 

zero degrees of freedom). Comparative fit indices are a standardized degree of fit be-

tween the model and an independent model (Ullman, 1996) and have a range from 0 

Besides dealing with covariances between single items, the second point that needs 

to be considered are the fit indices used to evaluate the fit of a model. First, the Chi 

squared statistics will be reported here as a classic test of a c

996; Bentler, 19

oor models will be accepted in small samples, while models with a close fit are re

cted with large sample sizes or violations of 

Germany), this problem

of models (Bentler, 1

(RMSEA), an index also based on the Chi squared, but adjusting for sample size and 

complexity of the model (Shevlin, Miles & Lewis, 2000). Comparative fit indices (also 

named incremental fit indices) are another type of indices. These indices place the 

measurement model on a continuum between an independence model (variables are 

not at all related to one another) and a perfectly fitting model (a saturated model with 
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to 1 with 1 indicating a perfect fit (examples are: NFI, NNFI, CFI, IFI). A third group of 

fit indices uses the variance in the sample covariance matrix that is accounted for by 

the estimated population covariance matrix (GFI) that can also be adjusted for the 

number of parameters and data points (AGFI). This group of indices was criticized, 

because it is difficult to determine appropriate cutoff values indicating a close fit of the 

model (Shevlin, Miles & Lewis, 2000). Since it is useful to report indices from several 

sample size, the Chi squared is also reported because it is 

probably the most common index for assessing model fit. With the large samples 

4.4.2 Sample 

ok part in this study. The group of participants in Israel 

ative speaker. Table 10 

shows the main descriptive statistics of both groups regarding variables such as gen-

groups, the RMSEA, the NFI and the CFI were used to evaluate model fit. Despite 

expected problems of 

sizes used here, however, a significant p value for the Chi squared test was expected. 

For the RMSEA several cutoff criteria have been suggested. Browne and Cudeck 

(1993) suggested values of less than 0.05 as indicators for a close fit, values between 

0.08 and 0.05 as acceptable fit and values greater than 0.10 as poor fit. Hu and Bent-

ler (1999) suggested more conservative cutoff values for the RMSEA (less than 0.06), 

but this criterion may result in too frequent type 1 errors (incorrect rejection of an ac-

ceptable model) and was recently criticised as far too conservative (Marsh, Kit-Tai & 

Zhonglin, 2004). For NFI and CFI a close fit can be assumed if the fit index is greater 

than 0.9 (Byrne, 1994; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Ullmann, 1996). 

Two groups of participants to

were Russian-Jewish immigrants from the former Soviet Union, the group of immi-

grants to Germany were adolescent ethnic German immigrants (Aussiedler). In Ger-

many adolescents completed a questionnaire in the school context. In Israel the same 

questions were given, but participants were interviewed by a n

der, age, length of stay and country of origin. In Germany a school based data collec-

tion was conducted. Schools were selected according to several criteria. First, the 

whole study should comprise immigrants in both parts of Germany (east and west). In 

each part of Germany two federal countries were selected. Hesse and North Rhine 

Westphalia in west Germany and Saxony and Thuringia in the east. Second, the effect 

of the size of the city an adolescent lives in was aimed to be comparable in order to 

reduce between subject effects of urbanity. Cities were selected with 100,000 to 

200,000 citizens, in which the density of ethnic German immigrants varied from 1.24% 
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(Jena) to 15.7% (Paderborn). In these cities schools were selected according to offi-

cial statistics regarding the number of ethnic Germans among their students. Alto-

gether 53 schools participated. Ethnic Germans were identified by the teachers in 

each school. The parents of potential participants received information about the pro-

ject and the data collection in advance and had the chance to refuse participation. On 

the day of data collection all adolescent immigrants assembled in one room and com-

pleted the questionnaire. In Israel a similar procedure was applied and data were col-

lected in several cities. These cities were in nearly all areas of Israel. 

Table 10: Descriptive Statistics (means, standard deviations) for both countries 

 Germany 

N = 1437 

 Israel 

N = 1420 

Gender 637 male (44.3%) 
783 female (54.5%)  758 male (56.6%) 

662 female (53.4%) 
Age M = 15.9 SD = 2.5  M = 15.7 SD = 1.8 
Length of stay M = 8.3 SD = 4.4  M = 3.0 SD = 1.5 
Country of origin Kazakhstan: 534 (37.2%) Ukraine.  547 (38.5%) 

Russia:  451 (31.4%) 
Poland:  163 (11.3%)  

Russia:  496 (34.9%) 
Uzbekistan: 74 (5.2%) 

Kyrgyzstan: 62 (4.3%) 
Germany:  82 (5.3%) 

Kaukaz:  72 (5.1%) 
Kazakhstan: 52 (3.7%) 

 

Both samples differed with respect to some of these measures. The mean age of both 

groups was similar, but some older adolescent immigrants in German schools (about 

50 participants were above 20 in Germany) caused a slightly higher variance. Gender 

was relatively evenly distributed in both samples with slightly more females in Ger-

many and slightly more males in Israel. The two countries differed with regard to 

length of residence in the new country. The sample of ethnic Germans in Germany 

represented a much wider range of length of residence ranging from several months 

to as much as 20 years. Of this sample, 82 adolescents were already second genera-

tion citizens and were therefore excluded from the analysis. In both countries the 

sample consisted largely of immigrants from Russia. In Germany, the second largest 

group came from another former Soviet country, Kazakhstan, and in Israel from 

Ukraine. The remainder of the samples came from other parts of the former Soviet 

Union or, in the case of Germany, from Poland. The ethnic Germans from Poland face 

a very similar situation as those from the former Soviet Union. They also have Ger-

man ancestry, spoke another language in the country of origin and also had a back-

ground in former communist block of east Europe. The only difference is that immigra-
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tion from Poland ceased in recent years (see Figure 2) and thus on average these 

adolescents have been in Germany for a slightly longer period of time. 

4.4.3 Results 

Confirmatory factor analyses were used to check whether the structure of the ques-

tionnaire established in study III could also be applied to the large samples of study 

IV. This was tested using the statistical package Amos 5 and maximum likelihood es-

timation. The model represented the three factor solution. Following the arguments 

regarding fit indices of scales with many items, parcels were used for the three bigger 

subscales: discrimination, language, and social adaptation. Three to four items of a 

factor were randomly assigned to the parcels. The consistency of single parcels varied 

sample 

between .42 and .79 as can be seen in Table 11. The parcels represented the mani-

fest variables in the model explaining the three latent constructs (the three subscales), 

which were allowed to correlate freely, because the different scales were not sup-

posed to be orthogonal. 

Table 11: Consistencies of parcels used in the confirmatory factor analysis 

 Parcel 
(ahqa item number) 

Ethnic German 
sample 

Russian-Jewish 

1 (28, 24, 5, 19) .67 .68 

2 (20, 31, 18, 27) .61 .58 Discrimination 

3 (7, 32, 38, 12) .52 .53 

1 (14, 4, 8, 36) .79 .64 
Language 

2 (17, 26, 13) .75 .60 

1 (1, 35, 34) .49 .45 

2 (2, 22, 9) .46 .42 Social adaptation 

3 (40, 10, 30) .43 .49 
a acculturative hassles questionnaire 

The results of the analyses are presented in the next Table (12). First, the separate fit 

indices for each sample are presented. In the second step, the fit for a two group 

model was tested, in which the parameters were constrained to be equal in both sam-

ples. 
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Table 12: Fit indices for the three factor model 

Model χ2 p NFI CFI RMSEA 90% RMSEA 

Ethnic German 
sample 

146.1 .000 .973 .976 .075 .064 - .086 

Russian-Jewish 
sample 

156.7 .000 .966 .970 .076 .065 - .087 

Two group model 323.8 .000 .968 .971 .051 .046 - .057 

 

The parcel solution results in a very close fit. As expected, the Chi squared value is 

significant. All other criteria, however, meet the cut-off criteria by Browne and Cudeck 

l (con-

straining th between latent nifest variables to be eq oth sam-

ples). Thus, the hypothesis was su he current data set. 

lling is a useful met sis with -

all items is t the f multipl tion . 

ot, ho b m 

information, the discrim d an purp s 

were correlated with the e s o ith 

the respective reliabilitie h sampl  of 

ach item is given in bold numbers. 

(1993). The models fit in both single samples and also the two group mode

e paths  and ma ual in b

pported by t

Parce hod for confirmatory analy   many items, because in

formation from  used, bu  problem o e covaria is reduced

This solution cann wever, give information on single 

wer

items. To o tain single ite

inative po  was calculate d for this ose, the item

 subscale lue. Results ar va h wn in Table 13 together w

s of the subscales in bot es. The highest correlation

e

The discriminative power indices show that all but one item have the highest correla-

tion with the scale they belong to. The convergent discriminative power of all items is 

excellent. The divergent discriminative power of most items, however, shows correla-

tions of single items with other scales. Although these correlations are in all but one 

case smaller than correlations with the scales the items belong to, the divergent dis-

criminative power shows that the scales are not independent of one another, which 

was assumed from the beginning. The correlations between the three scales sup-

ported this assumption (Table 14). 
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Table 13: Divergent and convergent discriminative power of items 

  Ethnic Germans Russian Jews 
Scale item 1 2 3 1 2 3 

AEQ14 .78 .55 .47 .67 .37 .31 
AEQ17 .76 .49 .45 .69 .32 .29 

.79 .47 .44 .68 .30 .27 
EQ26 .82 .54 .47 .71 .49 .41 

AEQ8 .68 .50 .45 .59 .38 .36 

AEQ4 
A1. Language 

AEQ13 .69 .48 .45 .57 .39 .37 
AEQ36 .77 .54 .51 .65 .52 .44 
AEQ28 .42 .69 .49 .38 .68 .45 
AEQ20 .34 .59 .37 .32 .67 .43 
AEQ7 .45 .70 .44 .34 .67 .43 
AEQ24 .40 .67 .44 .29 .65 .40 
AEQ31 .61 .56 .44 .43 .53 .37 
AEQ32 .26 .53 .31 .30 .46 .30 
AEQ5 .46 .62 .40 .36 .61 .38 
AEQ18 .42 .55 .42 .34 .54 .38 
AEQ38 .31 .64 .38 .34 .68 .42 
AEQ19 .23 .43 .30 .28 .54 .36 
AEQ27 .51 .63 .51 .48 .56 .41 

2. Discrimi-
nation 

AEQ12 .41 .54 .40 .30 .43 .27 
AEQ1 .36 .38 .57 .31 .28 .49 
AEQ2 .52 .50 .68 .44 .38 .53 
AEQ40 .38 .38 .57 .32 .38 .52 

.61 
AEQ22 .19 .24 
AEQ10
AEQ34 .6 29 .37 3 
AEQ9 .53 .25 .31 .57 

adaptation 

AEQ30 .53 .51 .59 .38 .45 .57 
     

 alpha .87 .82 .74 .77 .81 .70 

AEQ35 .26 .30 .55 .22 .32 3. Social .45 .19 .31 
.54 .25 

6 .

.51 
.43 .54 

 .5
 . .38 
 .43 .51 

20 

 .28 .29 

   

1 – language hassles, 2 – les, 3 – hassles cial adaptation 
 

Table 14: Bivariate Co ween the three Su les 

1. 2. 3. 

 discrimination hass  of so

 

rrelations bet bsca

 

1. Language -  .67 *** .61 *** 

2. Discrimination .60 *** -  .68 *** 

3. Problems of Social Adaptation .54 *** .66 *** -  

Correlations for ethnic German adolescents are represented above the diagonal, for Russian-
Jewish adolescents below the diagonal 
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The high correlations indicated that the three factors shared on average about one 

third of riance. This substa ial am  of shared v d -

tion th ay actually form a uni-dimensional scale. Thus, the confirmatory 

factor was rep  bu i-di iona  factor model wa e 

re ind tha thre tor l cle ted th r. 

This m t the three subscales are correlated and share a common core, but 

a e. 

 their va nt ount ariance le to the assump

at the items m

analysis eated, t a un mens l one s tested. Th

sults in Table 15 

eans tha

icated t the e fac mode arly fit e data bette

lso have independent varianc

Table 15: Fit indices for the one factor model 

Model χ2 p NFI CFI RMSEA 90% 
RMSEA 

Ethnic German 
sample 

565.4 .000 .895 .898 .142 .132 - .152 

Russian-Jewish  
sample 

448.2 .000 .903 .907 .123 .113 - .133 

1095.2 .000 .890 .894 .090 .085 - .094 Two group model 

 

The structure of the questionnaire is similar in both samples and the alpha-reliabilities 

(Table 13) also indicate that the subscales are equivalent in both samples. A test for 

similarities of the alpha reliabilities as suggested by Mohler (1999) is not applicable 

given the large number of subjects, since this statistic is based on an F distribution 

with N-1 degrees of freedom. Minimal differences would result in significant F values if 

sample size is as big as 1400 subjects in each group. 

nic German adolescents in Germany and 

ian-Jewish adolescents in Israel. The three factor structure derived in study III 

onfirmed separately in both samples, and also in a two-group model. The three 

components that already showed their reliability and consistency in study III, were also 

internally consistent in this study. 

The use of parcels to identify the structure of the questionnaire resulted in a good fit of 

the factor structure and the data. The only disadvantage of parcelling is that a single 

In sum, when all the results are considered, the scale structure can be seen to be 

equivalent in both samples. 

4.4.4 Discussion 

The aim of the fourth study was to test the structure of the acculturative hassles ques-

tionnaire in both groups of immigrants: eth

Russ

was c
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item is less influential on the overall fit. For this reason the convergent and discrimina-

tive power was lculated for e nvergent dis er was 

e e item (“I couldn’t follow be se no wance ere ma  for 

language proble t wa ppos  belo e d mination subsca r-

relating slightly ith la age p ms in the ethnic German sample. Th r-

r  d b  lang ontent of the item. Ne eless so 

had a substant latio ith di inatio ssles = .56 t wa en 

slightly higher th g Russian-Je dolescents in Israel (r = .53). The r-

gent discriminat r sh  be lo ut this is not alw the ca or the ul-

turative hassles

C thre bsca ere a ed from the b  o le 

c tion (ch .3.2.3 aning t an a scent rting lems on one 

scale is also like ort ems o other nceptually these intercorre ns 

are acceptable,  hree s cales ot for ni-dimensiona le. 

The test of uni-d ali weve s not ported by the da hus, c-

culturative hass nn  meas  three erent s of g al acc a-

tive hassles. Th ub s may share a common core, but at the sam e 

h e po  va . Th n be lained in practi erms o 

w  on an escent who spe  la ge les ll ma ve 

problems in und g n ado  both, verba d cul ly, sin n-

guage is seen a jor onent for under ding a  culture (Kim, L he 

& Tomiuk, 2001; Wallen, Feldman, Anliker, 2002). Problems in intergroup understand-

doles  is 

kely to provoke misunderstandings and belongs clearly to another cultural group. On 

e other hand, if an adolescent is able to speak the new language, it does not imply 

that discrimination does not take place. In other words, language acquisition can ex-

re unique and can only 

be explained by other s urces of variance (e.g., general attitudes in the host s ety). 

B nfirmatory analyses which supporte  three l er 

re e three factorial structure als  First,  the c

analysis of study III, the unique aspects of the three scales were also represented 

in the explorative fact study III and were also shown in the partial correla-

lturative hassles with socio-cultural difficulties. Fur-

thermore, the validation in study III showed differential relations between the three 

scales and the different criteria. For example, experienced and newcomer adolescents 

 ca ach item. The co criminative pow
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differed significantly in terms of language hassles and social adaptation hassles, but 

no differences were found for discrimination hassles. At the same time, discrimination 

hassles were the best predictor to separate the teacher rated well-adjusted group from 

the poorly adjusted group of ethnic German immigrants. Language and social-

adaptation hassles were only very weakly related to the discriminative function in this 

analysis. The advantage of the intercorrelations of subscales is that the core (“general 

adjustment problems”) may be represented as higher order factor in future research 

using structural equation models. 

Taken to study IV sh  that accul e h s a ente ree 

differe inds of hassles: discrimination hassles, language h d 

social ad  hassles. tru ale he t fere , 

Rus  and G s i an

gether, owed turativ assle re repres d in th

assles annt but related k

aptation  This s cture is equiv nt in t wo dif nt samples

sian Jews in Israel  ethnic erman n Germ y. 
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5 Acculturative Hassles of Adolescent Immigrants 
in Two Contexts: Israel and Germany 

It was mentioned in the introduction that successful acculturation is usually measured 

via two different kinds of outcomes: socio-cultural and psychological adaptation (Ataca 

& Berry, 2002; Kosic, 2002; Leung, 2001; Ward et al., 1998). The advantage of meas-

uring acculturation-related hassles as one source of acculturative experiences (Berry, 

1997) is that such hassles depend directly on group level characteristics (see Berry’s 

acculturation framework, Figure 5), such as those of the society of settlement, society 

of origin, and group level acculturation. In so far, such a measure on hassles experi-

 

group membership (Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2003). Social adaptation hassles, the third 

enced because of the immigrant background of an adolescent shows directly the fit of 

the immigrant group into the new society, not - as in case of psychological adjustment 

– the result of a complex psychological process, or – as in understanding of Ward’s 

(2001) socio-cultural adjustment – the learning process of new language and behav-

iour. The acculturative hassles questionnaire was developed for both, Russian-Jewish 

adolescents in Israel and ethnic German adolescents in Germany. This chapter will 

investigate the differences of the acculturation processes between the two groups. For 

each of the three kinds of acculturative hassles, language hassles, discrimination has-

sles, and social adaptation hassles, two hypotheses will be drawn based on theoreti-

cal and empirical arguments. One will compare the general level of acculturative has-

sles in both samples, the other will focus on the level of acculturative hassles in each 

context depending on the time spent in the new society. 

The three subscales are considered individually, because they focus on different as-

pects of the acculturation situation. Language hassles summarize the amount of prob-

lems in interactions happening in the new language, whereas discrimination hassles 

can be understood as societal barriers to assimilation (Esser, 1980; Nauck, 2001b; 

Steinbach & Nauck, 2000) perceived by the adolescent as unfair treatment because of

kind of hassles, describe problems of making contact with members of the new soci-

ety. 

5.1 Theoretical Background 

As already noted, Berry’s (1997) framework on acculturation research gives three dif-

ferent sources of acculturative experiences: The society of origin, the society of set-
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tlement, and group acculturation. Although his model does not refer specifically to di-

aspora migration (or repatriation), it is very similar in these aspects to a theoretical 

model by Shuval (2000) that focused on Russian-Jewish immigration to Israel or eth-

nic German immigration to Germany. In this model Shuval offers a framework for the 

study of diaspora immigration (i.e., repatriation), in which she also differentiates be-

tween three major groups of variables comparable to the Berry’s (1997) model: Char-

acteristics of the diaspora group, characteristics of homeland (country of settlement) 

and characteristics of hosts (country of origin). Both frameworks are rather complex 

offering an overview of the large amount of possible influences on the acculturation 

ptation processes, the 

characteristics of the ethnic (diaspora) group and the characteristics of the receiving 

country of settlement (homeland), are taken into consideration here. These two seem 

to be of higher relevance than characteristics of the country of origin (Former Soviet 

Union), because daily acculturative hassles are a result of unsuccessful interactions 

between immigrants and current challenges in the new context. Furthermore, the cul-

tural (Soviet Union) background in the country of origin is comparable between Rus-

sian-Jewish and ethnic German immigrants. 

Similarities of the countries of settlement

process and this complexity makes it difficult to test these frameworks as a whole. 

However, both approaches offer a structure for the comparison of the acculturation 

processes of Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel and ethnic German adolescents in 

Germany. In particular, two of the three main sources of ada

 

Similarities and dissimilarities can be found in the characteristics of the two home-

lands (countries of settlement), Israel and Germany. For an overview, see Table 16. A 

structural similarity is the substantial number of immigrants who have entered both 

countries since the 1980s (Bade & Troen, 1993; DellaPergola, 1998). Although it is 

often claimed that Germany is not a country of immigration (see e.g., Martin, 1994) the 

overall rate of admitted immigrants is comparable to Israel: Between 1960 and 1994, 

on average 11.9 immigrants per 1000 citizens were accepted each year in Israel and 

11.2 in Germany (DellaPergola, 1998). Compared to other immigration countries 

these rates are high (USA - 2.4; Canada – 6.3; Australia – 8.6). Of course, not all im-

migrants in Germany are ethnic Germans, not all took permanent residence, and dif-

ferent kinds of immigrants, such as guest workers or asylum seekers are included in 

these figures. Nevertheless, these statistics show that both Germany and Israel have 

experienced large influxes of non-native people who need to be integrated into the 

host culture. 
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Israel and Germany are also comparable in other terms, such as timing of the waves 

litica rn orientation 

of both countries (Shuval & Leshem, 1998), and the existence of an official welcome 

of immigration, their ‘open door’ policies of admission of diaspora immigrants, the po-

lly supported integration process (Shuval, 1998), the general weste

with automatic citizenship and initially guaranteed institutional support (Joppke & Ro-

senhek, 2001; Shuval, 1998; Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). It is also common in both 

countries that this official welcome is not shared in the whole society. Attitudes to-

wards this kind of immigrants vary in both host societies from positive humanitarian 

attitudes to covert (or sometimes overt) hostility, especially concerning competition for 

jobs (Dietz, 1996; Leshem, 1998; Martin, 1994; Mesch, 2002a; Shuval, 1998). In com-

paring both types of diaspora migration, Shuval (1998) came to the conclusion that 

“the structural parallels between Israel and Germany in their open door policies re-

garding the admission of diaspora immigrants are striking in terms of social construc-

tion of the situations and the consequent definition of criteria for admission” (Shuval, 

1998, p. 11). 

Dissimilarities of the countries of settlement 

Concerning differences in the homeland characteristics (society of settlement), some 

researchers argued that the return of ethnic Germans to Germany has in principle 

come to an end whereas immigration to Israel continues unabated (Joppke & Rosen-

hek, 2001). This view is not shared here, since the number of immigrants as pre-

sented in Figure 1 show similar changes in both countries over recent years, although 

numbers have decreased in the mid-nineties, it seems to level off in recent years. 

n and settlement of Jews on Arab territory (Al-Haj, 1998). Jewish leaders, on the 

other hand, recognize immigration as a means by which to counter the “demographic 

ue to the higher fertility rate among Arabs and 

Nevertheless, other differences between the two receiving countries do exist. Ger-

many is still a rather homogeneous society culturally formed by mainstream values. 

Israel accommodates a much more complex cultural structure of Arabic, non-Arabic-

non-Jewish and Jewish population that is further divided into several Jewish sub-

groups (Ashkenazim, Sephardim). All these different groups have contrary expecta-

tions regarding Israel’s future (Al-Haj, 1998; Amir, 1994). Arab leaders fear a pure 

Jewish state with further Jewish immigration, limited Arab influence, further marginali-

zatio

peril” (Al-Haj, 2004, p. 181) that exists d

the resulting threat for the Jewish character of the Israeli state. For Jewish leaders, 

immigration is also regarded as a symbol of the Zionist idea (Al-Haj, 1998; Azarya & 
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Kimmerling, 1998). However, public opinion is more negative regarding such immigra-

tion (Al-Haj, 2004; Leshem, 1998), which is likely to be based on the graving competi-

tion for jobs, schools, housing, and so forth (Leshem, 1998). 

Official support for this kind of diaspora migration also differs between the two coun-

tries. While in Germany ethnic Germans receive collective support (e.g. every immi-

grant receives the same “integration money”), Israel provides individual support to 

immigrants based on individual needs (Krentz, 2002; Mesch, 2002a; Steinbach & 

Nauck, 2000). Another difference between the two receiving countries is the concen-

tration of immigrants in the host communities. Russian-Jewish immigrants in Israel 

usually live in cities with a high concentration of immigrants with sub-areas of up to 

60% of Russian-Jewish immigrants (Mesch, 2002a). The concentration in the cities of 

the current project, for instance varied from 1% to 16% (mean = 8%) for the cities in 

Germany, but from 13% to 45% (mean = 30%) in Israel (information given by city 

councils). Since immigrant concentration in the neighbourhood can impact the integra-

tion of immigrants, this difference may influence the acculturation process in both con-

texts (Mesch, 2002b). Furthermore, differences exist in the acculturation orientations 

shared by the host society (Ben-Shalom & Horenczyk, 2003; Bourhis et al., 1997; 

Horenczyk, 1997), i.e. what members of the host society expect from immigrants. 

German hosts preferred a segregationist idea and wanted immigrants to be among 

themselves. Israeli hosts preferred an assimilation strategy of their immigrating popu-

he Israeli context by giving up their cultural lations and wanted immigrants to adjust to t

heritage (Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2003). All in all the acceptance of immigrants from 

the former Soviet Union is assumed to be higher in Israel than in Germany (Bade & 

Troen, 1993). 

Similarities of the immigrating groups 

Besides homeland characteristics, the situation of Russian-Jewish and ethnic German 

immigrants can be compared on the second characteristic in Berry’s (1997) or Shu-

val’s (2000) models: the immigrating groups. Both Russian Jews in Israel and ethnic 

Germans in Germany were minorities in the former Soviet Union. The mentalities and 

experiences in a totalitarian state differ from those of the host societies (Bade & 

Troen, 1993). In both cases the immigrants share cultural and ethnic roots with the 

German or Israeli population, but often their ethnic identities (German or Jewish) are 

overlaid with other ethnic identities (e.g., through Russian-German marriages) and 

cultural identities (e.g., Russian language) associated with the country of origin (Shu-

val, 1998). Furthermore, in both receiving countries the immigrating population of di-
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aspora immigrants changed comparably in recent years (Al-Haj, 2004; Dietz, in 

press). Dietz (in press) reported that the number of real ethnic Germans (i.e., those 

with direct German ancestry) entering the country decreased from 75% in 1993 to 

20% in 2003. Proportionately, the number of Russian spouses and relatives increased 

from 25% to 80% of the incoming immigrants. These changes can also be observed 

for Russian-Jewish immigrants to Israel. Here the non-Jewish immigrants (in terms of 

the halakhah – the Jewish religious law) increased over a similar period of time from 

about 15% to 56.4% in 2001 (Al-Haj, 2004). In other words, the migrating population 

changed in recent years and the number of immigrants having direct German or Jew-

ish ancestors decreased. 

Dissimilarities of the immigrating groups 

As can be seen in Table 16, there are, however, also differences between the two 

immigrating groups. If one looks at diaspora immigrants, such immigrants come ex-

clusively from former eastern countries in Germany, whilst immigration to Israel is free 

to every Jew in the world (Bade & Troen, 1993; Info-Dienst Deutsche Aussiedler, 

ccommodates immigrants from all over 

tab-

lished in Israel (Al-Haj, 2004). In Germany, ethnic Germans engage mostly in organ-

Januar 2001, Nr. 110). For this reason Israel a

the world, while the ethnic German immigration is rather homogeneous. The different 

groups in Israel also have a higher visibility in public compared to ethnic German im-

migrants. Especially Russian Jews developed their own network of media (TV, radio, 

newspapers), political parties, and nongovernmental organizations not comparable to 

Germany (Al-Haj, 2004; Mesch, 2002a; Dietz, 1996; Pfetsch, 1999). In 1996/97 alone, 

300 formally recognized NGOs for education, culture and welfare services were es

ized groups with a similar background (“Landsmannschaften”) or in general associa-

tions (e.g., sports clubs) and only 1.6% are organized in political parties (Dietz, 1996). 

Furthermore, Russian Jews come mainly from urban cities (97.8%) while ethnic Ger-

mans grew up to a large extent (52.6%) in rural areas that is related to closer social 

ties and more traditional values (Krentz, 2002). The two groups also vary in terms of 

educational background with Russian Jews in Israel having higher levels of education 

(Krentz, 2002). 
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Table 16: Similarities and dissimilarities between the two groups of immigrating ado-

lescents according to two characteristics defined by Shuval (2000) 

 Germany Israel 

Characteristics of the diaspora group 

Similarities 

- Shared identity with host population (Jewish/ German) 

- History of prosperity and repression depending on the political system in the 
former Soviet Union 

- Tendencies to retention of ethnic culture and behaviour  

- Experiences with and adaptation to the former Soviet (totalitarian) system 
before emigration 

- Both groups decided voluntarily to emigrate to their homeland 

- Mentality and behavioural dispositions vary from the population in the receiv-
ing society 

- Changes in the immigrating population over past years (more relatives and 
spouses, but less ethnic Germans / Russian Jews) 

Differences  

- On average: lower SES in country of 
origin 

- On average: rather rural background 

- Lower social participation 

- On average: higher SES in coun-
try of origin 

- On average: rather urban back-
ground 

- Higher social participation 

Characteristics of the homeland (receiving country) 

Similarities 

- Western orientation of both countries 

- Large number of immigrants 

- Timing of immigration driven by collapse of the communist system 

- Policies of admission of diaspora immigrants 

- Official welcoming of immigrants 

s (social benefits) 

- st population (e.g. perceived competition about job 

- Institutional support of immigrant

 Scepticism in parts of ho
etc.) 

Differences 

- Repatriation restricted to ethnic Ger-
mans from former communist coun-
tries 

- Low political frictions with neighbours 
and other groups in the country 

- Military service only for males with 
possibility of civil service 

- Rather homogeneous society, that is 
only recently considered as an immi-
gration country 

- Acculturation orientation of host soci-
ety mainly separatism 

- Repatriation open to all Jews in 
the world 

 

- Strong political frictions (with 
neighbours, Palestine etc.) / war 

- Military service for males and 
females 

- Highly diverse society, based 
from its conception on immigra-
tion 

- Acculturation orientation of host 
society mainly assimilation 
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Both frameworks discussed so far, with which the acculturation of immigrants to Ger-

many and Israel can be compared, give only static information concerning the two 

groups in question and only allow hypotheses regarding main differences between the 

two countries to be postulated. A different approach focusing on stages towards ulti-

mate assimilation is offered by Esser (1980; also see Birman & Trickett, 2001 for a 

comparable approach). This “assimilation model” defines four successive stages or 

dimensions of assimilation: cognitive assimilation, structural assimilation, social as-

similation and identification assimilation (see Figure 9). 

Cognitive assimila-
tion 

Structural assimila-
tion 

So
assim

cial  
ilation 

Identification as-
similation 

Language, knowledge Income, socioeconomic Formal and informal 
interethnic contacts, 

desegregation 

Definition of ethnic 
group membership about the society of 

settlement 
position in the society 

Figure 9: Assimilation model as proposed by Esser (1980) 

According to this model, language and cultural knowledge about the new society is the 

first necessary step for successful assimilation to the new culture. This knowledge 

enables social participation and labour in the new society that again will lead to more 

intergroup contact and in the end to identification assimilation or the feeling of belong-

ing to the new society. Steinbach and Nauck (2000) tried to compare each stage of 

this acculturation process between Israel and Germany. Using data of adult ethnic 

Germans and Russian Jews, they conclude that cognitive assimilation is higher in 

Germany, whereas structural assimilation is easier in Israel and that social and identi-

fication assimilation is easier in Germany. Although a causal structure was assumed 

for the four stages, this causal one-dimensional approach can be questioned, and 

even Esser (1980) himself assumed backward processes to happen. Nevertheless the 

model can serve as a structure to compare both countries in terms of acculturation 

processes. 

From what has been discussed so far, it is obvious that acculturation-related proc-

esses are complex and influenced by many factors that cannot all be taken into ac-

count here. In particular, the effect of single factors and interactions on the accultura-

tion process of adolescent immigrants cannot be disentangled easily. Furthermore, 

this study enters rather new territory of measuring acculturative hassles in the two 

contexts with very limited empirical evidence for differential processes. Nevertheless, 

some comparative research between Israel and Germany does exist from which ex-

pectations about each of the three subscales of acculturative hassles in the two con-

texts can be derived. 
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5.1.1 Language Hassles 

Both groups of adolescents, ethnic Germans and Russian Jews, enter the new coun-

try with owledge of th guage. Language is, howev e of the most 

important factors for the success of integration in both societies (Dietz, 2000; Esser, 

1980; Mesch, 2003; Reme actions, for access to 

information on h oup contact (Dietz, 

2003a; Fochle n 

language proficien h, 2003). The differentiation is important for this 

study as langu e aire are based on 

 the amount of encounters with people of the host 

culture (use o les indicate a 

mismatch betw

whereas low leve fi-

ciency in a contex , for instance, in highly 

segregated ar

 of en on 

between immi ts. If the ho edomi-

nantly in the new context, more hassles will be experienced, whereas fewer can be 

expected in settings ant. Nauck (2001b) 

assumes both o rather than integrate into the new 

context, but w gregation among Russian Jews in Israel. 

However, as n ed ge media 

, w nguage in the media in Israeli (see ar-

guments men ssian speaking homes 

receive Russi e 

growing separatio  native Germans (Dietz, 2003c), such an elaborated Russian 

infrastructure d o m 

private satellite di to receive Russian TV from Russia and regional stations), Rus-

sian Radio (a w , n

1999). Based o  fe ua

 a ould on av ra rt lower levels of lan-

guage hassles co e s

 

 little kn e new lan er, on

nick, 2004), the key for social inter

 t e labour market, school success and intergr

r 1997). Research on language acquisition has differentiated betwee

cy and use (Mesc

ag  hassles as measured in the developed questionn

both: Language proficiency and on

f the new language). Thus, high levels of language hass

een language competence and language demands in the new context, 

ls could indicate either good language proficiency, or poor pro

t where the new language is less necessary

eas. 

The amount counters with the other group depends on the degree of segregati

grants and local adolescen st’s language is spoken pr

 were the language of origin is still predomin

 gr ups of immigrants to segregate 

ith a higher tendency for se

ot  earlier, clear differences with regard to Russian langua

were found ith a large amount of Russian la

tioned earlier). For example, about 90% of Ru

an TV channels (Remennick, 2004). Although some sources assum

n from

oes not exist in Germany. There is 

shes 

nly limited Russian TV (apart fro

 fe  stations mainly around Berlin)  a d no Russian party (Pfetsch, 

n wer encounters with the new la

h dolescents in Israel w

ng ge, it can be assumed that 

e ge repoRussian-Jewis

mpared to ethnic German adolesc nt  in Germany. 
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Hypothesis 5.1.a: 

Russian-Jewish adolescents report fewer language hassles compared to their eth-

nic German counterparts. 

Language hassles, however, also depend on language proficiency and, since in gen-

eral both groups enter the new context without knowing the new language, language 

acquisition needs to be taken into account. In terms of Esser’s (1980) model, this in-

cludes the degree of cognitive assimilation. Adolescents who become very proficient 

in la r hassl t, so tha i-

sition ne o b o a nt for both im ps in ord  ex-

p a ha te  

(2000 jor differences in both countries to language acquisition 

roups found an increased 

ans =.49, Nauck, 2001b). In the same study on second generation ado-

lescents (Nauck, 2001b) there was still a clear difference in family language retention. 

 speaking the new 

eds t

nguage will have fewe

ccou

es with i t language acqu

er to drawe taken int migrant grou

ectations on the ch

) found ma

nges in acculturative ssles over time. S

 with regard 

inbach and Nauck

(i.e., cognitive assimilation). A direct comparison of both g

language competence with time in the new country among ethnic Germans (ß = 

.29**), whereas no effect was found for Russian Jews in Israel (ß = .00, n.s.). Ethnic 

Germans also rated their ability to understand, speak, read and write the language of 

the host country significantly higher than did Russian Jews in Israel. This result was 

explained by missing incentives to learn the new language in Israel, because a struc-

tural assimilation (jobs, political participation etc.) can be achieved in Israel without the 

high investments (time and effort) of learning a new language. Thus, no change of 

self-rated language competence was seen among participants with longer stay in Is-

rael (Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). Although these results were found in an adult sam-

ple, similar results can be assumed for adolescents. A study on the transmission be-

tween parents and adolescents showed high transmission coefficients for language 

competencies (correlations between parents and their children: Russian Jews = .43, 

ethnic Germ

On average 69% of adolescent immigrants in Israel use Russian within the family, 

while only 33% of ethnic Germans use Russian. For first generation adolescents as in 

this study, language retention can be supposed to be even higher. It may be doubted 

that language competence indeed does not increase at all in Israel and other studies 

found clear evidence for higher levels of language competence and use among Rus-

sian-Jewish immigrants who have been in the country for a longer period of time 

(Mesch, 2003). Nevertheless, these results can lead to the assumption that the acqui-

sition is faster in Germany than in Israel. 
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Taken together the theoretical and empirical evidence, language should improve more 

in ethnic German adolescents than in Russian-Jewish adolescents and language has-

sles should decrease more over time for ethnic German immigrants than for Russian-

Jewish immigrants. Statistically, an interaction between country of settlement and 

length of stay on language hassles would be expected in the cross-sectional data 

used here. 

Hypothesis 5.1.b:  

The decrease in language hassles is more pronounced for ethnic German adoles-

cents in Germany compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel. This will be 

represented in the cross sectional data by an interaction effect between length of 

residence and immigrant group (ethnic German vs. Russian-Jewish adolescents). 

5.1.2 Discrimination Hassles 

Discrimination in an acculturation situation is an experience of unfair or negative 

 

dermund & 

ereisen, 2004), substance abuse (Gibbons et al., 2004), loneliness (Neto, 2002b), 

lowered self esteem (Jasinskaja-Lahti & Liebkind, 2001) and acculturative stress 

treatment because of one’s ethnic background (Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2003). Whether 

or not someone reports hassles related to discrimination depends on two different as-

pects. First, it depends on the instances of discriminatory behaviour by members of 

the host society, but it depends also on the interpretation of incidents. The same inci-

dent may be interpreted as an act of discrimination by one person, but as simple un-

friendliness by another. Since these two different sources of variation in reports on 

discriminatory acts cannot be differentiated, the term “perceived discrimination” is of-

ten used to describe self reports on discrimination. This term also describes best the 

content of this subscale on discrimination of the acculturative hassles questionnaire. 

Discrimination is perceived by a large number of adolescent immigrants and other 

minorities. One study on adolescent ethnic German immigrants reported that about 

64% of ethnic German adolescents perceived being disadvantaged because they are 

ethnic German repatriates (Strobl & Kühnel, 2000). Most of these discriminatory 

events seem to happen in school context, where 39% of all ethnic German adoles-

cents perceived incidents of discrimination (Steinbach, 2001).  

The negative effects of discrimination have been shown in many studies. Perceived

discrimination was linked, for example, to higher delinquency (Schmitt-Ro

Silb
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(L ja-Lahti, 2000). Such empirical evidence demonstrates the impor-

ta

In hesis about differences between the Russian-Jewish ado-

lescents in Israel and ethnic German adolescents in Germany, the question is why 

 found that 66% of native German citizens 

doubted that ethnic German immigration is “a good thing” (Institut für Demoskopie 

iebkind & Jasinska

nce of discrimination experiences of adolescent immigrants.  

 order to formulate a hypot

immigrants are discriminated against. According to Esser’s (1980) assimilation theory, 

incidents of discrimination are barriers (by the host society) to the assimilation process 

of immigrants so that discrimination can be understood as actively hindering members 

of the assimilating group to participate in a society or to exclude them from social life. 

A comparison between Israel and Germany revealed a better structural assimilation 

(social participation, jobs etc.) for Russian Jews in Israel than for ethnic Germans in 

Germany (Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). The higher social participation in the Israeli con-

text can be seen as a cue for fewer obstacles and less discrimination of Russian-

Jewish immigrants in Israel compared to ethnic Germans in Germany. If this is the 

case, Russian-Jewish adolescents should report fewer discrimination hassles than 

ethnic Germans in Germany.  

Furthermore, it can be assumed that discrimination will be more prevalent in homoge-

neous societies like Germany, in which foreigners (and ethnic German immigrants) 

are perceived as strangers not belonging to the country, as trying to get access to re-

sources (e.g., jobs and social benefits) or threatening the cultural capital of the country 

(Kühnel & Leibold, 2000) rather than in Israel, which is defined as multicultural country 

largely made up of immigrants. Further, most Israelis still remember their own history 

of immigration and thereby support the Russian immigration. Al-Haj (2004; Al-Haj & 

Leshem, 2000) reports results of a survey in which the Jewish population had to rate 

the influence of Russian immigration in several public fields. In this survey, partici-

pants rated Russian immigration as having a positive or very positive influence on 

economic growth (54%), on security (40%), cultural life (56%), science and technology 

(73%) and political life (43%). The number of participants who rated the influence as 

negative or very negative was much smaller: Only 19% assumed negative influence 

on economic growth, 15% on security, 19% on cultural life, 4 % on science and tech-

nology and 25% on political life. Russian immigration was, however, also assumed to 

be negative in terms of crime whereby 64% saw Russian immigration has having 

changed crime rates for the worse. Unfortunately, there is no recent study that would 

comparably assess the opinion of members of the host society in Germany but in 

1988 a German institute for demography
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Allensbach, 1988). Given the increased rates of unemployment and economic prob-

lems in Germany since the mid-1990s, it is unlikely that these attitudes have become 

more positive. Taken arguments together, these lead to the general assumption that 

the acceptance of immigrants from the former Soviet Union is higher in Israel than in 

Germany (see also Bade & Troen, 1993). According to these results, discrimination 

hassles should be fewer among Russian-Jewish compared to ethnic German adoles-

cent immigrants. 

T . 

C  

th  

le n, 

suggesting that acceptance might have changed in recent years. The data, however, 

still show a rather positive attitude towards Russian immigrants in Israel and it is not 

ould take place within a few years. Another argu-

 

 

sumed that the results are actually produced by different stages in the acculturation 

here are, however, also arguments against lower rates of discrimination in Israel

omparisons of Al-Haj’s (2004) results with a survey from 1990 show “a sharp drop in

e veteran population’s sympathy and enthusiasm” (Al-Haj, 2004, p. 191) indicating

ss acceptance in recent years that may also point towards higher discriminatio

very likely that a dramatic change w

ment for higher rates of perceived discrimination in Israel is the result of a direct com-

parison of perceived discrimination in both countries by Jasinskaja-Lahti et al. (2003), 

which found that discrimination was significantly lower in Germany than in Israel. The

authors explain this result using the interactive acculturation model by Bourhis et al. 

(1997). This model suggests that beside the acculturation orientation of immigrants, 

the strategies of hosts also have to be considered. The data in their study show more

assimilation expectations from Israeli hosts, but separation expectations from German 

hosts. Since Russian Jews and ethnic Germans have a separation strategy (or a 

combination of integration and separation), the strategies of immigrants and hosts fit 

better for ethnic Germans in Germany, which results in less tensions and fewer inci-

dents of discrimination. In other words, discrimination is higher in Israel, because the 

host society does not accept the separation of immigrants and interactions become 

more tense over time (with an increase in perceived discrimination). There remains, 

however, some doubt concerning these results. Most problematic are the differences 

with regard to length of stay. Russian Jews spent on average 4.2 years in the new 

context, whereas ethnic Germans where already 8.5 years in Germany. It can be as-

process. Nevertheless, the theoretical argument (the different fit of immigrant’s and 

host’s acculturation strategies) could serve as an alternative hypothesis for differences 

between Israel and Germany.  
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Taken together, the arguments seem to be stronger in suggesting fewer discrimination 

hassles experienced by Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel than by ethnic German 

adolescents in Germany. 

Hypothesis 5.2.a:  

On average, lower levels of discrimination hassles are reported by Russian-Jewish 

adolescents in Israel compared to ethnic German adolescents in Germany. 

As there is little empirical evidence about changes in discrimination hassles over time 

among ethnic Germans in Germany and Russian Jews in Israel, one way of deriving a 

hypothesis is to look at cultural changes of the immigrant population towards the host 

society. The bigger the cultural difference between two groups, the more each group 

feels their cultural capital threatened by the other group and the members of the 

groups start to reject members of the other group (Kühnel & Leibold, 2000). If an im-

migrant changes in the acculturation process towards the norms of the receiving soci-

ety (in terms of language, dress code, behavioural norms), it can be assumed that 

he/she becomes less visible as a member of the immigrant group. This in turn may 

cause fewer incidents of discrimination. Those longitudinal studies on ethnic Germans 

that do exist show such an adaptation in terms of values like developmental timeta-

bles (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2002a), language competence (Fuchs, 

Schwietring & Weiß, 1999a), and psychological well-being (Schmitt-Rodermund, 

1997, Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b). Over time, ethnic German adoles-

cents’ become more similar to native adolescents and higher similarity may suggest a 

decrease in their experience of discriminative hassles. 

In the Israeli context such longitudinal studies are rare. One that measured stress lev-

els of immigrants showed no change of stress for adolescent immigrants over a period 

of one year (Ritsner & Ponizovsky, 2003). It is, however, questionable whether stress 

is a good measure of cultural adaptation, since it can be caused by many other rea-

sons. Again, language acquisition may be a better indicator and one of the best 

measures for sociocultural adaptation (Dietz, 2000). As mentioned before, a direct 

comparison of language acquisition resulted in a slower acquisition of language in the 

Israeli context (Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). These results indicate a better adaptation 

of ethnic German immigrants in Germany compared to Russian-Jewish immigrants in 

Israel, which would suggest a more pronounced decrease of discrimination hassles 

among ethnic German adolescents. 
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Hypothesis 5.2.b: 

The decrease of discrimination hassles is more pronounced for ethnic German ado-

lescents compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents. This will be represented in the 

cross-sectional data by an interaction between length of stay and immigrant group 

(ethnic German vs. Russian-Jewish adolescents). 

5.1.3 Social Adaptation Hassles 

 

wish neighbours. A similar picture was found when 

questions were asked about colleagues. Here 46% of ethnic German immigrants re-

Social adaptation hassles concern problems of making contact with local peers and 

include obstacles for social interaction such as perceived differences (“It is difficult for 

ethnic Germans [Russian Jews] and local adolescents to be friends, because they are 

simply too different”), parental interference in the adaptation process (“My parents do 

not understand why I want to be like local adolescents”), and hassles of behavioural 

insecurity when an adolescent is together with native peers (“I was together with lo-

cals and did not know how to behave”). This sub-scale may represent, what Berry

(1997, p. 18) had in mind when he defined acculturative experiences as “demands 

[that] stem from the experience of having to deal with two cultures in contact, and hav-

ing to participate to various extends in both of them”. Whereas for discrimination and 

language hassles at least some comparative studies exist, problems of social adapta-

tion were less often the object of research. There are, however, related constructs on 

which a hypothesis can be based. 

The third step in Esser’s (1980) assimilation theory represents social assimilation and 

concerns formal and informal social contacts with members of the host society. This 

social assimilation is a construct, which is related to social adaptation hassles as 

measured here with items representing problems in intergroup contact. Steinbach and 

Nauck (2000) studied Esser’s (1980) assimilation model in both immigrant samples 

(Russian Jews in Israel and ethnic Germans in Germany) and concluded that ethnic 

German immigrants become better socially assimilated (defined by inter-group con-

tacts in neighbourhood and reading newspapers from the host society) compared to 

Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel (Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). This difference can 

be explained by a lower willingness of contact to members of the main society in the 

Russian-Jewish (adult) sample. About 52% of ethnic German immigrants in Germany 

wanted an ethnic German immigrant as neighbour, whereas 86% of Russian-Jewish 

immigrants wanted Russian-Je
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ported preferring members of their own group as colleagues, compared to 83% of 

Russian-Jewish immigrants in Israel who preferred Russian-Jewish colleagues. Dif-

ferences in terms of group membership of future spouses of adolescents also exist 

with the same direction – Russian Jews prefer Russian Jews as spouses for their chil-

d  Steinbach & Nauck, 2000). Data on adolescents and transmis-

s  

in ). 

rental interference in the social 

able 17). This comparison is, however, not suffi-

ren (Nauck, 2001b;

ion effects between parents and children suggest that these differences not only exist

 an adult sample, but can also be generalized to adolescents (Nauck, 2001b

In order to translate these results into social adaptation hassles, one could argue that 

the greater willingness of intergroup contact among ethnic Germans indicates that this 

group has positive attitudes concerning native people and that it does not perceive the 

cultural gap as too wide, whereas Russian-Jewish immigrants may perceive the cul-

tural gap as insurmountable. This interpretation may lead to the assumption that there 

are fewer social adaptation hassles in Germany than in Israel. However, a similar ar-

gument as for language hassles could be made: Since ethnic German adolescents 

seek contact to native adolescents, they may perceive more obstacles, whereas Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents are less interested in intergroup contacts and will therefore 

experience fewer social adaptation hassles. In this vein, as for language hassles, so-

cial adaptation hassles should be more pronounced among ethnic German adoles-

cents. In a segregated society, where little intergroup contact takes place, the likeli-

hood of problems in intergroup social interactions is reduced. Following this last ar-

gument, fewer social adaptation hassles would be assumed for Russian-Jewish immi-

grants in Israel. 

Another facet of the subscale of social adaptation is pa

adaptation of young immigrants. Three items in the social adaptation subscale directly 

focus on parent-child interaction in immigrant families. Several theoretical approaches 

can be employed to compare the parent-child interaction in both countries. A socio-

logical approach focuses on the importance of cultural capital (language and customs) 

among Russian-Jewish and ethnic German immigrants (Esser, 1997; Kühnel & Lei-

bold, 2000). If parents deem it very important to keep their cultural capital, an adoles-

cent’s attempt to adapt to the new culture is likely to cause more tensions within the 

family. A comparison between parental values in a study of Nauck (2001b) shows that 

Russian-Jewish parents have a stronger tendency to keep their culture than ethnic 

German parents: They score higher in language retention and marriage homogamy, 

but lower in language acquisition (T
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c les between parents and adolescents, because the adolescent’s 

o

T  

c

ti  of immigrating groups (Phinney, 

Ong & Madden, 2000). The differential acculturation can cause conflicts between par-

n cents are better assimilated in the new context, 

which is also the case for ethnic German and Russian-Jewish immigrants. The ado-

 

ient to predict hass

pinion needs to be considered simultaneously. 

he more psychological approach of the “acculturation gap” (Birman & Trickett, 2001)

onsiders the differences between parents and adolescents in terms of their adapta-

on to the new society observed in different kinds

ents a d children. In general, adoles

lescents speak less Russian, have a better command in the new language, feel less 

discriminated against and express little desire to return to their country of origin than 

their parents. Important for the prediction of parental hassles is the fact that this accul-

turation gap is bigger in the Russian-Jewish sample which would suggest more social 

adaptation hassles. Concerning language retention, for example, the gap between 

Russian-Jewish parents and children is 19% (92% – 73%), whereas this gap is only

3% (41% - 38%) among ethnic German dyads (see Table 17). 

Table 17: Parent child differences in acculturation measures -Results from Nauck 
(2001b) 

Israel Germany Comparison Gender of 
dyad Parent Child Parent Child 
Male 91.6% 73.2% 40.5% 37.7% Language 

retentiona Female 9
Male 2.1% 

0.3% 64.7% 37.7% 28.8% 
42.7% 19.1% 50.2% Language 

acquisition  Female 8.2% 56.0% 17.5% 53.3% 
Male 4.2% 2.9% 6.0% 3.7% 

b

Feelings of 
discriminationc Female 4.3% 2.4% 5.2% 4.2% 

Male 27.4% 20.3% 4.2% 5.6% Marriage 
homogamyc Female 18.3% 16.7% 3.3% 6.2% 

Male 13.0% 0.4% 10.8% 0.9% Return plans Female 11.9% 0.5% 11.0% 0.0% 
a language spoken at home, with siblings etc.; b percentage of speaking the new language “very 
good”; c percentage “never” accepting a native born son/daughter in law 
 

Summing up, two directions of the effects are possible. On the one hand, it may be 

that Russian-Jewish adolescents have less contact to native peers, because of higher 

segregation and fewer opportunities to experience hassles of social adaptation. On 

the other hand, social assimilation is better for ethnic Germans (Steinbach & Nauck, 

2000) and the acculturation gap between parents and adolescents is bigger for Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents. Since Steinbach and Nauck (2000) show a high similarity 

between both groups in terms of their inner-ethnic networks (consisting in both sam-
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ples predominantly of members of their own group), the argument of few opportunities 

for social contact applies to both groups and may not therefore be the strongest. Thus, 

it can be assumed that social adaptation hassles are more frequent in Israel than in 

Germany. 

Hypothesis 5.3.a: 

It is hypothesised that Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel report hassles of social 

adaptation as happening more frequently than do ethnic German adolescents in 

Germany. 

The second hypothesis concerning social adaptation hassles regards different 

changes over time in both contexts. For ethnic German adolescents it can be as-

sumed that misunderstandings between German hosts and ethnic German immigrants 

decrease over time, and empirical evidence shows an adaptation process of ethnic 

German adolescents. For example, norms of behavioural autonomy and timing of 

transitions approached the expectations of host German adolescents over time 

(Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999b) and peer rejection decreased (Silbereisen & Schmitt-

Rodermund, 1999). Unfortunately, no such information exists for the Israeli context. 

Given the stronger homogamy and tendencies of segregation (Nauck, 2001b) among 

Russian-Jewish immigrants, the change in norms can be expected to be less pro-

nounced. Furthermore, Steinbach and Nauck (2000) argue on basis of their empirical 

results that ethnic Germans assimilate better in terms of their social assimilation 

phase in Esser’s (1980) model. Both arguments would support a hypothesis of an ac-

celerated adaptation process of ethnic German adolescents compared to Russian-

Jewish immigrants in Israel. Based on these rather scarce studies, the following hy-

pothesis is posed: 

Hypothesis 5.3.b: 

The decrease of social adaptation hassles will be more pronounced for ethnic 

German adolescents compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents. This will be repre-

sented in the cross-sectional data by an interaction between length of stay and im-

migrant group (Russian-Jewish vs. ethnic German immigrants). 
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5.2 Methods 

The acculturation hassles questionnaire developed and described in the previous 

ewish parents. Studies 

ntz, 

2002). Th  the case in our study (mothers: MGerman = 2.6, SD = 1.2; MIsrael = 

 F =  eta2 = .112; fathers: MGerma  = 2 .2; MIsrael 

 1.2; F = 184.35, p <  = .098). This diffe proble r a 

 of accu hass een R Jews ic Ge be-

ion is e ma ces of ed c sser, üh-

2000). Generalized l is a c indepe resourc fos-

pta e try. Thus, the effects between bo ples 

 inter  effe ifferences in the ed l bac d of 

h and ethnic Ger migrants. Controllin ducati ack-

chapter (4) will be applied to test the formulated hypotheses. For details concerning 

the instructions given to participants and the answering format of the questionnaire 

see chapter 4.4.1.1. The hypotheses were tested using the cross-sectional data of the 

German-Israeli project on juvenile immigrants in Israel and Germany. 

The data were analysed using a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) with the 

three subscales of the acculturative hassles questionnaire as dependent variables and 

length of stay and immigrant group as independent variables. Although there were no 

specific hypotheses on gender differences derived, in order to additionally explore the 

role of gender in reports on acculturative hassles, gender was used as a third inde-

pendent variable in the analysis 

Parental education was used as covariate in the analysis, because of differences in 

the educational background of ethnic German and Russian-J

show that Russian Jews usually enter the country with higher education (Kre

is is also

3.6, SD = 1.1;  235.74, p < .01, n

r

.5, SD = 1

= 3.4, SD =

comparison

.01, eta2 ence is matic fo

lturative les betw ussian and ethn rmans, 

cause educat  one of th in sour generaliz apital (E 1997; K

nel & Leibold, 

ters positive ada

 capita ulture ndent e and 

tion in the n w coun th sam

could also be preted as cts of d ucationa kgroun

Russian-Jewis man im g for e onal b

ground minimizes this problem. Besides parental education, age was also used as 

additional covariate in the analysis. 

5.3 Sample 

Altogether N = 2857 adolescent immigrants, as described in detail in chapter 4.4.2., 

formed the sample for the following analysis. The adolescents were allocated to four 

groups depending on their length of residence in the new country. The four groups 

represented different stages in the acculturation process. Adolescent immigrants of 

the first group have been in the new country for about one year. They represent the 
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initial phase of the acculturation process and are comparable to members of the 

“newcomer” group in other studies on ethnic German immigrants (Schmitt-Rodermund 

& Silbereisen, 1999a). The life of these immigrants can be characterized by living in 

an absorption centre or they moved recently into their first home in the new country. 

On average, ethnic Germans in Germany start to move into their first home after about 

s new country and after 1.5 years, only 50% still live in temporary 

a  

b

e  in other studies (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999a). In this pe-

riod after immigration most of the immigrants start working or actively try to find a job 

even months in the 

ccommodation (Fuchs, 1999). The second group comprised adolescents who have

een in the country between two and three years and is comparable to the “experi-

nced” group

(Janikowski, 1999). The third, settled, group is made up of those who have been in the 

country for a much longer period of time, i.e. between four and seven years. This 

group is already settled and it can be assumed that these families have already de-

veloped a routine in the new country and established a life for themselves. The fourth 

and last group regards adolescents who have been in the country for more than seven 

years and had spent a substantial amount of time in the country. Data for this group 

are only available for the ethnic German sample and not for Russian-Jewish adoles-

cents in Israel. For this reason, this group was excluded from further analyses. New-

comer, experienced and settled groups are shown in Table 18. The cell sizes differ, 

but a MANOVA is regarded as a robust method when cell sizes are larger than n = 30 

(Coakes & Steed, 1999), which is the case here.  

Table 18: Groups of different length of stay in both contexts 

 Newcomer Experienced Settled Total 

Ethnic Germans 
N 100 131 275 506 

Length of 0.78 
(0.41) 

2.38 
(0.62) 

5.79 
(1.19) 

3.91 
(2,32) stay 

Age 15.4 
(2.03) 

16.2 
(2.28) 

16.1 
(2.21) 

15.95 
(2.21) 

Gender 42 male 
57 female 

51 male 
78 female 

113 male 
160 female 

206 male 
295 female 

Russian Jews 
N 230 650 540 1420 
Length of 
stay 

0.85 
(0.42) 

2.56 
(0.60) 

4.35 
(0.69) 

2.96 
(1.38) 

Age 15.2 
(1.83) 

15.7 
(1.79) 

15.9 
(1.67) 

15.68 
(1.77) 

Gender 124 male 
106 female 

361 male 
289 female 

273 male 
267 female 

758 male 
662 female 
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In many studies on acculturation research, age and length of stay are confounded, 

and it is not possible to differentiate between normative development and accultura-

nd experienced 

gth of stay, but not in age, resulting in a zero or very 

small correlation between age and length of stay. Thus, differences between length of 

tion. Applied to acculturative hassles, this confound can lead to major interpretation 

problems. Usually adolescents who have been in the country for a longer period of 

time are also older compared to newcomer immigrants. More problems with parental 

supervision among experienced adolescents than among newcomers, for example, 

could be interpreted as a larger acculturation gap between parents a

adolescents (an acculturation-related result). The same result, however, can also be 

explained with the normative (non-acculturation-related) struggle for autonomy among 

the experienced group, which is are also older. To disentangle this confound, a sam-

pling design was applied in the current study that ensured that groups differing in 

length of stay are comparable in terms of age. In other words, participants were cho-

sen that were only different in len

stay groups cannot be interpreted as underlying age differences. In this sample the 

correlation between length of stay and age was small and not significant for ethnic 

German adolescents (r = .072, p = .107) and only very moderate for Russian-Jewish 

adolescents, although significant (r = .130, p < .01). 
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When age between the three groups in each country was compared (ANOVA), signifi-

cant differences were still found. For ethnic German adolescents, a small effect was 

obtained (F2, 503 = 4.202, p < .05, eta2 = .016) caused by the newcomer group which 

was slightly younger than the other two groups of ethnic Germans (as post hoc tests 

revealed). In the Russian-Jewish sample, slight differences were also found (F2, 1417 = 

11.032, p < .05, eta2 = .015). Here all groups differed significantly from one another in 

terms of age. Although the differences between the groups are statistically significant, 

the differences are actually very small only comprising a few months of age. All 

groups are on average between 15 and 16 years and no major developmental differ-

ences can be assumed (see Figure 10), nevertheless age was controlled for in the 

current analysis. 

5.4 Results 

As mentioned before, the hypotheses were tested using a multivariate analysis of 

variance (MANOVA), in which the three subscales language hassles, discrimination 

hassles, and social adaptation hassles represented the dependent variables. Group of 

immigrants (Russian Jews vs. ethnic Germans), group of length of stay (newcomer, 

experienced, settled), and gender were used as independent variables. Parental edu-

cation and age were used as covariates. The overall multivariate results are presented 

in Table 19: 

Table 19: Results of the MANOVA: Multivariate Tests 

 F p eta2 

Group of immigrants (A) < .01 .02 8.42 

L 2 <

G

A

A

B

A x B x C 

ength of stay (B) 7.60  .01 .05 

ender (C) 

 x B 

2.80 = .04 .01 

4.39 < .01 .01 

 x C 7.00 < .01 .01 

 x C 1.30 = .25 .00 

0.56 = .76 .00 
 

T iate tests  significant main effects also for the ns 

between the group o rants (Rus ws, ethnic ns) and len stay, 

indicating that the re f length of  acculturat sles is sign

ferent in the two  seco t inte rds g e 

he multivar  were for all  and interactio

f immig sian Je Germa gth of 

lation o  stay to ive has ificantly dif-

groups. The nd significan raction rega ender and th
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group of immigrants. This interaction suggests that the gender differences are not 

similar in Israel compared to the German context. 

The two way interaction with the two variables gender and length of stay as predictors 

revealed no significant effect. Thus, the relation between length of stay and accultura-

tive hassles is not different in the two genders. Furthermore, the three way interaction 

with length of stay, gender and immigrant group is also not significant. Because of a 

missing multivariate effect regarding these two interactions, the results for these inter-

actions are not presented for the univariate tests. 

5.4.1 Language hassles  

Two hypotheses were derived regarding the country of settlement and the reported 

frequency of acculturative hassles. The first hypothesis (5.1.a) assumed that language 

hassles are reported more frequently among ethnic German adolescent immigrants in 

Germany compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel. The second hypothesis 

(5.1.b) assumed that the frequency of language hassles decreases more pronounced 

in the German context compared to the Israeli context. The results of the MANOVA 

concerning language hassles are presented in Table 20. 

Table 20: Univariate results of the MANOVA predicting language hassles 

 F p eta2 

Group of immigrants (A) 0.22 = .64 .000 

Length of stay (B) 61.70 < .01 .069 

Gender (C) 4.93 = .027 .003 

A x B 10.54 < .01 .013 

A x C 17.14 < .01 .010 
 

The first hypothesis (5.1.a) was not supported by our data. Ethnic German and Rus-

sian-Jewish immigrants reported on average a comparable frequency of language 

hassles in the new context. 

The hypothesis concerning a different relation between length of stay and the fre-

quency of language hassles (5.1.b), however, was supported by the data. Figure 11 

shows that settled ethnic German immigrants report the fewest language hassles, 

whereas ethnic German newcomers report the most. Russian-Jewish immigrants and 

ly in the newcomer (T = 2.1, p = .04) ethnic German immigrants only differ significant
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and in the settled groups (T = -3.5, p < .01). The differences between Russian-Jewish 

adolescents and ethnic Germans were not significant in the experienced group (T = 

1.8, p = .07), which means that these adolescents report a comparable frequency of 

language hassles. 
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perienced adolescents were not significant, neither for Russian-Jewish nor for ethnic 

German adolescents. 

Besides the analyses regarding the two hypotheses, a main effect of length of stay, a 

main effect of gender and an interaction between gender and country of settlement 

were also significant. Analyses regarding differences between newcomers, experi-

enced and settled adolescents were already reported and can also be seen in Figure 

11. Regarding gender, the main effect was based on fewer language hassles reported 

by female adolescents. There was, however, also an interaction effect of gender and 

immigrant group. Among Russian-Jewish immigrants male adolescents experienced 

as female adolescents reported more language hassles 

ents. 

lescents) and length of stay. 

The relation between length of stay and the frequency of discrimination hassles 

n Jews. 

ts of the MANOVA predicting mination hass

more language hassles, where

among ethnic German adolesc

5.4.2 Discrimination hassles 

Concerning discrimination hassles the first hypothesis (5.2.a) assumed that discrimi-

nation hassles are perceived less frequently in Israel compared to Germany. Further-

more, it was assumed (hypothesis 5.2.b) that there would be an interaction between 

immigrant group (Russian-Jewish vs. ethnic German ado

should be stronger among ethnic German adolescents compared to Russia

Table 21: Univariate resul  discri les 

 F p eta2 

Group of immigrants (A) 3.47 = .06 .002 

Length of stay (B) 

r (C) 

 B 9.82 < .01 .012 

2.56 = .08 .003 

Gende 0.00 = .95 .000 

A x

A x C 13.85 < .01 .008 
 

The first hypothesis regarding discrimination hassles (5.2.a) was not supported by the 

data (Table 21). This means that, overall, no significant differences of discrimination 

hassles between the two groups exist. The hypothesis regarding the interaction be-

tween immigrant group and length of stay (5.2.b) was supported: the interaction term 

of length of stay and immigrant group was significant (see Figure 12). 
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.038). Post hoc comparisons in this immigrant group revealed th
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hassles was in the same direction as for language hassles: among ethnic Germans, 

female adolescents reported more discrimination hassles, whereas among Russian-

Jewish immigrants the male adolescents reported more. 

 to social adaptation hassles more pro-

nounced among ethnic German adolescents compared to Russian-Jewish adoles-

cents. 

Table 22: Univariate results of the MANOVA predicting social adaptation hassles 

5.4.3 Social adaptation hassles 

For social adaptation hassles it was hypothesised (hypothesis 5.3.a) that ethnic Ger-

man adolescents would report such hassles less frequently compared to Russian-

Jewish adolescents. The second hypothesis (5.3.b) regarding hassles of social adap-

tation assumed an interaction between immigrant group and length of stay. It was ex-

pected that length of stay would be related

 F p eta2 

Group of immi-
grants (A) 15.17 < .01 .009 

Length of stay (B) 2.33 = .10 .003 

Gender (C) 0.19 = .66 .000 

A x B 6.49 < .01 .008 

A x C 3.44 = .064 .002 
 

The first hypothesis regarding differences between et erman immigra ts and 

ts in hass  social adapt as supported by the data 

age, ethnic Ge adolescents d fewer hassles of social 

mpared to Russian-Je adolescents  Germans: M , SD = 

ian Jews: M = 2.1, SD = .

esides this main effect, the interaction was also significant and thus the second hy-

newcomers re-

port a comparable frequency of social adaptation hassles (T = -0.6, p = .546). In the 

xperienced and settled group, however, the differences between Russian-Jewish and 

hnic G n

Russian-Jewish immigran les of ation w

(Table 22). On aver rman reporte

adaptation co wish (ethnic  = 1.9

.04; Russ 02). 

B

pothesis on social adaptation hassles was supported by the data (see Figure 13). 

Again, two further explorations were carried out: First, Russian-Jewish adolescents 

and ethnic German adolescents were compared on each level of length of stay. Sec-

ond, the three levels of length of stay were compared for each of the two immigrant 

groups. Russian-Jewish adolescents and ethnic German adolescent 

e
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ethnic German adolescents are significant (experienced: T = -3.0, p < .01; settled: T = 

- 8.1, p < .01).  
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Figure 13: Frequency of social adaptation hassles of Russian-Jewis
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In sum, four hypotheses out of six were confirmed. Only one hypothesis regarding 

main effects was supported by the data, but all interaction effects were significant. On 

average ethnic German adolescents with greater length of stay in the new country 

report fewer hassles on all three subscales of the acculturative hassles questionnaire. 

h adolescents with longer time of residence are 

 immigrants, little difference is seen in the fre-

d more social adaptation hassles. 

regarding study V, the comparison of Russian-Jewish immigrants in 

man ad nts in Germany, will be presented in two parts. 

will be m that are applicab e whole compa is 

second section, sults of each su le will be discu  Since 

was part of the larg rman-Israeli pro  adolescent im nts al-

entioned (see chapte n many o ole ’ lives 

ere collected besides the scales on acculturative hassles. Where these data could 

 

 

On the contrary, when Russian-Jewis

compared to newer Russian-Jewish

quency of discrimination hassles and the frequency of social adaptation hassles is 

even higher among Russian-Jewish adolescents with longer time in the country com-

pared to those who only recently came. Only language hassles are less frequent 

among experienced Russian-Jewish adolescents compared to their newly immigrated 

counterparts. The comparison of Russian Jews and ethnic Germans showed a similar 

amount of discrimination and language hassles, whereas Russian-Jewish adolescents 

reporte

5.5 Discussion 

The discussion 

Israel and Ethnic Ger olesce

First, general remarks ade le to th rison in th

study. In the the re b-sca ssed.

this study er Ge ject on migra

ready m r 1), data o ther aspects of ad scents

w

help interpret the findings of the acculturative hassles, additional analyses on the 

same samples were conducted using other measures4.  

5.5.1 General Remarks 

Several concerns need to be taken into account when these results are discussed. 

The first issue concerns the differentiation between age and length of stay. The design 

that was applied in this study is optimal to differentiate these two variables and the 

effects presented between the groups differing in length of stay cannot stem from age

related differences. Nevertheless, whether time spent in the new country (i.e., adapta-

tion to the new context) is the actual source of variation needs to be discussed. In

                                                 
4 In most cases well established measures were used. All reported scales had sufficient scale properties, such 
as acceptable reliability scores. 
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principle, in acculturation and especially in the acculturation process of adolescents, 

there are three variables of time that need to be considered. Besides age at survey 

completion and length of stay, age at entry into the country is the third important vari-

able. The relation between these three variables is illustrated in Figure 14. Newcomer, 

experienced and settled adolescents completed the questionnaire at about 15 years 

represented by the bold vertical line at the far right hand side. Thus, differences in age 

cannot be the source of variation between the three groups. The disadvantage of this 

design is, however, that time spent in the country of origin and time spent in the new 

context is confounded. 
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tled adolescents at age 10 to 11, i.e. in late childhood or early adolescence. Thus, all 

three groups came at about the same stage in life with similar age related develop-

mental tasks still to be achieved and with substantial time spent in the country of ori-

gin. Second, there is evidence to support the view that the differences between 

groups differing in length of stay observed in this study represent an adaptation proc-

ess (length of stay is source of variance). For ethnic German adolescents, longitudinal 

studies show patterns of change that support the idea of decreasing hassles. Some of 

these results were already mentioned: values concerning the developmental timing 

approach the values of native adolescents (Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997; Schmitt-

Rodermund & Roebers, 1999), language skills improve (Fuchs, Schwietring & Weiss, 

1999) and ethnic German adolescents are rejected by peers less often (Silbereisen & 

Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999). Furthermore, the psychological well-being known to be 

related to daily stressful events (Compas, Ey & Grant, 1993) improves considerably 

(Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2002a). It needs to be mentioned, however, that 

erved longitudinally is, one the one hand, likely to be 

also found in cross-sectional data, on the other hand, this process is independent of 

A second general limitation with regard to the comparison of Russian-Jewish and eth-

Israel or Germany respectively regards the differences 

ses, but other variables like religiosity cannot be controlled statistically. Such a prob-

lem would, however, mostly affect the main differences between the two samples. The 

this adaptational process obs

the differences between groups of different socialization experiences. It may be that 

the time of socilization only defines the level or slope of an adjustment process. For 

Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel hardly any longitudinal studies exist. Thus, there 

is no comparison of the results obtained in this study with observed changes in any 

other longitudinal study. The only longitudinal study that investigated the stress level 

of new immigrants found no changes over a period of one year (Ritsner & Ponizovsky, 

2003). Since acculturative hassles as measured here are one source of stress (Her-

nandez & Charney, 1998), this study may be a hint towards smaller or no changes in 

Russian-Jewish adolescents. 

nic German adolescents in 

between the two groups. The comparison of the two receiving societies is confounded 

with the ethnic variable. Adolescents from the former Soviet Union who go to Israel 

are of Jewish origin and those who emigrate to Germany are mainly ethnic Germans. 

As mentioned before, these two groups share a large number of characteristics, but 

they also differ in other variables, such as their educational background, and holds 

true in this study. It was possible to control for educational background in the analy-
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comparison of different groups of length of stay within each context, which may repre-

sent the most valuable information gained in this study, will be less affected. The 

overall comparisons, although quite popular, may be more problematic. Not just be-

cause of possible confounds, but also because of unknown (cross-cultural) bias 

(Guerra & Jagers, 1998; Poortinga, Bijnen & Hagenaars, 1994; Van de Vijver, 2001), 

such as different meanings of items or response sets based on the perceived status of 

the immigrant group in the two contexts. With regard to the “striking similarities” (Shu-

val, 1998) and some comparative studies focusing on mean differences between im-

migrants from the former eastern block countries (e.g., Jasinskaja-Lahti, 2003; Nauck, 

001a,b), these findings are nevertheless interesting, because they show, how gen-

ral mea erent contexts. As 

r language and discrimination hassles, where no main differences were found, but 

obviously different processes take place. 

A third general issue that needs to be raised here are the effect sizes obtained in the 

statistical analyses. Although the majority of the hypoth ses were confirmed, effect 

sizes in the presented analyses were small. This raises the question of whether these 

small effects impair the practical relevance of the study. The answer to this question 

has at least two facets. First, both groups of immigrant adolescents report a rather low 

frequency of acculturative hassles, particularly in the case of discrimination and social 

adaptation hassles. The low frequency and the related limited amount of variance in 

is, 

uage but do not integrate socially. Ethnic German adoles-

cents, however, assimilate (in terms of Esser’s (1980) assimilation theory), or inte-

2

e n differences may actually mask different processes in diff

fo

e

acculturative hassles may be one cause of the limited power in the analyses. It 

however, also a good result that most adolescent immigrants are not overburdened 

with the challenge of adjusting to the new context. The second point is that, although 

the effects are small, the direction of the effects gives valuable information on the two 

immigrant groups. Assuming these cross-sectional data represent a process of accul-

turation, the processes would be different in the two groups. Whereas the frequency of 

hassles decreased for all three subscales among ethnic German adolescents, for 

Russian-Jewish adolescents the frequency for social adaptation hassles increased, 

was stable for discrimination hassles, and decreased (although less pronounced) for 

language hassles. These results could point towards a (slow) process of increasing 

segregation among Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel. Russian-Jewish adoles-

cents learn the new lang

grate into the new society. If these effects hold in the longitudinal analyses, they may 

be small in the statistical sense, but may be important for the longterm development of 
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the two immigrant groups in the respective societies of settlement. It would suggest 

that two completely different “integration” processes take place.  

The fourth general issue to be raised here are gender differences in acculturative has-

sles. No specific hypotheses were formulated for such effects. Nevertheless it was 

found that female adolescents have on average fewer language hassles compared to 

their male counterparts. This result may be explained by the better verbal competen-

cies among females found in many studies that help them learn the new language. As 

early as in the first year of life, gender differences with regard to language develop-

ment were reported (Karrass, Braungart-Rieker & Mullins, 2002) whereby female ba-

bies showed higher levels of language development. It may, however, also be that 

adolescent female immigrants are simply put more often into situations where they 

needed to use the language, such as shopping or interacting with care agencies. Be-

sides this gender effect for language hassles, an interaction effect between immigrant 

group (Russian Jews vs. ethnic Germans) and gender was observed for language and 

discrimination hassles. On these two subscales female adolescents in Germany re-

ported higher levels of hassles compared to male adolescents, whereas among Rus-

sian-Jewish immigrants male adolescents reported higher levels than female adoles-

cents. It is difficult to explain this result and it can only be speculated here. Reasons 

may be found in different opportunities for both genders to participate in the new soci-

ety, in differences of the receiving community, or even in different gender roles be-

tween the Israeli and German context. The issue of gender differences would need 

further clarification in future research. 

Finally, some thoughts need to be given to interindividual differences in levels of ac-

culturative hassles. On average, adolescents in both contexts do not report very high 

levels of acculturative hassles in each subscale and do not experience their situation 

as highly problematic. This is a positive message for most of the new immigrants, be-

cause it also shows that not every adolescent immigrant is at risk for a problematic 

acculturation process. The distribution, however, also shows that there is variation 

between individuals. In both contexts, there are adolescents who score very high in 

acculturative hassles. Thus, whereas most adolescents do well, there seems to be a 

small group of high-risk adolescents in both contexts who may need more attention in 

future research. 
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5.5.2 Discussion of Specific Acculturative Hassles 

Besides these general issues, the results of each of the three kinds of acculturative 

hassles will be separately discussed here. Differences in the length of stay groups 

may be explained by three different sources of variance: cohort differences, changing 

integration of the immigrant group in the host society, and individual change. Cohort 

differences here refer to differences between the three groups of length-of stay (new-

comer, experienced, settled). Such differences can result from changes in the popula-

tions that immigrated over the years, because the three groups of length-of-stay have 

different enculturation or socialisation experiences, or came at a different period of 

time. Not all of these suggestions are equally plausible, especially, because the differ-

ences between the groups in terms of their age at immigration are rather small. As 

mentioned earlier, adolescents were on average between 10 and 14 years when they 

arrived, or their time of arrival was between 1995 and 2002. Thus, adolescents came 

in about the same life phase (early adolescence) and also at about a similar historical 

period with only about five years limited historical changes within each receiving con-

text. Since, however, a cohort interpretation is discussed in the literature for certain 

problems (such as language), the facts will be briefly discussed in the relevant sec-

tion. The second source of variance between groups refers to changing integration of 

the immigrant group over time. An example for this explanation is growing segrega-

tion, i.e., over time the group becomes more and more established as a separate 

group. The third source of variance that will be referred to in this discussion is accul-

turative changes of the immigrant group, such as learning the new language or socio-

cultural skills that can also explain changes between the three groups of length-of-

stay. 

5.5.2.1 Language Hassles  

The analyses regarding language hassles did not support the hypothesis of fewer 

hassles in Israel compared to more hassles in Germany. Both groups of immigrants, 

ethnic German and Russian-Jewish adolescents, reported a comparable frequency of 

language hassles. The hypothesis was based on the assumed amount of encounters 

between immigrants and members of the host society. These encounters were sup-

posed to be fewer in Israel, because Russian Jews can be understood by many citi-

zens in Israel who had themselves emigrated from Russia earlier and could benefit 

from the strong Russian infrastructure that exists in Israel and which cannot be ob-
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served comparably in the German context. It was expected that this would be related 

to fewer language hassles for Russian-Jewish adolescents. Although this idea was not 

supported as a whole (across all groups of length of stay), the comparison among 

newcomers in both receiving societies showed exactly the expected difference. This 

e evidence exists to support this view. Ethnic 

German immigrants were subdivided further into two different groups, one that in-

ntermann, 1999). Thus, the problem of language already existed in 

earlier waves of adolescent immigrants and is not a new phenomenon in the data pre-

sented here. Furthermore, the difference between newcomers, experienced and set-

suggests that the possibility of using Russian in the Israeli context in daily life is only a 

temporary advantage with a less enduring impact than originally expected. Thus, in 

the beginning of the acculturation process, fewer encounters in the Russian infrastruc-

ture in Israel may lead to less problems being experienced, but in the long run it also 

seem to hinder the acquisition of the necessary language skills. This interpretation is 

compatible with the results of the interactions between both groups. 

The second hypothesis proposed an interaction between length of stay and immigrant 

group whereby it was expected that the decrease of language hassles would be more 

pronounced among ethnic Germans compared to Russian-Jewish adolescents. This 

hypothesis was supported by the data and indeed, the longer the adolescents had 

been in the country, the fewer language hassles were reported. This effect was sig-

nificantly more pronounced among ethnic German adolescents. The hypothesis was 

based mainly on results of language acquisition and this seems to be indeed the best 

explanation for the changes. However, alternative explanations exist that need to be 

discussed. 

A different  explanation may be found in a study by Dietz (in press), who recently ar-

gued that newer waves of ethnic German immigrants tend to speak less German 

when they arrive in Germany and som

cludes “real” ethnic Germans (ethnic Germans with direct German ancestors) and a 

second group (also called ethnic Germans) that usually enters the country for reasons 

of family reunification. The last group does not typically have direct German ancestors 

and is reported to speak less German. Dietz (in press) showed that indeed this sec-

ond group of ethnic German immigrants increased in recent years whilst knowledge of 

German on entry decreased. These data are, however, based on all age groups and 

former studies focusing on adolescents show that already more than ten years ago, 

most ethnic German adolescents entering Germany did not speak German and 

needed to learn it after entering the country (Dietz, 1999; Silbereisen, Schmitt-

Rodermund & La
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tled adolescents in terms of “immigration wave” is very small. These three groups do 

not represent different immigrating populations and it cannot be assumed that large 

g society are available in the German-Israeli project. It was measured with four 

questions: whether the new language was used in interactions with parents, peers, for 

oks. Thus, it was possible to test, whether language use 

differed between newcomers, experienced, or settled adolescents. This was the case 

differences in the immigrant population happened between 1997 and 2002, especially 

for the immigrating ethnic German adolescents. For the adolescents in our sample, 

additional information about their mother tongue exists within the extensive data set of 

the German-Israeli project. According to these data, less than five percent of the ado-

lescents grew up with German as mother tongue and this percentage was comparable 

in the three groups of length-of-stay. Similar arguments apply for Russian-Jewish im-

migrants, where language acquisition is also a crucial factor (Mesch, 2003) and hardly 

any adolescent spoke modern Hebrew before entering Israel – only three out of 1420 

participants (less than 1%) mentioned Hebrew as mother tongue. Thus, the differ-

ences between the three groups of length of stay in each context cannot be the result 

of pre-existing group differences in language competence. 

Another explanation for the differences between the three groups of ethnic German 

immigrants could be that it is not German language competence that increases over 

time, but that the adolescents speak less German with time spent in the new country. 

It could be that, for example, over time, ethnic Germans draw back more and more 

into an ethnic German niche where German language is not needed and therefore 

hassles of speaking the new language decrease. Such a growing segregation would 

also explain differences between newcomers, experienced, and settled ethnic German 

adolescents, and may be especially prominent in Israel with the highly developed 

Russian infrastructure. If this explanation holds, another variable – language use – 

should also decrease over time. Additional data on the use of the language of the re-

ceivin

watching TV, or for reading bo

in both contexts: The longer adolescents were in the country the more they spoke the 

new language independent of the society they went to (Israel or Germany). Ethnic 

German adolescents in all three groups of length of stay, however, used the new lan-

guage much more than Russian-Jewish adolescents, which may indicate differences 

in the need to speak the new language in both societies. Thus, the simple explanation 

of not speaking the new language or growing segregation is not supported by the 

data. 
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There are, however, strong hints towards the assumed process of language acquisi-

tion. First, a large number of immigrants in both contexts receive language courses 

after entering the country. This language education should also increase language 

competence and should also be reflected in the cross-sectional data here. Further-

more, a longitudinal study among ethnic German adolescents and parents showed an 

increase in language competence and use over a period of two years (Fuchs, 

Schwietring & Weiß, 1999a) and a cross-sectional study in Israel found a relation be-

tween length of stay and language even after controlling for many other potential in-

fluences (Mesch, 2003). In addition, a first test of the longitudinal data of the first two 

waves of the German-Israeli project was possible recently. Altogether 170 of the eth-

nic German adolescents analysed in the study could already be compared longitudi-

nally. In this sunsample, language hassles decreased significantly5. Nevertheless, 

the new language much more than the Israeli context with a well estab-

lished Russian infrastructure. Ethnic Germans simply need to use the new language 

some caution is necessary since these longitudinal data only cover a period of one 

year and only cover a short period compared to the differences in length of stay be-

tween newcomers, experienced and settled adolescents. All these arguments support 

the view of language acquisition in both samples being the source of decreasing prob-

lems. The r = 0 correlation between length of stay and language competence as found 

in the study of Steinbach and Nauck (2000) is not supported by our data. 

The rather homogeneous cultural context in Germany may, however, support the ac-

quisition of 

more, because Russian is understood only by a very small minority of German citi-

zens, and because German is needed to cope with daily life (even with simple things 

such as shopping or watching TV). This is represented in the differences in language 

use just mentioned. In all three groups of length of stay, ethnic Germans scored sig-

nificantly higher in use of the host countries language. Using a language is, however, 

also a good opportunity to practice and a prerequisite for mastery. 

Taken together, it is concluded that the frequency of the language hassles subscale 

represents both the amount of encounters between hosts and immigrants and lan-

guage acquisition. In the beginning of the acculturation process, every encounter is a  

potential language hassle, because competence in the new language is limited. Later 

on, however, language proficiency is better and only some encounters may cause 

hassles. The difference between Israel and Germany is simply that it is easier in Israel 

                                                 
5  (N = 170; F = 15.5, p < .01, eta2 = .084) 
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to “survive” with only speaking Russian, whereas in Germany, Russian is not helpful 

at all. Thus, in the beginning Russian Jews experience fewer hassles than ethnic 

German adolescents, because they do not need so much Hebrew as ethnic Germans 

need German. Ethnic Germans are, however, forced to learn German and their faster 

acquisition results in a more pronounced “decrease” from newcomers to experienced 

to settled adolescents. Ethnic German adolescents profit from this situation in the long 

run and experience fewer hassles regarding their language compared to Russian-

Jewish adolescents. 

The conclusion that language hassles in Germany decrease automatically over time, 

however, would be inappropriate. A homogeneous society can support language ac-

quisition through more practice in daily routines, but this is not the only effect that may 

be observed in our data. The difference between Russian-Jewish and ethnic German 

immigrants may also be explained by a hidden intervention effect. In Germany, an 

enormous quantity of official and unofficial activities to help new immigrants exists. 

Only recently greater attention was paid to initiatives on the integration of new immi-

discrimination should be experienced less often in the Israeli compared to the German 

grants (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2003). In a competition, organized by the Bertelsmann 

Stiftung, altogether 1300 organizations, charities, schools, churches or even single 

persons presented their work of helping new immigrants to cope with the new context. 

Language education is one of the major goals in many of these activities (Kober, 

2003). Together with the six months official language course in the beginning of the 

acculturation process, the differences between Russian Jews and ethnic German ado-

lescents may also represent the effect of these “interventions”. Unfortunately, because 

these activities are not evaluated, very little is known about the success of such activi-

ties and whether they are indeed related to language acquisition. Their achievements 

may in fact be underestimated, because the groups are small and the initiatives may 

not be noticed, but the quantity is impressive and it is unlikely that the work of these 

organizations is without any effect. It is unknown, whether the density and quantity of 

initiatives to help new immigrants is comparable in Israel. Many Russian based or-

ganizations exist (Al-Haj, 2004), but since many of them consist of Russians, their 

impact on language acquisition may be questionable. 

5.5.2.2 Discrimination Hassles 

In the first hypothesis concerning discrimination hassles, it was expected that overall, 
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context. Moreover, an interaction effect was assumed: Among ethnic German adoles-

cents, discrimination hassles should decrease the longer the time spent in the new 

country but less so among Russian-Jewish adolescents. This was not, however, sup-

e same pat-

tern as the whole scale if analysed separately. 

ities, or in schools. 

Such regular contact can, under certain conditions, reduce prejudice and discrimina-

eral population and in surveys is not the attitude of the people who are in direct con-

tact with the new immigrants and in some cases earn their money by helping them to 

ported by the data. On average, ethnic Germans and Russian Jews reported a similar 

frequency of discrimination hassles. However, when newcomer, experienced, and 

settled adolescents from both contexts were compared, differences were found. Con-

trary to expectation, the settled Russian Jews scored higher compared to settled eth-

nic German adolescents, which means that they perceived more discrimination has-

sles. This result is in contrast to surveys reported in the theoretical part of chapter 5, 

which showed rather positive attitudes of Israeli compared with German hosts’ atti-

tudes (Al-Haj, 2004, Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, 1998). 

One explanation for this mismatch could be that members of the German host society 

avoid showing their negative attitudes when in contact with ethnic Germans, because 

of events in the history of Germany or for moral reasons. It is also possible that nega-

tive attitudes are manifested less in negative behaviour towards the outgroup (dis-

crimination), but more in terms of behaviour favouring the ingroup (Otten & Mum-

mendey, 1999). It is, however, unlikely that a majority of members of the host group 

would be able to hide their actual feelings. Furthermore, ‘contact avoidance’ or ‘in-

group favouritism’ are both part of the discrimination hassles subscale (“I was ignored 

…”, “I was second class citizen…” etc.) and these single items showed th

A second explanation for the mismatch between survey data and the reported hassles 

of immigrants may be seen in the nature of the surveys on which the hypothesis was 

based (Al-Haj, 2004, Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach, 1998). For the two surveys 

random samples of members of the host population were interviewed and it can be 

assumed that most of the interviewed participants had little contact to immigrants. The 

hassles of the two groups of immigrants in our study, however, refer to contacts with 

hosts who have more or less regular contact to immigrants. These hosts, for instance, 

work in the administration of temporary accommodations, in char

tion (Aberson, Shoemaker & Tomolillo, 2004; Antonio, 2001; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2000) 

and it can be assumed that hosts in the proximal environment of immigrants develop 

less stereotypic and negative attitudes. Possibly the opinion represented by the gen-
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integrate. Ethnic German immigrants, however, will report mainly interactions with 

contact-experienced hosts. Furthermore, ethnic Germans may also experience a lot of 

help and guidance in the acculturation process through the many existing counselling 

agencies. An ethnic German in the focus group interviews (chapter 4.1) said that he 

never expected so much help as he got from his counsellor in terms of school choice, 

spare time activities, and housing. Such positive experience may help to attribute has-

sles not as discrimination, but as individual problems of single individuals. Thus, the 

differences between the results regarding discrimination hassles and the general atti-

tudes of hosts expressed in survey research may lie in the micro-climate in the proxi-

mal environment of immigrants, which can be completely different to the overall atti-

tudes by distal members of the host population.  

2; Greiner, 2002; Süss, 

1995) and, as argued before, hardly spoke the German language when they entered 

the country. Thus, differing socio-cultural knowledge is an unlikely explanation. 

The second hypothesis concerned the interaction between discrimination hassles and 

length of residence. It was assumed that the differences between groups who have 

been in the country for a longer period of time compared with newer immigrants are 

more pronounced among ethnic German adolescents than among Russian-Jewish 

adolescents. This hypothesis was supported by the data. Unexpectedly, however, the 

groups of Russian-Jewish adolescents (newcomer, experienced, settled) were not 

significantly different from one another – discrimination hassles were similar and not 

dependent on length of stay among Russian-Jewish adolescents, whereas with in-

creasing time in the new country, these hassles decreased in Germany. 

Perceived discrimination is the result of unsuccessful interactions between members 

of the host society and immigrants. It was argued that more adapted adolescents are 

less visibly different from the majority native peers and thus are less likely to experi-

ence incidents of discrimination. Indeed, as already noted, research on ethnic Ger-

mans has shown a socio-cultural adaptation process with similarity between hosts and 

immigrants increasing over time (e.g., Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b). 

A different explanation for the decrease of discrimination hassles among ethnic Ger-

mans would be that earlier waves of ethnic German immigrants came with a more 

extensive knowledge about German culture, and were thus better adapted from the 

beginning or are better accepted by the German hosts. As already described, this ex-

planation seems not very likely, since even older waves of adolescents were socially 

well adapted in their country of origin (Dietz & Hilkes, 199
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Another argument explaining the lower levels of discrimination among ethnic German 

adolescents with longer time of residence could be that ethnic Germans move to 

 

ntioned, such as de-

creased peer rejection (Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999), decreased depres-

 different. Using the same argumenta-

tion of an adaptational process underlying the decrease in discrimination, the similari-

neighbourhoods with a higher density of ethnic Germans and that the decrease in dis-

crimination hassles is simply explained by moving to ethnic German “Ghettos”, in 

which fewer interactions with natives take place and where there are fewer opportuni-

ties for experiences of discrimination. To check this possibility, some other data from 

the German-Israeli project were used. One variable assessed in the project was the 

number of ethnic Germans as neighbours (varying from “all native people” to “all im-

migrants”). No variation was found between the three groups of length of stay (new-

comers, experienced, settled). Thus, it is not the case that ethnic Germans move over 

time into ethnic German “Ghettos”, in which they are protected from discriminative

hassles. 

The adaptation explanation would seem, therefore, to be the most plausible and also 

to fit many of the longitudinal empirical results previously me

sion (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2002a), or adapted expectations about tran-

sitions (Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 1999b). Furthermore, the first longitudinal 

comparison of discrimination hassles also showed a decrease among ethnic German 

adolescents between the first two waves of immigration6 and additional data show that 

the willingness for contact with native peers (as measured with an adapted instrument 

by Ryder, Alden and Paulhus, 2000, with three items comprising wanted social activi-

ties with natives, native friends, native girlfriend/boyfriend) and the number of native 

German friends increases over time. 

For Russian-Jewish adolescents the situation is

ties among the three groups of Russian Jews would be explained by a less pro-

nounced adaptation process and probably the higher segregation in Israel (Nauck, 

2001b) that leads to stable visibility of the Russian-Jewish group and also stable dis-

crimination. If compared with ethnic Germans, Russian-Jewish immigrants show 

higher rates of family language retention and marriage homogamy (Nauck, 2001b), 

lower rates of language acquisition (Steinbach & Nauck, 2000), and less use of the 

new language (see 5.5.2.1.). These differences point towards a higher segregation in 

Israel. Furthermore, additional data gathered in the German-Israeli project on the 

                                                 
6 (N = 170;, F = 7.1, p <.01, eta2 = .041) 
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neighbourhood concentration of Russian immigrants showed a higher share of Rus-

sian-Jewish immigrants in the neighbourhoods of Russian-Jewish adolescents than of 

ethnic German immigrants in neighbourhoods of ethnic German adolescent immi-

grants. This may lead to a reduced adaptation among Russian-Jewish adolescents 

and to stable discrimination. Furthermore, members of the host society may also per-

ceive the high concentration of immigrants in neighbourhoods and their cultural reten-

tion as provocative. As empirical evidence shows, Israeli hosts prefer assimilation to 

the new society (Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2003) and this cultural retention may not be 

accepted. The public scepticism about Russian culture is described by the Israeli 

press: 

“Israel has become the second-largest cultural center after the 
FSU….Among the Russian immigrants there is a ‘cultural chauvin-
ism,’ that is to say, ‘we belong to the most beautiful culture.’ Their 
ideal is to be a branch of Russia. They are not interested in Zionist 
ideals and the Hebrew language.” (Yedioth Ahronoth, Oct. 18, 1991; 
cited in Al-Haj, 2004). 

This “cultural chauvinism” (e.g., insisting on speaking Russian in public) is perceived 

as provocative by Israeli veterans and has, according to Al-Haj (2004), retarded the 

immigrants’ integration into the labour market. Such perceptions may also explain the 

stability of perceived discrimination hassles among Russian-Jewish adolescents, be-

cause Russian-Jewish adolescents remain “Russian”, whereas ethnic German ado-

lescents change over time. 

To support this view, it was tested whether indeed Russian-Jewish adolescents 

scored higher on levels of wanting contact to their own group, which should remain 

high with time in the country, whereas this contact should be wanted increasingly less 

 to-

wards own ethnic group is not a good explanation for the different trends in both sam-

among ethnic Germans. This was measured with three adjusted items of an instru-

ment measuring acculturation orientations (Ryder, Alden, & Paulhus, 2000) that asked 

for the willingness of contact to “other ethnic German immigrants/Russian Jews” in 

social activities, being friends, or having such a girlfriend/boyfriend. The supposition 

was not supported by the data. Both immigrant groups wanted strong ties to their own 

ethnic group that even increased over time in both contexts. Thus, the orientation

ples. The increase, however, may theoretically be explained by processes of ethnic 

identity development (Phinney, 1993). 
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If not the high orientation towards the own group differentiates between both immi-

grant groups, it may be that they are different in their openness to contact with native 

peers. In this regard, one would expect a low stable interest among Russian-Jewish 

adolescents, but an increased interest among ethnic German adolescents. This was 

measured as before, only that the expression “other ethnic German immi-

grants/Russian Jews” was exchanged with “native peers” (social activities, friends, 

Furthermore, it was not the case that settled Russian-Jewish adolescents have fewer 

e native Israeli peers as more and more nega-

receiving country. It is possible that Russian-Jewish adolescents live in rather sepa-

rated contexts. They may meet native friends, for instance in their leisure activities. In 

girlfriend/boyfriend). On this dimension, ethnic German and Russian-Jewish adoles-

cents differed. The willingness for contact to natives increased with longer stay in the 

ethnic German sample, but decreased in the Russian-Jewish sample. Thus, the dif-

ference between both immigrant groups is not in terms of strategies regarding inner-

ethnic contacts, but in differences regarding native peer contact. Furthermore, the 

wish for intergroup contact was in both samples related to lower levels of discrimina-

tion hassles, although not very strongly. Orientation towards inner-ethnic contacts, on 

the other hand, was not related to discrimination hassles. For the ethnic Germans, 

these data further support the idea of adaptation. For Russian Jews, however, a low-

ering of interest in contact to native peers over time spent in Israel does not fit the ex-

pectations of stable low interests. 

contacts to native peers than newcomers. On the contrary, the number even in-

creased with time spent in Israel. These at first sight contradicting results (decreased 

willingness for contact by increased numbers of native peers) may be explained by a 

phenomenon known from social-psychological research. It was shown that positive 

contacts to members of another group (friends) do not necessarily lead to better rela-

tions to the group as a whole (Hewstone & Brown, 1986), such as willingness for con-

tact. Taking these arguments together, a major difference between Israel and Ger-

many could be that ethnic German adolescents with longer length of stay perceive 

native peers as more and more positive (and want to have more contact), and that 

their native friends are seen as prototypical members of this group. Russian-Jewish 

adolescents, on the other hand, perceiv

tive and their native friends are perceived as the exceptions. This argument is, how-

ever, only speculative based on the data, and further evidence would be needed to 

prove the case. 

These differences could, however, also be explained by different contexts within each 
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this specific context they may adapt, speak Hebrew and have native friends. Neverhe-

less, discrimination hassles may be experienced in public areas such as their 

neighbourhood or school, contexts to which Russian-Jewish adolescents adapt to a 

lesser extent and where they remain “the Russians” and perceive constant levels of 

discrimination. This could explain the contradiction between having native friends and 

stable discrimination hassles. Ethnic German adolescents, however, live in a less seg-

regated environment and may adapt in all contexts simultaneously and may also have 

friends in all contexts. That different acculturation processes can take place depend-

ing on the life sphere of immigrants has already been shown in research on Russian 

immigrants in the U.S. (Birman, Trickett, and Vinokurov, 2002). This idea can be 

stretched even further. Since Israel is much more diverse than Germany, Russian-

Jewish adolescents may also vary in the paths of acculturation much more than ethnic 

German adolescents do in the rather homogeneous German context. Thus, the higher 

diversity among Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel could have led to the puzzling 

results in this group, whereas the large majority of ethnic German adolescents may 

follow a similar path of acculturation. Again, this explanation needs further clarification 

in futur

5.5.2.3

The fir ocial adaptation hassles assumed that these hassles 

are less frequent among ethnic German adolescents compared to Russian-Jewish 

 

in Germany compared to Russian Jews in Israel. In the 

e studies. 

 Social Adaptation Hassles 

st hypothesis regarding s

adolescents. This hypothesis was confirmed. Only in the initial phase of immigration – 

i.e. among newcomers – were Russian-Jewish and ethnic German adolescents com-

parable in terms of social adaptation hassles. In later stages, Russian-Jewish adoles-

cents showed higher levels of social adaptation hassles. The hypothesis was based 

on findings suggesting better social assimilation (in terms of Esser’s model) among

ethnic German adolescents 

German-Israeli project as well, indicators were found supporting a better social assimi-

lation among ethnic German adolescents, of which about 14% had a native adoles-

cent as best friend, whereas only 6% of Russian-Jewish adolescents reported having 

a native Israeli as best friend. Since having a native best friend is a good indicator for 

social assimilation, the differences between the two immigrant groups in social adap-

tation hassles may indeed represent differences in social assimilation. Furthermore, 

the results reported in the last chapter (5.5.2.2) indicate growing positive relations be-

tween ethnic Germans and their native German peers, but increasingly negative rela-
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tions among Russian-Jewish and native Israeli peers, which may also be seen in the 

different patters of social adaptation hassles. 

The second hypothesis expected that social adaptation hassles decrease faster in 

Germany than in Israel, i.e. that the differences between the three groups of length of 

 this situation nicely: 

                                                

stay are smaller in Israel than in Germany. The statistical interaction was significant, 

but surprisingly, it was not only a different pace of “decrease” that was found, but even 

a different direction in both samples. The longer ethnic German adolescents are in 

Germany, the fewer social adaptation hassles are described. Among Russian-Jewish 

adolescents, however, the opposite effect is seen. The groups with more time spent in 

Israel reported higher levels of social adaptation hassles than the newcomers. How 

can these differences be explained? 

Consistent with results concerning discrimination and language hassles among ethnic 

German adolescents, an underlying adaptation process may again explain the ob-

served results in this cross-sectional data. Existing longitudinal studies (e.g., Silberei-

sen, Lantermann & Schmitt-Rodermund & 1999) and the first longitudinal test on so-

cial adaptation hassles conducted with our data7 set show changes towards norms 

and values of the host society. It can be assumed that this adaptation is related to bet-

ter peer relations (or reduced peer rejection, as found in the study by Silbereisen & 

Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999) and, hence, fewer social adaptation hassles. A 17 year-old 

female ethnic German summarized

“At the moment I do not have any other ethnic Germans as friends, 
but when I was younger, I had a Polish girlfriend. Native German kids 
had many more toys, more allowances, went on holiday etc. With 
other ethnic Germans one did not need to be pretend, because they 
knew and understood the situation. Until one has ‘adjusted’ to the 
new context, ethnic German friends are important” (Participant in a 
small study on friendship formation; Fabel, 2004, p.23-24). 

Another component of social adaptation hassles is the parents’ interference in the ac-

culturation process. In Germany, parents usually accept the adjustment of their chil-

dren, as one father summarizes a disagreement with his son: 

“Now he’s got this thing in his ear, this stuff, how you call it, such a 
ring in the ear, which we did not like. But in his age, if everybody is 
wearing it . . . We are not used to these influences and we cannot 
forbid everything. If he wants to have it, then he should have it, if all 
the friends have it…” (Schmitt-Rodermund, 1997, p. 30). 

 
7 (N = 170; F = 3.9, p =.049, eta2 = .023) 
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Some empirical evidence also suggests that the acceptance of social adaptation to 

the new context is higher in Germany than in Israel. Among ethnic German parents, 

only about 4% would never accept a native born son/daughter in law (Nauck, 2001b). 

 immigrants and native peers that hinder intergroup contact. 

This leads to the question of why these dissimilarities decrease in Germany, whereas 

they increase in Israel. For Russian-Jewish adolescents, the strong cultural pride and 

re may be one reason that becomes more pro-

may also serve different functions during different stages of the acculturation process. 

The respective number for Russian-Jewish parents was 27%. Thus, if young ethnic 

German immigrants adapt, parents are not very likely to interfere in the acculturation 

process.  

Parents of Russian-Jewish adolescents may not accept an adaptation process so eas-

ily. Close to 90% of Russian-Jewish parents deem it important that their children are 

familiar with Russian culture and language (Al-Haj, 2004). Altogether, 86% of Russian 

Jews perceived themselves as having a positive or very positive influence on Israel’s 

economic growth, 92% a positive effect on Israel’s science and technology, and 75% 

as being beneficial for Israel’s political life. Close to 90% evaluated their cultural influ-

ence on Israel as positive or very positive, whereas only 28% perceived positive or 

very positive influences of the Israeli society on them (Al-Haj, 2004). These facts feed 

back into the discussion of the so called “cultural chauvinism”. Since Russian-Jewish 

adolescents nevertheless adapt over time, as shown by the increasing use of the new 

language (although on a much lower level compared with ethnic Germans) and an 

increasing number of native peers (as reported in the end of chapter 5.5.2.2), parents 

may perceive this as a threat to their cultural capital and may increasingly interfere. 

Besides parental interference, the social adaptation hassles also comprise perceived 

dissimilarities between

participation in a Russian infrastructu

nounced with increased time spent in Israel. First, it is possible that their contacts to 

other peers change from more institutionalized contacts shortly after immigration 

(temporary accommodation) to contacts in less protected contexts, such as schools, in 

which more discrimination takes place. Second, it is also possible that the functions of 

friendships change with time spent in the new country, as suggested by the statement 

given by the 17-year old ethnic German girl cited above. An empirical result support-

ing that view shows that contact to native peers can actually be counterproductive in 

early stages of ethnic German adolescents’ acculturation, but is beneficial at later 

stages (Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 2000). Although this is a result found in 

ethnic German adolescents, it is likely that Russian-Jewish adolescents’ friendships 
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For instance, at the beginning peers are only sought after for company and common 

activities. Later on, however, deeper exchange and disclosure may become important. 

In the beginning native peers may be able to provide company and low levels of social 

adaptation hassles are perceived. But the (perceived) cultural gap may be too large 

for deeper exchanges, and social adaptation hassles increase for adolescents who 

have been in the country for a longer time. 

Another explanation may be seen in assimilation expectations by the host society in 

Israel (Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2003). The bonus given to new immigrants in an immi-

lis are willing to be close to the immi-
king their language and to change their 

names to Israeli names” (Focus group protocol, Minerva Center for 

language, adapt socially, and 

are more and more accepted by members of the host society. Thus, over time they 

report naire. 

Russia lower 

level a  and 

opport  may 

slow d n adolescents. It 

could also be that these adolescents first experience a growing gap between them-

selves and host peers, which results in withdrawal of interest in meeting native peers. 

Together with parental aspirations to keep the cultural traditions, these adolescents 

gration society may disappear over time, if hosts realize that the new immigrants do 

not assimilate. Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel, however, do not want and (be-

cause of the better Russian infrastructure) may actually benefit by keeping their cul-

tural elements. With longer time in the country, this may lead to more hassles of social 

adaptation. In focus groups with Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel, all adolescents 

reported having tried, and of wanting to be friends with Israeli children, but that Israelis 

were not prepared for intergroup friendships. 

“The feeling is that the Israe
grants only if they stop spea

Youth Studies, 2002). 

Such difficulties in interpersonal interactions may increase over time. 

 

Putting together what has been said about the three different kinds of acculturative 

hassles, two very different scenarios can be sketched out. Ethnic German adolescents 

enter the new context and experience most of the problems right in the beginning of 

the acculturation process. Over time, they learn the new 

fewer hassles on all three subscales of the acculturative hassles question

n-Jewish adolescents in Israel also adapt to the new country, but on a 

nd at a different pace (e.g., with regard to language). Higher segregation

unities or even reinforcement to keep the Russian language and culture

own language acquisition compared to that of ethnic Germa
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experience more problems of social adaptation, for instance through increasing pres-

sure to assimilate from the host society, and stable levels of discrimination. Neverthe-

less, Russian-Jewish adolescents seem to find their niche in which they adapt and 

even build up friendships to native peers. Their primary focus remains, however, on 

the ow n are 

seen i lly in 

Israel. udies 

investigating processes are needed. 

le to study all factors and the interplay among them at once. Nevertheless, 

a first step in understanding acculturation processes in the two societies is made and 

n Russian-Jewish group and the peers in the general Israeli populatio

ncreasingly critical. Unfortunately, there is less research done longitudina

The interpretation of the data as processes is therefore preliminary and st

This dissertation is, however, a first step in generating ideas about possible accultura-

tion-related changes. Some of the interpretations offered here may be speculative and 

need more detailed investigation. Comparing two different countries with two groups 

of immigrants involves investigating many single aspects and their interactions and it 

is impossib

offers plenty of scope for further explorations. 
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6 General Discussion 

The research presented in this dissertation studied acculturation-related hassles of 

adolescent immigrants in two contexts: Israel and Germany. In order to implement this 

research, a new questionnaire was developed. The construction of the questionnaire 

began with a survey on the relevant literature, focus group interviews conducted with 

adolescent immigrants, and several pilot studies. After the questionnaire was devel-

oped, it was used to study the acculturation processes of adolescent immigrants from 

the former Soviet Union in Israel and Germany using the three kinds of acculturative 

hassles. 

As specific aspects were discussed in each of the studies presented in former chap-

ters, this general discussion takes a broader perspective. First, some limitations of the 

new instrument and its development will be presented followed by some conclusions 

ne of the most established concepts in 

acculturatio iven 

a diffe intra-

group ssles 

into ingr up hassles (as suggested by Lay & Nguyen, 1998). 

to an intergroup 

phenomenon. Although an intergroup perspective on acculturation is important, intra-

dividual changes of immigrants in the new country are also a very important source 

for further research and practical implications of the results in this dissertation. 

6.1 Limitations 

The first limitation relates to the process of constructing the questionnaire. The basic 

idea was to construct an instrument that would contain acculturation-related hassles in 

major domains of adolescents’ lives. These domains were school, peers, family, ro-

mantic relations, new country and identity. It needs to be mentioned that this is only 

one approach of constructing such an instrument. Other approaches would also be 

possible. Applying acculturation strategies, o

n research (Berry, 1976; Berry et al., 2002), for example, would have g

rent perspective on acculturative hassles, focusing primarily on inter- and 

processes. In this approach, one would have structured acculturative ha

oup hassles and outgro

This perspective would, however, reduce the acculturation process 

in

of variation. Acculturation is also learning and coping. For example, a person has to 

learn how to get access to resources in the new country (generalized capital), has to 

acquire host-society-specific capital (language, knowledge about social rules, norms, 

rites), needs to develop coping strategies to overcome obstacles in the new context, 

and may need to get used to a different pace of life (as in the case of a person from 
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small village in Kazakhstan settling in an urban area in Germany). The view from the 

three subscales, however, is broader and includes intergroup phenomena such as 

incidents of discrimination as well as intragroup phenomena such as parents who try 

to slow down the acculturation of their children. The process of questionnaire con-

struction as used here, i.e. via literature review and focus groups, and covering impor-

tant domains of adolescent development, resulted in an instrument representing a 

wide angle of adolescents’ lives. 

Within the construction procedure it can be argued that a different level of attention 

was paid to Israel and Germany and that it would have been more appropriate in 

terms of cross-cultural research to do every step in the questionnaire construction in 

both contexts. Although this may seem the best way at first sight, it also would have 

been problematic. Parts of the validation (for instance the item selection in study II) 

were based on knowledge from longitudinal studies on ethnic Germans (Silbereisen, 

Lantermann & Schmitt-Rodermund, 1999), which described acculturation-related 

processes longitudinally. Such longitudinal studies concerning Russian-Jewish ado-

lescents in Israel hardly exist and the same criteria could not be applied for Russian-

n. In study four the confirmatory factor 

analysis also supported equality in both samples and none of the items focused on 

Germany specific conditions. Thus, although more emphasis was given to ethnic 

German adolescents in the construction of the questionnaire, information from Rus-

sian-Jewish adolescents was used from the very beginning so that it is unlikely a dif-

ferent scale would have resulted had the process been otherwise. 

A rather technical aspect that may be criticised is the high intercorrelation of the three 

subscales as presented in study four. The correlation coefficients between the scales 

were about .60. In other words, the subscales share about one third of common vari-

ance. It may be argued that this represents one rather than three factors. However, 

there are good reasons to keep the three factor solution instead of collapsing it into 

one single scale. First, as was shown, the confirmatory factor analysis revealed that 

the one factor structure produced a much worse fit compared to the three factor solu-

Jewish adolescents in Israel. Acculturative hassles are related differently to length of 

stay in Israel as study five showed. Furthermore, at the beginning of the questionnaire 

construction, two kinds of studies (focus groups and a pilot study of the first question-

naire) were conducted in Israel that had a direct impact on item selection. Items which 

were reported to be inappropriate by Russian-Jewish adolescents in Israel were ex-

cluded and new suggestions were used in addition to the existing items. This assured 

comparability in the first step of item selectio
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tion, thus a three factor solution offered a much better representation of the data. Sec-

ort the three rather than one scale, since the 

patterns across length of stay are very different in the three subscales: Using a one-

d would be parsimonious. 

e com-

society of settlement – ancestry or religious roots – before entry 

Both groups are seen as diaspora immigration (Shuval, 1998) 

ond, the results in study five also supp

dimensional scale would not give this detailed view. Finally, in study III the three 

subscales showed their independent variance in the correlations with sociocultural 

difficulties. Besides these unique parts of variance, the shared parts, as shown in the 

intercorrelations, also have a positive side. These intercorrelations offer the opportu-

nity to use the three subscales as manifest variables for a latent construct named “ac-

culturative hassles” in structural equation models that measures the common core of 

the three subscales. This construct would use the shared information of all three sub-

scales an

Another point of discussion is to what extent the questionnaire also represents accul-

turative hassles for other immigrant groups or whether it is only applicable in the two 

groups studied because the two immigrant groups used in this analysis here may be 

seen as an exception. Russian Jews and ethnic Germans already share som

mon features with the 

into the new country. 

with substantial support by the receiving society. As these were the two groups on 

which the scale construction is based on, it may be questioned whether the question-

naire could also be applied to other immigrant groups. The answer is yes. The content 

of the scale (language, discrimination and social adaptation problems) is common 

among many groups of immigrants. Hernandez and Charney (1998) described accul-

turative stress as “a key factor in understanding psychological distress among children 

and youth in immigrant families” (p. 84). Their research group conducted studies on 

many different immigrant groups in America and found that acculturative stress in-

cludes language problems, perceived discrimination, perceived cultural incompatibili-

ties, and increasing gaps between cultural affiliations of adults and children. These 

sources of acculturative stress resemble the content of the acculturative hassles ques-

tionnaire (only the last two points formed a common factor in the questionnaire), but 

are observed in a different society and among different groups of immigrants. Given 

the way in which the instrument was constructed, these similarities support a claim for 

external validity of the instrument. Besides similarities with the results by this research 

group, the acculturative hassles questionnaire also resembles problems of adolescent 

immigrants mentioned in other studies as Table 23 shows. This supports the idea that 
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acculturative hassles are structured equally along these subscales for different groups 

of immigrants in different contexts. 

Table 23: dimensions of the acculturative hassles questionnaire in comparison with 
other scales measuring acculturation-related problems 

Authors 
Number of 
hassle di-
mensions 

Acculturation-related problems 
Acculturating 

group 

Hernandez & 
lems 

• perceived discrimination No specific 
Charney 
(1998) 

4 • perceived cultural incompatibili-
ties 

• generational gaps 

focus on Hispan-
ics in the US 

• language prob

Samaniego & 
Gonzales 
(1999) 

3 
• perceived discrimination 
• peer discrimination 
• family conflicts 

Mexican Ameri-
can adolescents 

Vinokurov et 
al. (2002) 

5 

• discrimination 
• school 
• peers 
• English language 

• Family 

Russian immi-
grants in the US 

Lay & Nguyen 
(1998) 
Lay & Safdar 
(2003) 

2 • outgroup hassles 
• ingroup hassles 

European, black/ 
Caribbean and 
Vietnamese in 
Canada  

    

Acculturative 
hassles ques-
tionnaire  

3 

• language hassles 
• discrimination hassles 
• social adaptation hassles (ob-

stacles for adaptation from so-
ciety, peers and parents) 

Ethnic Ger-
mans in Ger-
many, Rus-
sian Jews in 
Israel 

 

6.2 Implications 

The question of why is it important to study acculturative hassles of adolescent immi-

grants must be answered in several ways. First, acculturation-related hassles repre-

sent an additional source of stressors with which adolescent immigrants have to cope. 

In general, adolescents have to deal with adolescence-related biological, psychologi-

cal, and social changes. Simultaneous stressors can, however, affect psychological 

well-being (Petersen, Sarigiani & Kennedy, 1991). Furthermore, there are theoretical 

reasons to believe that such hassles may lead towards higher delinquency, e.g., de-

rived from general strain theory (Agnew, 1995). Research on daily hassles that differ-

entiated between acculturation-related and non-acculturation-related hassles has also 
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shown independent predictive power of both kinds of hassles (Vinokurov et al., 2002) 

and first analyses in our research group could show that acculturative hassles are re-

lated to both, depressive mood (Titzmann, Schmitt-Rodermund & Silbereisen, 2005) 

and delinquency (Titzmann, Silbereisen & Schmitt-Rodermund, 2004). Thus, negative 

acculturation-related hassles are risk-factors for the adaptation of adolescent immi-

grants. In this regard, the results concerning Russian-Jewish adolescents’ adaptation 

in Israel may point towards a more problematic acculturation process. It seems as if 

higher segregation with a developed Russian infrastructure and strong ties to Russian 

culture also has a downside to the easier access at the beginning of the acculturation 

process. 

The conclusion that ethnic German adolescents in Germany get adjusted anyway and 

develop special programs for high risk adolescents. 

that no integration measures need therefore to be developed would, however, be the 

wrong message taken from this work. First (as explained for language hassles), we do 

not know anything about the effect of all the small activities carried out by churches, 

schools, and charities. An evaluation of the efficiency of these activities needs to be 

conducted and possible mechanisms found with which to measure the effects of these 

initiatives. It could well be that the actual content of all these programs is less impor-

tant than the message given to immigrants that they are welcome and that somebody 

cares for them. The social net of support for new immigrants can be assumed to be 

tighter than often assumed. It would be worth the effort to study these different pro-

jects and to evaluate the effects of different kinds of such organisations. It could help 

to understand acculturation processes better, to assess the efficiency of existing ways 

of assistance, and to support these organisations in their activities. 

The second argument for doubting an automatic integration into the host society is 

hidden in inter-individual differences. If the hassles of an “average adolescent” de-

crease over time, it does not necessarily mean that this is the case for all the adoles-

cents. Some adolescents still report high levels of acculturative hassles even after a 

long time in the new country. Thus, there seems to be a small group of adolescents 

that does not adjust well over time. Future intervention programs should concentrate 

on these adolescents rather than on the majority, whilst avoiding pure risk groups, 

since they also carry the risk of iatrogene effects (Dishion, McCord & Poulin, 1999). A 

next step in research on acculturative hassles could identify problematic adolescents 

and precursors of maladjustment, in order to intervene as early as possible; and to 
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In the Russian-Jewish sample in Israel problematic adolescents also exist even after a 

long time in the new country. In addition, however, the data show that on average dis-

crimination is stable in the three groups of different lengths of stay, and that social 

e 

in the new countr  mean that the Russian community and o-

rge over  tha re at hi sk for 

maladaptation com th migrants in Germany. Thus, 

easures that g or ad th sta-

culturative hassles -

stance, suggest a three level p ention of maladapation of im-

by optimal pre icipa al 

he international lev r example, f 

immigrants before emigration, tion to the new society, public rela-

se know e an  among the hosts, and ap-

 teach youn as early -

ever, public awareness of imm lems also has to be addressed meaning 

/interventions would target the native population as

e any ch ex itiated, their r  to 

ated. For instance, it may be that strong inner-ethnic etworks 

e negative effects of acculturative hassles, which are expected from the men-

tione ari wed, however, nt 

mig ts in linqu d 

cent ethnic German im l leve a-

ve hassles can explain addition ual levels of de uency 

after controlling known risks of delinquency such as delinquent peers or being male 

 Schmitt-Rodermund, 2004). 

adaptation hassles are reported to be higher among adolescents with substantial tim

y. This could

 time and

pared to e

 the veteran s

gher riciety dive t Russian-Jewish adolescents a

nic German adolescent im

more general m

ble-high ac

o beyond individual programs f olescents wi

may be appropriate. Williams and Berry (1991), for in

rocess of a primary prev

migrants, where

level, and t

vention takes place on the mun l level, the nation

the preparation oel. General aims are, fo

support during transi

tions to increa

proaches to

ledg

g childr

d acceptance  school-based 

 as possible. Howen about a multicultural life 

igrants’ prob

that preventions
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 well as the immi-

elevance needs

 support n

ut befor

be investig

 su tensive programs are in

buffer th

d theories. A first comp

Russian-Jewish im

with adoles

son of both contexts sho that adolesce

ency compare

ls of accultur

linq

ran de d reported higher levels of de

migrants and that interindividua

al variance in interindivid

e

ti

(Titzmann, Silbereisen &

The results concerning ethnic German and Russian-Jewish adolescents also show 

that simple comparisons of different immigrant groups, as for example in the Jasin-

skaja-Lahti et al. (2003) study, are very problematic. Adaptation processes can vary 

across different immigrant groups and contexts as shown in the cross-sectional study 

of chapter 5. Simple mean differences of groups that actually differ in length of stay 

and their level of acculturation yield limited information. In study 5, for instance, it was 

shown that the main differences were not the most interesting result and may be even 

misleading in describing the acculturation of the two groups. 
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The studies presented here focused only on acculturative hassles. It is, however, nec-

essary in future research to identify the relation between normative (age related) and 

acculturative hassles. Questions such as whether they are related, if they have inde-

pendent predictive power, or are even related to completely different outcomes need 

to be addressed. 

Apart from the large prevention programs suggested by Williams and Berry (1991),

what would be needed to help adolescents to adjust and to reduce their level of accul-

turative hassles also needs to be considered. Results from this work suggest that lan-

guage is one of the most important skills in both contexts (M

 

esch, 2003, Dietz, 2003a, 

Fochler, 1997). Interactions with members of the host community are likely to be more 

e individual level. 

Such approaches exist, were originally developed for the economic sector, but are 

ith such hassles as studies found 

that an established ethnic identity can buffer the negative effects of discrimination 

successful with higher levels of language proficiency. Programs to increase language 

proficiency exist and do not need to be re-invented, they only need to be applied in 

greater intensity. Many schools with a high share of ethnic German immigrants in 

Germany offer such classes in order to improve the language abilities as quickly as 

possible and to make participation in normal classes possible. The official reduction of 

the language courses for new ethnic German immigrants in Germany from 12 months 

to 6 months after 1993 (Dietz, 2003a) would, therefore, appear to be a wrong deci-

sion, given the importance of language for further development (Dietz, 2003a; Fochler, 

1997) and in light of the increase of ethnic Germans in the immigrating population who 

do not know German (Dietz, in press). 

Since discrimination hassles can also be understood as problems on the group level, 

interventions to improve intergroup relations may also help on th

also applicable in other contexts such as schools if adapted to adolescent relevant 

topics (Bergemann & Sourisseaux, 2003; Hall, 1995; Hofstede, 1991; Landis & Bha-

gat, 1996). Interventions for better intergroup relations can be based on a continuum 

between didactic (teaching differences or intercultural skills) vs. experience based 

(contact between members of different groups) methods, but also culture-specific (im-

proving relations between culture x and y) vs. culture-universal (increase a general 

positive attitude towards members of other groups) methods (Stephan & Stephan, 

2001; Gudykunst, Guzley & Hammer, 1996, Gudykunst & Hammer, 1983). Most suc-

cess is likely if not just one but both groups (native and immigrant peers) take part in 

such an undertaking. If it is too difficult to reduce tensions between groups, a success-

fully developed ethnic identity may help in coping w
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(Wong, Eccles & Sameroff, 2003). This study was, however, conducted with lower 

status groups. Given the fact that cultural pride seems very strong among Russian-

Jewish immigrants, the whole process might work differently. 

Social adaptation hassles are obstacles for social contact with the native peers and 

the host culture. If this is the case then the approaches just discussed may also help 

in this regard. They can increase social skills and can help to reduce false expecta-

tions about the other group. Perceived differences between immigrants and hosts may 

be reduced if they have closer contact. Horenczyk and Tatar (1998), for example, 

found that although Russian-Jewish and veteran adolescents perceived members of 

the opposite group to be different from themselves in terms of friendship expectations, 

their self-reports on friendship expectations were similar in hierarchy. Contact be-

tween both groups may help to understand one another better. However, research 

shows that certain requirements need to be met in order to be successful. From a so-

cial-psychological perspective, certain conditions are necessary, such as equal status, 

common goals, intergroup cooperation, and support of authorities, law, or custom (All-

port, 1954). Later developments further added that enough time must be given for the 

processes of change to take place and that the contact situations need to provide the 

opportunity for the adolescents to become friends (Pettigrew, 1998). This leads to a 

more developmental perspective that needs to be taken into account. Intergroup con-

tact that happens too early can have negative effects on the well-being of ethnic Ger-

man immigrants (Schmitt-Rodermund, Silbereisen & Wiesner, 1996). For these rea-

sons, the situations for contact need to be chosen well and the state of acculturation 

needs to be taken into account. As parental interference in the acculturation process 

is also one component of social adaptation hassles, it would be helpful to include par-

ents and adolescents in such programs. 

The existence of approaches to foster positive relations between immigrants and na-

tive peers should, however, not mislead in terms of the efficiency of these programs. 

Very little is known about whether they work or even why they work. Careful evalua-

tions of existing programs and step by step improvement of working elements by 

elimination of non-working elements would help to better understand intergroup rela-

tions. Such approaches, probably integrated in longitudinal research on acculturation 

processes as done in other fields (Lacourse et al., 2002), can also shed more light on 

underlying processes behind acculturative hassles. This is a large promising field of 

future research that can offer both improvement of relations between immigrants and 

host population and a deeper knowledge on acculturation processes. 
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Interview - guideline 
 

ason for this interview is to inquire your personal experiences, which you have 
here in Germany. It is very important that you answer as 

The re
made open and true as pos-

1. free

sible. 
 

 answers – quite general 
 

happe

“Please consider the time since your arrival in Germany [temporal dimension], can 
you remember any situations that happened to you that were very unpleasant and that 

ned because you are not a native German? Could you please name such 

 

Did yo t the event for a long time? Did you need a lot of time to get over 

 
Were y

Was it

 

a.) Sch

situations?” [events] 

How often did it happen? [frequency/duration] 
 

u think abou
the event? [rehearsal – cognitive.] 

ou depressed or did you feel dispirited after the event? [emotional] 
 

 as bad that you had headache or other physical problems because of the 
event? (for example headache, bellyache, concentration problems, etc.) [physical] 
 

Specific Themes: 

Some experiences were described by other adolescent Aussiedlers (ethnic Germans): 
 

ool 
1) been laughed at 

said something and was laughed at 
fear of being laughed at 
did not want to say anything in class 
German language too bad 

2) 

3) 

7) i ers 

9) 
 

b.) Pee

4) treated unfairly  
5) difficult to follow 
6) different educational style – e.g. expressions of opinion, competition 

is difficult, „teacher is still an authority“ 
ncomprehension what Germans dare to do in front of teach

8) teacher ignores them, inappropriate remarks 
being teased 

Can you think of further problems which have not been named yet? 
 

rs 
1) separation from friends 

in the home country 
no contact 2) 

3) 

5) not being accepted – mutual feelings of strangeness 

to native peers, difficult to establish 
language habits or culture of the youth 
not easy to cope with (no national pride) 

4) they are expected to be together all the time with natives 
- but no interest 
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6) fights/arguments with natives 
things were taken from them 7) 

 
c.) Fam

 
Can you think of further problems which have not been named yet? 

ily 
1) the parents ‘dreamworld’ 

that does not conform reality – idealization of the GFR 

g with the situation 

nds 

adition 

from their child (achievement) – pressure; feeling the need always to get 
good marks 

11) parents have changed the child’s name into a more German sounding 
12)  alcohol 

 parents drink too much 
13)  tendency for depression 

 parents are feeling down, sad, ashamed, reproachful 
14)  arguments 

 with parents 
15) separation of the family 

 (spatial – left family members) 
16)  ‘good family reputation’ 

  impairs free actions of adolescents 
17)  parents criticize the adolescent 

e.g. ‘you are cheeky as a native’ 
18)  no trust 

teenagers cannot entrust to their parents 
18) the only place for support 

 
Can you think of further problems which have not been named yet? 
 
d.) Romatic Relations

2) parents know nothing 
about the country – no useful information for children, too old fashioned, 
children are better in dealin

3) certain friends are not tolerated 
parents do not allow to go out with certain (native) frie

4) family ties are too strong 
by which teenagers are impeded in their plans of development 
(may be functional in the beginning) 

5) parents have insufficient knowledge of the German language 
it is impossible to bring friends home 

6) the home is to poor 
to invite friends 

7) parents do not care 
teenager are left for themselves 

8) parents preserve tr
9) teenagers accommodate (clothes, earrings, language…) 

 parents are against it or don’t support it 
10) parents expect too much 

 
 1.) especial problems to get a girlfriend/boyfriend 
 2.) German boys/girls are different (e.g. different gender roles) 

3.) it is especially difficult to have a native boyfriend/girlfriend as an Aussied-
ler (ethnic German) 

 
Can you think of further problems which have not been named yet? 
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e.) new society 

- ‘asylum seeker’ 
- authorities: second class citizen 

discrimination 
2.) Germans lack national pride 

any (work, living space,…) 

herself 

ctions 

ck-

- consumption 
- there seems to b cognize 

 problems which ha e not been named yet? 

f.) i

 1.) to be treated badly 
- ‘Russian’ 

- racial insults – 

3.) other immigrants 
(for examples Turks) do not understand that Aussiedler are more Ger-
man than they are themselves 

 4.) scarce resources  
 in Germ 

 5.) expectation of smooth integration 
6.) high competition – everyone for himself/ 

 7.) bureaucracy/authorities 
  an obstacle for integration 

8.) rather cold social intera 
- adolescents are used to emotional relations 
- established values (politeness) of little help in Germany 

9.) freedom adolescents are not used to 
- experience of ‘confusion’ – through a lack of guidance (‘unrest’ ‘la

ing structure') 

e no boundaries – hard to re
- parents have no authority 

 
Can you think of further
 

v

dentity 
1.) poor 

- shame 
2.) wrong clothing 

) (no brandwear
3.) family is isolated 

.g. in arguments – “I do 
rong and do not know at” (passivity, unsecurity, devaluation 

linguistic problems 
lem: old language is not really present any more, 

ough 

s in the homeland 

Can been named yet? 
 
[Wh

in the new surrounding – left alone 
4.) ‘I do not know who or what I am.’ 

- cultural identity 
5.) ‘what was right ‘at home’ is now wrong.’ 

l culture patterns cannot be used, eThe origina
something w  wh
of common values) 

6.) such a bad education in germany 
7.) 

double linguistic prob
the new not good en

8.) Minority 
In Germany an outsider, as well a
 

 yo t u think of further problems which have no

at pected from you in Germany?] do you think is ex
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  O 

Mir wu
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rde 
besse

îâîð
 ³îë

sagt,
aufpa

ëè,
åí 

ch soll 
sen. 

÷òî â 
ûò¾ âí
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êî
ìà

 

      

 
 

htFalls Du in Deutschland nic  in d /Berufsschule gehst, m
Åñë  èè íå õ  øêîëó/ïðîôåññèîí íîå èë , àâ¾ ñòèê â àôå " êî ìíå ýòî
 íå í  ":
 
 
1.) Mir wu esagt, ich in der 
Schule besse passen. 

   ìíå ãîâîðèëè, ÷òî â øêî
ëå ÿ     ³îëæåí áûò¾ âíèìà
òåë¾íåé 

       O 

 ãð
n Kreuz bei „Trifft nicht zu“: 

êðå ïîñòèùå

 

 ó÷
achst Du ei

àë¾
ie Sch
î³èø¾

ule
 âòû 

 

soll 

Ãåð
îñè

rde g
r auf

ìàí
òñÿ

è â
 îò
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Wenn Du zwar zur Schule / Berufsschule gehst, Dir aber die Situation noch nicht passiert ist, mach Dein Kreuz bei „Nie“: 
å, íî â ïî³îáíóþ ñèòóà¼èþ íå ïîïà³àë, ïîñòàâ¾ êðåñò

: 

Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

Åñëè òû ïîñåùàåø¾ øêîëó/ ïðîôåññèîíàë¾íîå ó÷èëèù
èê â ãðàôå "íèêîã³à"
  
 
 

 
Nie 

íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî  
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

1.) Mir wurde gesagt, ich soll in der Schule 
besser aufpassen. 

   ìíå ãîâîðèëè, ÷òî â øêîëå ÿ
     ³îëæåí áûò¾ âíèìàòåë¾íåé 

        O 

 
In diesem Fall ist es nicht notwendig anzukreuzen, wie unangenehm Dir das war. 
Â ³àííîì ñëó÷àå íå íóæíî óêàçûâàò¾, áûëî ëè ýòî òåáå íåïðèÿòíî. 
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 passiert ist, mach zuerst ein Kreuz in der Spalte „Wie oft 
hast Du das bereits erlebt?“, um anzugebe its mehrmals jemand gesagt hat, dass Du in der Schule besser 
aufpassen sollst, machst Du das Kreuz unter „Mehrmals“ 
ñëè æå òû õî³èø¾ â øêîëó/ å, è ïîïà³à  ïîñòàâ¾ êð ñòèê

 â ãðàôå " êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ ðèìåð:
â¾ êðåñòèê ïî³ îòâåòîì "ìíî
 

 Wi
àê ý î

ïðîèñõî³èëî?

neh ir das?
áûëî å èÿ

 

Wenn Du in die Schule / Berufsschule gehst, und Dir die beschriebene Situation bereits
n, wie oft Dir das passiert ist. Wenn Dir bere

Å  ïðîôåññèîíàë¾íîå ó÷èëèù ë â ïî³îáíóþ ñèòóà¼èþ, å
òîáîé ïðîèñõî³èëî". Íàï
ãî ðàç": 

åñëè òåáå îá ýòîì ãîâîðèëè ìíîãî ðàç, ïîñòà

e oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
ê  ÷àñòî òî ñ òîá

 
é  

Wie unange m war D  
 ëè òåá  ýòî íåïð òíî? 

 
Nie 

ã³à 

Einmal Mehrmals Oft 

òî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

ò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

 

Sehr unange-
nehm 

í¾ 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî

 
íèêî î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñ

íå íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

³îñòàòî÷íî
íåïðèÿòíî 

î÷å
íåïðèÿòíî

 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ

1. e gesagt, ich soll in der Schule 
besser aufpassen 

ì
 

        O 

) Mir wurd

íå ãîâîðèëè, ÷òî â øêîëå ÿ   
 ³îëæåí áûò¾ âíèìàòåë¾íåé. 
 
Nachdem Du angegeben hast, wie oft Dir das passiert ist, kennzeichne in den nächsten Kästchen, wi war. Wenn es 

ir beispielsweise sehr unangenehm war, mach Dein Kreuz bei  - „Sehr unangenehm“: 
Ïîñëå òîãî, êàê òû îòâåòèë, êàê ÷àñòî ñ òîáîé ýòî ïðîèñõî³èëî, îòâåò¾ íà âîïðîñ, áûëî ëè ýòî òåáå í

î î÷åí¾ íåïðèÿòíî, ïîñòàâ¾ êðåñòèê â ñîîòâåòñòâóþùåé ãðàôå - " î÷åí¾ íåïðè

 

1. ule 
    passen. 

ìíå ãîâîðèëè, ÷òî â øêîëå ÿ   
  ³îëæåí áûò¾ âíèìàòåë¾íåé 

        O 

e unangenehm Dir das Ereignis 
D

åïðèÿòíî. Åñëè òåáå áûë
ÿòíî" 

) Mir wurde gesagt, ich soll in der Sch
  besser auf
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Schule:   Hauptschule 

 Realschule 

 Regelschule 

 Gymnasium 

Sprachkurs 

 
:

 

  arbeitslos 
  sonstiges 

ec we

mä

 

 
Bevor Du mit dem Ausfüllen des Fragebogens anfängst, hätten wir gerne noch ein paar Informationen. Diese sind notwendig, um die Ant-

worten in den Fragebögen besser zu verstehen. Sie ändern nichts an der Anonymität und Vertraulichkeit der Angaben. 
 
Ïðåæ³å ÷åì òû íà÷íåø¾ çàïîëíÿò¾ íàøó àíêåòó, ìû õîòåëè áû ïîëó÷èò¾ îò òåáÿ ³îïîëíèòåë¾íóþ èíôîðìà¼è
þ. Îíà íåîáõî³èìà íàì, ÷òîáû ëó÷øå ïîíÿò¾ îòâåòû íà âîïðîñû.  
Ýòà èíôîðìà¼èÿ íè÷åãî íå ìåíÿåò â îòíîøåíèè àíîíèìíîñòè è êîíôè³åí¼èàë¾íîñòè îáðàáîòêè ³àííûõ.

 
schland

 Berufsausbildung 

 

Seit wann in Deut : ______ 

Herkunftsland: ________________
Wohnort  _____________________ 

Tätigkeit:    berufstätig 

Geburtsjahr: _____  

Geschl ht:         

 

iblich  

nnlich 

 

 

øêîëó: 

        Regelschule 
        Ãèìíàçèÿ 
        Ïðîô.îáó÷åíèå 
        ¥çûêîâîé êóðñ 
 

Ñ êàêîãî âðåìåíè òû â Ãåðìàíèè: 
______________

 
Ìåñòîæèòåë¾ñòâà: 
_______________________ 
 
×åì òû çàíèìàåø¾ñÿ: 
    ðàáîòàþ 
    áåçðàáîòíûé 
    ³ðóãîå 
 

Ãî³ ðîæ³åíèÿ____________ 
 
Ïîë:  
       æåíñêèé 
       
       ìóæñêîé 

â íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ ÿ ïîñåùàÞ      

 
        Hauptschule 

 
Îòêó³à òû ïðèáûë (ñòðàíà): 

 

        Realschule _______________________ 
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Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

  

ïðîèñõî³èëî?

Im 
Aus
gem cht haben. Wir möchten Dich bitten, Dir 
dies  genau durchzulesen. Trage bitte zu jeder 

sage ein, ob und wie oft Du dies innerhalb 
der letzten 12 Monate erlebt hast und wie Du 
Dich dabei fühltest. 

Íèæå îïèñûâÿþòñÿ ñèòóà¼èè,     êîò
îðûå ³ðóãèå ïåðåñåëåí¼û     ïåðåæè
ëè â Ãåðìàíèè.Ïîæàëóéñòà, ïðî÷èòàé
 âíèìàòåë¾íî. Îòâåò¾, îêàçûâàëñÿ ë
è òû â òàêèõ       ñèòóà¼èÿõ â òå÷
åíèå ïîñëå³íèõ  12 ìåñÿ¼åâ, è,åñëè

ò

Nie 
îã³à ðàç ðàç

Oft 

ñò

Ni
genehm unangenehm 

î 
î

genehm 
î

 unange-
nehm 

 zu 

î
 

îòíîñèòñÿ 

Nachfolgenden stehen Aussagen, die andere 
siedler über ihre Situation in Deutschland 
a
e

Aus

 ³à, òî êàê  òû ñåáÿ ïðè ýòîì ÷óâñ
âîâàë. 

íèê

Einmal Meh

î³èí 

rmals 

ìíîãî ÷à î 
íåò 

cht unan- Ein wenig Ziemlich unan- Sehr

íåìíîã
íåïðèÿòí

³îñòàòî÷í
íåïðèÿòíî  

î÷åí¾ 
íåïðèÿòíî

Trifft nicht

êî ìíå ýò
 íå      

SCHULE    

øêîëà 
1.)- 
  
íà

 Ich bin in der Schule ausgelacht worden. 
 â øêîëå ÿ áûë îáúåêòîì                 O 
ñìåøåê 

2.) 
chte, dafür ausgelacht zu werden. 

   ÿ íå ðåøàëñÿ ÷òî - òî          

ì

     O 
Ich habe mich nicht getraut etwas zu sagen, 
weil ich da

ñêàçàò¾, ÷òîáû íå áûò¾         âûñ
åÿííûì 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das?  
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 
m 

íåò

unangenehm 

íåïðèÿòíî

unangenehm 

íåïðèÿòíî  

nehm 

íåïðèÿòíî

 zu 

ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
geneh

Ein wenig Ziemlich Sehr unange- Trifft nicht

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî 
 íåìíîãî ³îñòàòî÷íî î÷åí¾ 

êî 

3.) Ich bin n der Schule 
       ungerecht 

åñåëåíå¼ 

  O 
als Aussiedler i

behandelt worden. 
   ñî ìíîþ â øêîëå îáðàùàëèñ¾     
íåñïðàâå³ëèâî, òàê êàê ÿ       ïåð

      

4.)  Ich konn  folgen, 
       weil der meine 
        Sprache ge
   ÿ íå ìîã âîñïðèíèìàò¾          
ìàòåðèàë óðîêà, ò.ê. ó÷èòåë¾   íå 
ïðè

 

        O 

te dem Unterricht nicht
Lehrer keine Rücksicht auf 

nommen hat. 

íèìàë âî âíèìàíèå ìî¸    íå³îñò
àòî÷íîå çíàíèå ÿçûêà

5.) h war überrascht darüber, was sich 
       a

ì 

    O 

 Ic
ndere vor Lehrern herausnehmen. 

   ÿ áûë ïîðàæåí, êàêèå           
âîë¾íîñòè ïîçâîëÿëè ñåáå       ³ðó
ãèå ïî îòíîøåíèþ ê          ó÷òåëÿ

    

6.)   
   ó÷èòåë¾ íå îáðàùàë íà ìåíÿ     
âíèìàíèÿ 

      O 
Der Lehrer hat mich nicht beachtet. 

  

7.)   Ich wurde von anderen gehänselt. 
   ìåíÿ ³ðàçíèëè 

       O  

8.)   Ich hatte Angst, in die Schule zu gehen.  
   ÿ áîÿëñÿ è³òè â øêîëó  

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî 

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

9.) Meine Mitschüler unterhielten sich nicht 
       mit mir. 
   ìîè î³íîêëàññíèêè íå           
îáùàëèñ¾ ñî ìíîé 

        O 

10.) Ich hatte im Unterricht Probleme, weil
       mein Deutsch zu schlecht war. 
   ó ìåíÿ áûëè ïðîáëåìû èç-çà     
ïëîõîãî çíàíèÿ íåìå¼êîãî       ÿçû
êà 

 

        O 

11.) Es gab Si nen ich nichts 
       verstand, w ch zu schlecht 
       war. 

 
 

        O 

tuationen, in de
eil mein Deuts

   áûëè ñëó÷àè, êîã³à ÿ íè÷åãî 
   íå ïîíÿë èç-çà ïëîõîãî      

 

 

   çíàíèÿ íåìå¼êîãî ÿçûêà

12.) Es gab Situationen, in denen ich auf 

        O 
       Deutsch nicht ausdrücken konnte, was ich 
       sagen wollte. 
   áûëè ñëó÷àè, êîã³à ÿ íå ìîã    
âûðàçèò¾ ïî-íåìå¼êè òî, ÷òî    ÿ õ
îòåë ñêàçàò¾ 

13 Ich fühlte mich von einem Lehrer 
       ungerecht behandelt. 
   ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë, ÷òî î³èí èç      
ó÷èòåëåé íåñïðàâå³ëèâ êî ìíå 

        O 
.) 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Zi n-Nie Mehrmals 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî 

Nicht 
unange-
nehm 
íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

emlich una
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

14.) Ich fühlte mich von meinen Mitschülern 
       ungerecht behandelt. 
   ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë, ÷òî ìîè          
³íîêëàññíèêè íåñïðàâå³ëèâû     êî 
ìíå 

        O 

15.) Es fiel mir schwer, dem Unterricht zu 
       folgen. 
   ìíå áûëî òðó³íî ñëå³èò¾ çà     

        O 
óðîêîì 

16.) Ich habe mich nicht getraut, meine
        Meinung zu sagen. 

 

        O 
   ÿ íå ðåøàëñÿ âûñêàçàò¾ ñâî¸    
ìíåíèå 

17.) Ich habe erlebt, dass sich einheimische 

   ÿ âè³åë, ÷òî ìåñòíûå ó÷åíèêè   
   â ø

        O 
       Schüler in der Schule viel erlauben 
        können. 

ìîãóò ìíîãîå ñåáå ïîçâîëèò¾ 
êîëå 

18.) Ich habe erlebt, dass einheimische Schüler
       ihre Lehre

 
r nicht respektieren. 

îñÿòñÿ ê      ó÷è
   ÿ âè³åë, ÷òî ìåñòíûå ó÷åíèêè   
íåóâàæèòåë¾íî îòí

 òåëÿì

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî 

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich 
unangenehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

19.) Ich wurde in der Schule beschimpft. 
   â øêîëå ìåíÿ îáçûâàëè 

        O 

20.) Meine Mitschüler beachteten mich nicht. 
   ìîè î³íîêëàññíèêè íå           
îáðàùàëè íà ìåíÿ âíèìàíèÿ 

        O 

21.) Ich fühlte mich von einem meiner Lehrer 

ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë, ÷òî î³èí èç      O 
       missverstanden. 
   
ó÷èòåëåé íåïðàâèë¾íî ìåíÿ      ïîí
èìàåò 

        

22.) Ich wollte nicht in die Schule, weil ich 
       gehänselt wurde. 

  
ðà

   ÿ íå õîòåë è³òè â øêîëó      
èç-çà òîãî, ÷òî ìåíÿ           ³
çíèëè 

        O 

23.) Ich bekam eine schlechte Note. 
   ÿ ïîëó÷èë ïëîõóþ î¼åíêó 

        O 

24.) Ich hatte in der Schule keine Freunde. 
   â øêîëå ó 

 
ìåíÿ íå áûëî                 O 

³ðóçåé
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 W
êà á

ie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
ê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïð  îèñõî³èëî?

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
ûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Ni
íè

Ei

³

M

í

Of

à

Nicht
ge

íå

Ei
u
í
í

Zie 
êîã³à 

î

nmal 

èí ðàç ì

ehrmals 

îãî ðàç ÷

t 

ñòî

 unan-
nehm 

 ò

n wenig 
nangenehm 
åìíîãî ³
åïðèÿòíî í

emlich unan-
genehm 

îñòàòî÷íî 
 åïðèÿòíî 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

FREUNDE 

²ÐÓÇ½¥ 
 

         

25.) Ich fühlte mich allein, weil meine Freunde 

   ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ î³èíîêèì, 

àíèè 

       nicht in Deutschland sind.  

   òàê êàê ìîè ³ðóç¾ÿ íå â     
   Ãåðì

        O 

26.) Es war schwer den Kontakt zu meinen 
       Freunden im Herkunftsland zu halten. 

àêò ñ ìîèìè ñòàðûìè     
   ìíå áûëî òðó³íî ïî³³åðæèâàò¾
   êîíò
   ³ðóç¾ÿìè 

        O 

27.) Ich bem rkt , dass mich m ine nde 
       im Herk

e e e Freu
unftsland nicht mehr so gut 

óç¾ÿ õóæå ìåíÿ ïîíèìàþò,  

       verstehen, weil ich mich verändert habe. 
   ÿ çàìåòèë, ÷òî ìîè ñòàðûå   
   ³ð
   òàê êàê ÿ èçìåíèëñÿ 

        O 

28.) Ich dachte, dass meine Freunde im 
       Herkunftsland und ich immer 

   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ÿ è ìîè ñòàðûå 
   ³ðóç¾ÿ ñòàíîâèìñÿ âñå áîëåå 
   ðàçíûìè 

       verschiedener werden.         O 
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 W
êà á

ie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
ê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïð  îèñõî³èëî?

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
ûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Ni
íè

Ei

³

M

í

Of

à

Ni

íå

Ei
u
í
í

Zieme 
êîã³à 

î

nmal 

èí ðàç ì

ehrmals 

îãî ðàç ÷

t 

ñòî

cht unan-
genehm 

ò 

n wenig 
nangenehm 
åìíîãî ³
åïðèÿòíî í

lich unan-
genehm 

îñòàòî÷íî 
 åïðèÿòíî 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

29.) Ich habe versucht mit einheimi
       Jugendlichen Kontakt zu finden. 

schen 

   ÿ ïûòàëñÿ íàëà³èò¾ êîíòàêòû 
   ñ ìåñòíûìè ïî³ðîñòêàìè 

        O 

30.) Ich hatte Schwierigkeiten mit der Sprache 
       einheimischer Jugendlicher. 
   ó ìåíÿ áûëè ïðîáëåìû ïîíÿò¾ 
   ÿçûê ìåñòíûõ ïî³ðîñòêîâ 

        O 

31.) Ich wollte wegen der anderen nicht in die 
       Schule gehen. 
   ÿ íå õîòåë è³òè â øêîëó     
   èç-çà ³ðóãèõ 

        O 

32.) Andere Aussiedler mussten mir gegen 

ãèì ïåðåñåëåí¼àì ïðèøëîñ¾
âñòíûõ  

       Einheimische helfen. 
   ³ðó
   ïîìîãàò¾ ìíå ïðîòèâ ì

        O 

33.) Ich dachte, einheimische Jugendliche sind 

          O 
        anders, als die aus meiner Heimat. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè
   íå ïîõîæè íà ìîèõ ñòàðûõ    
   ³ðóçåé 
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

34.) Mir wur ehr Zeit mit 
       einheimisch verbringen. 
  ìíå ãîâîðèëè, ÿ ³îëæåí      
   ïðîâî³èò¾ ñ ìåñòíûìè        

        O 
de gesagt, ich soll m

en Jugendlichen 
 

   ïî³ðîñòêàìè áîë¾øå âðåìåíè 

35.) Es fiel mir schwer einem Einheimischen 

   êîìó-íèáó³¾ èç ìåñòíûõ 

       zu vertrauen. 
   ÿ ñ òðó³îì ìîã ³îâåðÿò¾     

        O 

36.) Einheimische Jugendliche lachten über 
       Dinge, die ich nicht lustig fand. 
   ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè ñìåÿëèñ¾  
   íà³ âåùàìè, êîòîðûå ÿ       
   ñìåøíûìè íå íàõî³èë 

        O 

37.) Ich wurde von angeblichen Freunden 
        enttäuscht. 
   ÿ ðàçî÷àðîâàëñÿ â òåõ, êîãî 
   ñ÷èòàë ñâîèìè ³ðóç¾ÿìè 

        O 
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

38.) Ich dachte, dass einheimische Jugendliche 
       zu oberflächlich sind. 
   ÿ ³óìàë,÷òî ìåñòíûå    

 
     

   ïî³ðîñòêè ïîâåðõíîñòíû

        O 

39.) Ich dachte, dass Einheimische und
        Aussiedler nur schwer Fr

 
eunde werden, 

 ÷òî îíè ñëèøêîì  

        O 
       weil sie zu verschieden sind. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìåñòíûì è ïåðåñåëåí
   ¼àì òðó³íî áûò¾ ³ðóç¾ÿìè â  
   ñèëó òîãî,
   ðàçíûå 

40.) Ich habe bemerkt, dass mich einheimische 
       Jugendliche nicht für eine Deutsche / 
       einen Deutschen halten. 
   ÿ ³îãà³àëñÿ, ÷òî ìåñòíûå    
   ïî³ðîñòêè íå ñ÷èòàþò ìåíÿ çà
   íåì¼à/íåìêó 

        O 

41.) Ich habe mich mit Einheimischen      
       geprügelt. 
   ÿ ³ðàëñÿ ñ ìåñòíûìè         
   ïî³ðîñòêàìè  

        O 

42.) Ich wurde von Einheimischen verprügelt. 
   ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè ìåíÿ áèëè 

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

ls Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrma

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

43.) Mir wurden in der Schule Sachen 
        O        weggenommen. 

   â øêîëå ó ìåíÿ îòíèìàëè âåùè 

FAMILIE 
ÑÅÌ½¥ 

         

44.) Meine Eltern haben sich über unsere 
       Situation in Deutschland geärgert. 

ëà   
 

   ìîèõ ðî³èòåëåé ðàç³ðàæà
   íàøà ñèòóà¼èÿ â Ãåðìàíèè

        O 

45.) Meine Eltern mochten manche meiner 
       Freunde nicht. 
   ìîèì ðî³èòåëÿì íå íðàâèëèñ¾ 
   íåêîòîðûå ìîè ³ðóç¾ÿ 

        O 

46.) Meine Eltern haben mir verboten, mit 
        Freunden wegzugehen. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè çàïðåùàëè ìíå  
   ãóëÿò¾ ñ ³ðóç¾ÿìè 

        O 

47 ne Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich mit 
        einheimischen Jugendlichen zusammen 
        bin. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå õîòåëè,     
   ÷òîáû ÿ ³ðóæèë ñ ìåñòíûìè 

        O 
.) Mei
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

ls Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrma

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

48.) Meine Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich mit 

 õîòåëè,             O 
        anderen Aussiedlern zusammen bin. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå
   ÷òîáû ÿ ³ðóæèë ñ            
   ïåðåñåëåí¼àìè 

49.) Meine Eltern hatten Angst, dass meine 

        O 
       Freunde einen schlechten Einfluss auf 
       mich haben. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè áîÿëèñ¾,÷òî ìîè
   ³ðóç¾ÿ îêàçûâàþò íà ìåíÿ    
   ³óðíîå âëèÿíèå 

50.) Meine Eltern kontrollierten mich zu sehr. 
        O    ìîè ðî³èòåëè ñëèøêîì ñòðîãî 

   ìåíÿ êîíòðîëèðîâàëè 

51.) Ich durfte nicht tun, was ich wollte. 
   ìíå íå ðàçðåøàëîñ¾ ³åëàò¾   
   òî, ÷òî ÿ õîòåë 

        O 

52.) Ich fand, dass meine Eltern zu sc
       deutsch sprechen.  

hlecht 

   ÿ íàõî³èë, ÷òî ìîè ðî³èòåëè 
   ïëîõî ãîâîðÿò ïî-íåìå¼êè 

        O 

53.) Meine Eltern konnten sich nicht richti
        ausdrücken. 

g 

   ïðàâèë   ¾íî âûðàçèò¾ ñâîè  
   ìûñëè 

   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå ìîãëè       
        O 
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54.) Meine Eltern wurden aufgrund ihrer 
        Sprachkenntnisse nicht richtig verstanden. 
   ìîèõ ðî³èòåëåé íåïðàâèë¾íî  
   ïîíèìàëè èç-çà èõ ïëîõîãî   
  çíàíèÿ ÿçûêà 

   
 

     O 

55.) Ich fand unsere Wohnung ärmlich. 
   ÿ íàõî³èë íàøå æèë¾¸ áå³íûì 

   O      

56.) Ich schämte mich, Freunde mitzubringen, 
       weil unsere Wohnung nicht gut genug ist. 

   ³ðóçåé èç-çà òîãî, ÷òî íàøà 

        O    ÿ ñòåñíÿëñÿ ïðèâåñòè ³îìîé  

   êâàðòèðà íå³îñòàòî÷íî õîðîøà 

57.) Ich hatte s sich meine 
        Eltern nic kümmern. 

   ðî³èòåëè íå³îñòàòî÷íî       

        
 das Gefühl, das
ht genug um mich 

   ó ìåíÿ áûëî ÷óâñòâî, ÷òî ìîè

   çàáîòÿòñÿ îáî ìíå 

O 

58.) Meine Eltern schimpften über meine 

   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ðóãàëè ìåíÿ çà 

        schlechten Schulnoten. 

   ïîõèå î¼åíêè â øêîëå 

        O 

59.)  Meine Eltern erwarteten zu viel von mir. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ñëèøêîì ìíîãîãî
   îò ìåíÿ îæè³àëè 

        O 

60.) Meine Eltern drängten mich zum Lernen. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè çàñòàâëÿëè ìåíÿ
   ó÷èò¾ñÿ 

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

61.) Meine Eltern sprachen mich hier in 
        Deutschland mit einem anderen Namen 
        an als im Herkunftsland. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè çâàëè ìåíÿ     
   ç³åñ¾ ³ðóãèì è

 
ìåíåì,÷åì     

   ðàí¾øå

        O 

62.) Mein Vater trank zu viel Alkohol. 
   ìîé îòå¼ ñëèøêîì ìíîãî ïèë          O 
   ñïèðòíîãî 

63.) Meine Mutter trank zu viel Alkohol. 
   ìîÿ ìàò¾ ñëèøêîì ìíîãî ïèëà 
   ñïèðòíîãî 

        O 

64.) Ich glaubte, dass sich meine Eltern fü
        ihre Herkunft schämen. 

r 

           O    ÿ ³óìàë, ìîè ðî³èòåëè    
   ñòåñíÿþòñÿ ñâîåãî           
   ïðîèñõîæ³åíèÿ 

65.) Meine Eltern bereuten nach Deutschland 
        gegangen zu sein. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè æàëåëè, ÷òî    
   ïåðååõàëè â Ãåðìàíèþ 

        O 

66.) Meine Eltern waren traurig wegen unserer 
        Situation. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ðàññòðàèâàëèñ¾ 
   èç-çà íàøåé ñèòóà¼èè 

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
ê ÷à ýòî ñ áîé 

ïðîèñõî³èëî?

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
ûëî ë áå ýòî ïðèÿòíî

 
êà ñòî  òî

 
 á è òå  íå ? 

 Nie 
 

Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

îòíîñèòñÿ 

íèêîã³à
î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî

íåò íåìíîãî ³îñòàòî÷íî î÷åí¾ 
êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

67.) Meine Eltern stritten miteinander. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ðóãàëèñ¾ ³ðóã ñ
   ³ðóãîì 

        O 

68.) Meine Mutter war niedergeschlagen / 

        O         traurig. 
   ìîÿ ìàò¾ ïðåáûâàëà â        
   ³åïðåññèè 

69.) Mein Vater war niedergeschlagen / 

 â         
        O         traurig. 

   ìîé îòå¼ ïðåáûâàë
   ³åïðåññèè 

70.)  Meine Eltern wollten wieder zurück. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè õîòåëè         
   âåðíóò¾ñÿ íàçà³ 

        O 

71.) Es gab Situationen, in denen ich 
h 

   ³óìàë, ÷òî ðî³èòåëè ³îëæíû  
   áûëè ëó÷øå ïî³ãîòîâèò¾ ìåíÿ 
   ê Ãåðìàíèè 

        wünschte, meine Eltern hätten mic
        besser auf Deutschland vorbereitet. 
   áûëè ñèòóà¼èè, êîã³à ÿ      

        O 

72  hatte Streit mir meinem Vater. 
   ÿ ðóãàëñÿ ñî ñâîèì îò¼îì 

        O .) Ich
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

73.) Ich hatte Streit mit meiner Mutter. 
   ÿ ðóãàëñÿ ñî ñâîåé ìàòåð¾þ 

        O 

74.) Meine Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich mich 

èòåëè íå õîòåëè,     
     

        O 
       kleide, wie einheimische Jugendliche. 
   ìîè ðî³
   ÷òîáû ÿ î³åâàëñÿ, êàê  
   ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè 

75.) Ich wollte einen Ohrring, andere Kleidung 
        usw. tragen, aber meine Eltern waren 

æ³ó è ò. ³. , íî  
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè áûëè ïðîòèâ 

        O         dagegen. 
   ÿ õîòåë èìåò¾ ñåð¾ãó â óõå, 
   ³ðóãóþ î³å

76.)  Meine Eltern verstanden nicht, warum ich 
        so sein will wie die Einheimischen. 

 

   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå ïîíèìàëè,   
   ïî÷åìó ÿ õî÷ó áûò¾, êàê     
   ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè

        O 

77.) In unserer Familie war das Geld knapp. 
   íàøåé ñåì¾å íå õâàòàëî      
   ³åíåã 

        O 

78.) Ich konnte mir nicht die Kleidung leisten, 
       die ich wollte. 
   ÿ íå ìîã ïîçâîëèò¾ ñåáå òó  
   î³åæ³ó, êàêóþ õîòåë 

 
        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

79.) Ich glaubte, dass sich meine
        trennen wollen.  

 Eltern 

 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìîè ðî³èòåëè õîòÿò 
   ðàçâåñòèñ¾

        O 

80.) Ich vermisse meine Familienangehörigen, 
        die wir zurücklassen mussten. 

î  ðî³ñòâåííèêàì, 
   êîòîðûå îñòàëèñ¾ íà ðî³èíå 
   ÿ ñêó÷àë ï

        O 

81.) Meine Eltern schimpften, dass mein 
        Verhalten den Ruf der Familie schädigen 

çà 
åò

        könnte 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ðóãàëè ìåíÿ 
   òî, ÷òî ÿ ïî³ðûâàþ àâòîðèò
   ñåì¾è 

        O 

82.) Meine Eltern schimpften mit mir, weil ich 

çà 
        O 

        so unordentlich wie einheimische 
        Jugendliche sei. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ðóãàëè ìåíÿ 
   òî, ÷òî ÿ òàêîé æå          
   íåàêêóðàòíûé, êàê ìåñòíûå   
   ïî³ðîñòêè 
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

83.)  Meine Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich ich 
. 

  
        O 

m
       zu sehr an den Einheimischen orientiere
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå õîòåëè,     
   ÷òîáû ÿ ñëèøêîì ñèë¾íî    
   îðèåíòèðîâàëñÿ íà ìåñòíûõ   
   ïî³ðîñòêîâ 
84.) Ich fand, dass meine Eltern zu weni
        Verständnis für mich ha

g 
ben. 

è ìåíÿ íå ïîíèìàþò 

        O  
   ÿ íàõî³èë, ÷òî ìîè          
   ðî³èòåë

85.) Ich fand außerhalb meiner Familie kein
        Unterstützung. 

e 

        O 
   âíå ìîåé ñåì¾è ÿ íå         
   íàõî³èë ïî³³åðæêè 

86.) Ich hatte niemanden, der mir half. 
   ó ìåíÿ íå áûëî íèêîãî, êòî  
   áû ìíå ïîìîã 

        O 

87.) Meine Eltern waren überfordert. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå ñïðàâëÿëèñ¾ 
   ñ ñèòóà¼èåé 

        O 
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

88.) Mir erschienen meine Eltern zu 
         traditionsbewusst. 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè ïðå³ñòàâëÿëèñ¾ 
   ìíå ñëèøêîì ïðèâåðæåííûìè   
   òðà³è¼èÿì 

        O 

89.) Ich dachte, meine Eltern sind zu 

        O         konservativ. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìîè ðî³èòåëè       
   ñëèøêîì êîíñåðâàòèâíû 

90.) Ich konnte mit meinen Eltern nicht über 
        meine Probleme reden. 

 ðî³èòåëÿìè î ñâîèõ   
   ïðîáëåìàõ 

   ÿ íå ìîã ðàçãîâàðèâàò¾ ñî   
   ñâîèìè

        O 

91.) Meine Eltern wollten in Deutschland 
        meinen Namen änd n. er O 
   ìîè ðî³èòåëè õîòåëè ïîìåíÿò¾
   ìíå èìÿ â Ãåðìàíèè 

        

92.) Ich hatte das Gefühl, dass meine Eltern 
       unter der Tr ennung von ihren Verwandten 
        leiden. 
   ó ìåíÿ áûëî ÷óâñòâî, ÷òî ìîè
   ðî³èòåëè ñòðà³àþò îò        
   ðàçëóêè ñ ðî³ñòâåííèêàìè 

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

ls Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrma

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

93.) Ich konnte meinen Eltern meine Probleme 

        O         nicht anvertrauen. 
   ÿ íå ìîã ³îâåðèò¾ ñâîèì     
   ðî³èòåëÿì ñâîè ïðîáëåìû    

94.) Das Verhältnis zu meinen Eltern war
        schlecht. 

 

        O 
   ìåæ³ó íàìè áûëî ïëîõîå      
   âçàèìîïîíèìàíèå 

PARTNERSCHAFT       
²ÐÓÃ/ÏÎ²ÐÓÃÀ 

   

95.) Ich fand es schwierig in Deutschland 
        einen Freund / eine Freundin kennen zu 

     
        O         lernen 

   ìíå êàçàëîñ¾,â Ãåðìàíèè
   òðó³íî ïðèîáðåñòè ³ðóãà/    
   ïî³ðóãó. 

96.) Es war schwierig, als Aussiedler einen 
eimische 

   ìíå êàê ïåðåñåëåí¼ó áûëî    
   òðó³íî èìåò¾ ³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó  
   èç ìåñòíûõ 

        einheimischen Freund / eine einh
        Freundin zu haben.         O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

als Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrm

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

97.) Ich hatte Probleme mit meinem 

        O 
        einheimischen Freund / meiner 
        einheimischen Freundin. 
   ó ìåíÿ áûëè ïðîáëåìû ñ ìîèì 
   ìåñòíûì ³ðóãîì/ïî³ðóãîé 

98.) Ich habe versucht einen einheimischen 

 íàéòè ìåñòíîãî    
 

        O         Freund zu bekommen. 
   ÿ ïûòàëñÿ
   ³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó

99.) Ich wünschte mir einen Freund / eine 

ãà/ïî³ðóãó 
        O         Freundin. 

   ÿ æåëàë èìåò¾ ³ðó

100.)Ich hatte Streit mit meinem Freund /
       meiner Freundin. 

 

        O 
   ìû ðóãàëèñ¾ ñ ìîèì ³ðóãîì/  
   ïî³ðóãîé 

101.)Ich dachte mein Freund / meine Freundin 

        O         möchte sich von mir trennen. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìîé ³ðóã/ïî³ðóãà   
   õî÷åò ñî ìíîé ðàññòàò¾ñÿ  
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

102.)Ich dachte an meinen Freund / meine 
        Freundin, der / die nicht mit nach 

        O         Deutschland kam. 
   ÿ ³óìàë î ñâîåì ³ðóãå/      
   ïî³ðóãå, êîòîðûé îñòàëñÿ íà 
   ðî³èíå 

103.)Ich dachte, dass meine Beziehung
        zerbrochen ist, weil ic

 
h nach Deutschland 

        g         O egangen bin. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, íàøà ñâÿç¾         
   ðàñïàëàñ¾ èç-çà òîãî, ÷òî ÿ 
   óåõàë â Ãåðìàíèþ 

104.)Ich dachte, dass ich meinen Freund / 
        meine Freundin verlieren könnte, weil wir 
        uns nicht mehr sehen. 

 

   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ìîãó ïîòåðÿò¾  
   ³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó èç-çà òîãî,   
   ÷òî ìû íå âè³èìñÿ

        O 

105.)Ich glaubte, dass es für mich im 
       Herkunftsland leichter wäre einen Freund / 
        eine Freundin zu finden. 

   ïðîùå íàéòè ³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó  

   ÿ áûë óâåðåí,÷òî â ñòðàíå,  
   îòêó³à ÿ ïðèáûë, ìíå áûëî áû

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

106.)Die große Distanz zu meinem Freund / 
       meiner Freundin im Herkunftsland machte 
        es schwer zusammen zu bl eneib . 
   áîë¾øîå ðàññòîÿíèå ìåæ³ó    
   ìíîé è ìîèì/åé ³ðóãîì/      
   ïî³ðóãîé íà ðî³èíå ìåøàëî   
   íàì áûò¾ âìâñòå 

        O 

NEUES LAND 
Íîâàÿ ñòðàíà 

         

107.)Ich wurde als Asylant bezeichnet. 
   ìåíÿ íàçûâàëè áåæåí¼åì/     
   "àçþëàíòîì" 

        O 

108.)Auf einer Behörde fühlte ich mich als 
        Bürger 2. Klasse. 
   â ðàçëè÷íûõ ó÷ðåæ³åíèÿõ ÿ   
   ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ ãðàæ³àíèíîì 
   âòîðîãî ñîðòà  

        O 

109.)Ich wurde als Russe bezeichnet 
   ìåíÿ íàçûâàëè ðóññêèì 

        O 

110. Man glaubte mir nicht, dass ich 
       Deutsche / Deutscher bin.  
   ìíå íå âåðèëè, ÷òî ÿ íåìå¼/ 
   íåìêà 

        O 
)
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

ls Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrma

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

111.)Ich hatte Probleme mit der deutschen 

ê ò

        O        Bürokratie. 
   ó ìåíÿ áûëè ïðîáëåìû ñ      
   íåìå¼êîé áþðî ðà èåé 

112.)Ich merkte, dass es in Deutschland seh
       wichtig ist, sich durchsetzen zu können. 

r 

   ÿ çàìå÷àë, ÷òî â Ãåðìàíèè   
        O 

   î÷åí¾ âàæíî óìåò¾ ïðîáèò¾ñÿ 

113.)Ich hatte den Eindruck, dass in
       Deutschland je

 
der für sich allein kämpft. 

   ó ìåíÿ ñîç³àëîñ¾            
   âïå÷àòëåíèå, ÷òî â Ãåðìàíèè 
   êàæ³ûé çà ñåáÿ 

        O 

114.)Ich dachte, dass Freundschaften in 
       Deutschland weniger herzlich sind. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ³ðóæáà â       
   Ãåðìàíèè ìåíåå ñåð³å÷íà 

        O 

115.)Ich habe erlebt, dass einheimische Eltern 

íå òàê     

        O 
        weniger streng sind. 
   ìíå ³îâåëîñ¾ óáå³èò¾ñÿ, ÷òî 
   ìåñòíûå ðî³èòåëè 
   ñòðîãè 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

116.)Meine Eltern hatten Probleme bei der 
       Arbeitssuche. 
   ó ìîèõ ðî³èòåëåé áûëè       

 

        O 
   ïðîáëåìû íàéòè ðàáîòó

117.)Ich dachte, dass es in Deutschland nicht
       genug Arbeit gibt. 

 

   õâàò

        O 
   ÿ ³óìàë, â Ãåðìàíèè íå      

àåò ðàáîòû 

118.)Ich es in 
       Deut ung zu 

 

        O 

 hatte das Gefühl, dass 
schland schwer ist, eine Wohn

       finden. 
   ó ìåíÿ ñîç³àëîñ¾            
   âïåyàòëåíèå, ÷òî â Ãåðìàíèè 
   òðó³íî íàéòè êâàðòèðó

119.)Ich wurde wegen meiner Kleidung 
       ausgelacht. 
   íà³ ìîåé î³åæ³îé íàñìåõàëèñ¾ 

        O 

120.)Ich hatte den Eindruck, dass die 
 ihr Land 

àíîé

       Einheimischen gar nicht stolz auf
       sind. 
   ó ìåíÿ ñîç³àëîñ¾            
   âïåðàòëåíèå, ÷òî ìåñòíûå íå 
   ãîð³ÿòñÿ ñâîåé ñòð  

        O 
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

ïðîèñõî³èëî? 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî? 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à 

Einmal 

î³èí ðàç 

Mehrmals 

ìíîãî ðàç

Oft 

÷àñòî

Nicht unan-
genehm 

íåò 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 
íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       
îòíîñèòñÿ 

121.)Meine Familie hatte Schwierigkeiten, mit 
       Einheimischen Kontakte zu knüpfen. 
   ìîåé ñåì¾å áûëî òðó³íî      
   óñòàíîâèò¾ êîíòàêòû ñ       
   ìåñòíûìè æèòåëÿìè 

        O 

122.)Ich fand, dass die einheimischen 
       Jugendlichen schlecht erzogen sind. 
   ÿ íàõî³èë, ÷òî ìåñòíûå      
   ïî³ðîñòêè ïëîõî âîñïèòàíû 

        O 

123.)Mir fiel auf, dass die einheimischen 
        Jugendlichen keinen Respekt vor 
        Traditionen haben. 
   ìíå áðîñàëîñ¾ â ãëàçà, ÷òî  
   ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè íå óâàæàþò
   òðà³è¼èé 

        O 

124.)Ich wurde mit der „Russenmafia“ in 

   ìåíÿ ñâÿçûâàëè ñ "ðóññêîé   

       Verbindung gebracht. 

   ìàôèåé" 

        O 
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

IDENTITÄT 
ËÈ×ÍÎÑÒ½ 

        O 

125.)Ich fühlte mich in meiner neuen 
       Umgebung allein. 
   ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ î³èíîêèì â  
   íîâîì îêðóæåíèè 

        O 

126.)Es gab Situationen, in denen ich nicht 
        wusste, in welches Land ich wirklich 
       gehöre. 
   áûëè ñèòóà¼èè, êîã³à ÿ íå   
   çíàë, êàêîé ñòðàíå ÿ        
   ïî-íàñòîÿùåìó ïðèíà³ëåæó 

        O 

127.)Ich erkannte, dass das, was im 
       Herkunftsland richtig war, in Deutschland 

ûâàåòñÿ îøèáî÷íûì 

        O 
       plötzlich falsch ist. 
   ÿ îñîçíàë, ÷òî òî, ÷òî áûëî 
   ïðàâèë¾íûì òàì, îòêó³à ÿ    
   ïðèåõàë, ç³åñ¾ â³ðóã        
   îêàç
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ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 

Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 

 Nie 
íèêîã³à

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
íåò íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî íåïðèÿòíî îòíîñèòñÿ

 
Einmal 

 

Mehrmals Oft Nicht unan-
genehm 

 

Ein wenig 
unangenehm 
íåìíîãî 

Ziemlich unan-
genehm 

³îñòàòî÷íî 
 

Sehr unange-
nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

 

Trifft nicht zu 

êî ìíå ýòî
 íå       

 

128.)Ich erkannte, dass in Deutschland andere
        Sitten herrschen, als dort, wo ich 

 
vorher 

åðìàíèè   

       lebte. 
   ÿ çàìå÷àë, ÷òî â Ã
   ³ðóãèå òðà³è¼èè, ÷åì òàì,   
   ã³å ÿ æèë ðàí¾øå 

        O 

129.)Ich fühlte mich in Deutschland fremd, 
 

î å

        O 
       weil ich die Sprache nicht richtig
       beherrsche. 
   ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ â Ãåðìàíèè
   ÷óæèì, òàê êàê ïë õî âëà³ ë 
   ÿçûêîì 

130.)Ich konnte etwas nicht mehr in meine
       Muttersprache ausdrücken. 

r 

        O    èíîã³à ìíå áûëî òðó³íî      
   ÷òî-òî âûðàçèò¾ íà ñâî¸ì    
   ðî³íîì ÿçûêå 

131.)Ich fühlte mich in Deutschland genauso
       ausgesch

 
lossen, wie in meinen 

       erkunftsland. 
   ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ â Ãåðìàíèè
   òàêèì æå èçîëèðîâàííûì,êàê  
   òàì, îòêó³à ÿ ïðèåõàë 

        O H
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132. ch war mit Einheimischen zusammen 
       und wusste nicht, wie ich mich 
      verhalten sollte. 
   ÿ áûë âìåñòå ñ ìåñòíûìè è   
  íå çíàë, êàê ñåáÿ âåñòè 

   
)I

 
       O 

1
    

33.)Ich war mit Einheimischen zusammen 
   und wusste nicht, was von mir erwartet 

      wurde. 
   ÿ áûë âìåñòå ñ ìåñòíûìè è   
  íå çíàë, ÷åãî îíè îò ìåíÿ    
 æ³óò  

        O 

134.)Ich da Deutschland 
        ursprüng lt hatte. 

        O 
chte, dass ich mir 

lich anders vorgestel
   ÿ ðåøèë, ÷òî èçíà÷àë¾íî     
  ïðå³ñòàâëÿë ñåáå  Ãåðìàíèþ   
 ïî-³ðóãîìó 
135.)Ich dachte, dass die Einheimische
        einfach zu wenig über uns wissen. 
 

n 

        O 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ìåñòíûå ïðîñòî 
  ñëèøêîì ìàëî î íàñ çíàþò 

136.)Ich dachte, dass die Einheimischen 
 

   ÿ ³óìàë, ìåñòíûå ñëèøêîì    
        O 

        einfach zu wenig über mein
        Herkunftsland wissen. 

  ìàëî çíàþò î ñòðàíå, îòêó³à  
 ÿ ïðèåõàë 

137.)Ich dachte, dass die Einheimischen 
t 

åþò   
  ïðå³ñòàâëåíèÿ â              
 ãåîãðàôè÷åñêîì îòíîøåíèè î    
ñòðàíå, îòêó³à ÿ ïðèåõàë 

        O 
        mein Herkunftsland geographisch nich
        einordnen können. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ìåñòíûå íå èì
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 Wie oft hast Du das bereits erlebt? Wie unangenehm war Dir das? 
 

 
êàê ÷àñòî ýòî ñ òîáîé  

 ïðîèñõî³èëî?
áûëî ëè òåáå ýòî íåïðèÿòíî?

 Nie 
  

ls Oft Nicht unan- Ein wenig 
u  

íåïðèÿòíî

Ziemlich unan-

íåïðèÿòíî  

Sehr unange-

íåïðèÿòíî 

Trifft nicht zu 

 íå       

íèêîã³à

Einmal Mehrma

î³èí ðàç ìíîãî ðàç ÷àñòî
genehm 

íåò 

nangenehm
íåìíîãî 

genehm 
³îñòàòî÷íî 

nehm 
î÷åí¾ 

êî ìíå ýòî

îòíîñèòñÿ 

138.)Ich wurde gefragt, warum ich 

        O         hergekommen bin. 
   ìåíÿ ñïðàøèâàëè, çà÷åì ÿ    
  ñþ³à ïðèåõàë 

139.)Ich dachte, dass hier eigentlich
        niemand an Aussiedlern interessiert sei. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî â ïðèí¼èïå     

 

        O 
  ç³åñ¾ â ïåðåñåëåí¼àõ íèêòî   
 íå çàèíòåðåñîâàí 

140.)Ich dachte, dass ich im Sprachkurs 
t 

   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ÿçûêîâîé êóðñ  

        O 
        nichts Nützliches beigebrach
        bekomme. 

  ìíå íè÷åãî íå ³àñò 

141.)Ich musste beweisen, dass ich deutsch 
        bin. 
   ìíå íóæíî áûëî ³îêàçûâàò¾,  
  ÷òî ÿ íåìå¼ 

        O 

142.)Ich dachte, dass ich lieber an einem 
        anderen Ort wo n würhne de. 
   ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ëó÷øå áûëî     
  áû æèò¾ â ³ðóãîì ìåñòå 

        O 
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Wenn Du denkst, dass in diesem Fragebogen etwas wichtiges fehlt, kannst Du es hier gern ergänzen: 
, ÷òî â àíêåòå ïðîïóùåíî ÷òî-òî âàæíîå, ìîæåø¾ ³îáàâèò¾ îò ñåáÿ: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wi
û áëàãî³àðíû òåáå çà ïðî³åëàííóþ ðàáîòó. Òû íàì î÷åí¾ ïîìîã. 

 
☺ 

Åñëè òû ñ÷èòàåø¾

r bedanken uns für Deine Mitarbeit. Du hast uns damit sehr geholfen. 
Ì
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Schülerfragebogen – erste Befragung 
  

 
 

1. Wann w es geboren?         Monat:     Jahr:   
  Êîã³à òû ðî³èëñÿ?   ìåñ  ãî³ 
2. Welchem Geschlecht gehörst Du an?  O weiblich   (ìóæñêîé) 
  íàçîâè ñâîé ïîë:     O männlich   (æåíñêèé)  

3. Seit wann w Monat:    Jahr:   
  ñ êàêîãî âðåìåíè òû æèâåø¾ â Ãåðìàíèè?:  ìåñÿ¼:      ãî³: 

4 ur oren? 
  ã³å òû ðî³èëñÿ:  
 

 (Ðîññèÿ) 
krain èíà) 

h Êàçàõñòàí)
schikistan  (Òà³æèêèñòàí) 

O Kirgisien  (Êèðãèçèÿ) 
 Usbekistan  (Óçáåêèñòàí) 

Baltisch publik  (Ï òèéñêèå ëèêè) 
Moldaw (Ìîë³àâèÿ) 
Andere Länder der ehemaligen UdSSR 
(²ðóãèå ðåñïóáëèêè áûâøåãî Ñîâåòñêîãî Ñîþçà) 

O Polen  (Ïîë¾øà) 
Rumän ìûíèÿ)
Anders ar:__ _________ ______

       ²ðóãîå ìåñòî, 
 

5 n  hat die Stadt, in t hast, b  Du nach   
    Deutschland kamst? 

ð ïîêà íå 
åõàë â Ãåðìàíèþ? 

 
mehr al 000  (áî 400.000) 

O 200.000 bis 400.000  (îò 200.000 ³î 400.000) 
 

100.000 bis 200.000  (îò 100.000 ³î 200.000)    
50.000 0  (î 000 ³î 100.000) 
10.000 .000  (îò 000 ³î 50.000) 
5.000 bis 10.000  (îò 5.000 ³î 10.000) 

O wen 0  000) 
 

6. In welcher Stadt wohnst Du jetz hland? (Postleitz
    oder des Dorfes) 

Â êàêîì ãîðî³å Ãåðìàíèè òû ïðîæèâàåø¾ ñåé÷àñ? (ïî÷òîâûé   èí³åêñ è íàçâàí
èå òâîåãî ãîðî³à èëè ³åðåâíè)   

 
   

     Àíêåòà ³ëÿ ó÷àùèõñÿ - ïåðâûé îïðîñ

urd t Du 

 

   ÿ¼  

ohnst Du in Deutschland?             

dest D. Wo w u geb

O Russland 
O 
O 
O Tad

U
Kasac

e  (Óêðà
stan (  

O
O 
O 
O 

e Re
ien  

ðèáàë ðåñïóá

O ien  (Ðó
wo, und zw

 
___ ______ _ 

. W

Ñêîë¾êî íàñåëåíèÿ íàñ÷èòûâàë ãîðî³, â êîòîðîì òû æèë, ³î òåõ ïî
  

ie 

 ï

viel

åðå

e Ei wohner der Du gewohn evor

O s 400. ë¾øå 

O 

 
O 

 

O 
O

 bis 100.00
 bis 50

ò 50.
 10.

iger als 5.00 (ìåíåå 5.

t in Deutsc

  

ahl und Name der Stadt    

   __________________________
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7. Welcher Religion gehörst Du an? 
  Êàêîé ðåëèãèè òû ïðèíà³ëåæèø¾? 
Christlich (õðèñòèàíñêàÿ) Andere (³ðóãàÿ) Keine (àòåèñò) 

 

O Protestantisch (ïðîòåñòàíòñêàÿ) 
O Katholisch (êàòîëè÷åñêàÿ) 
O Orthodox (ïðàâîñëàâíàÿ) 
O Mennonit/Baptist     
    (ìåííîíèò/áàïòèñò) 
 

O 
und zwar:____________ 
êàêàÿ: 

O 

 

8. Welchen Schulabschluss hast Du in Deutschland bereits abgeschlossen und welchen  
    möchtest Du gern erreichen? (Kreuze alles an, was zutrifft) 

Êàêîå øêîë¾íîå îáðàçîâàíèå òû óæå ïîëó÷èë â Ãåðìàíèè è êàêîå õîòåë áû åù¸
   ïîëó÷èò¾? (îòìåò¾ âñ¸ ïî³õî³ÿùåå) 

 

 8. Klasse 
(8 êëàññîâ) 

10. Klasse 
Hauptschule 
(10 êëàññîâ 

 Hauptschule) 

10. Klasse 
Realschule 

  (10 êëàññîâ  
 Realschule) 

Abitur Keinen 
   (íè÷åãî) 

Ich habe bereits abge-
schlossen 

(ÿ óæå çàêîí÷èë) 
     

Ich möchte erreichen 
(ÿ õîòåë áû       
çàêîí÷èò¾) 

     

 
9. Welche Ausbildung möchtest Du gern erreichen? (Kreuze alles an, was zutrifft) 
êàêîå îáðàçîâàíèå òû õîòåë áû ïîëó÷èò¾? (îòìåò¾ âñå, ÷òî ïî³õî³èò) 
 

 Lehre Berufsfach-
schule 

Fachhoch-
schule 

Universität 
(óíèâåðñèòåò) 

Keine 
   (íè÷åãî) 

Ich möchte erreichen 
(ÿ õîòåë áы 
îêîí÷èò¾) 

     

 
10. Menschen machen unterschiedliche Erfahrungen, wenn sie in ein anderes Land  
      übersiedeln. Hast Du die folgenden Erfahrungen gemacht, und wenn ja, wie oft 
      hast Du das erlebt? Solltest Du noch keine vollen 12 Monate in Deutschland sein,  
      antworte bitte für die Zeit seit Deiner Ankunft. 
   Ëþ³è âñòðå÷àþòñÿ ñ ðàçíûìè ñèòóà¼èÿìè, êîã³à îíè ïåðååçæàþò æèò¾ â ³ðóãóþ
   ñòðàíó. Ñ êàêèìè ñèòóà¼èÿìè òû ñòàëêèâàëñÿ, êàê ÷àñòî? Åñëè òû æèâåø¾ â  
   Ãåðìàíèè ìåí¾øå ãî³a, ðàññêàæè î òîì, ÷òî ïðîèçîøëî ñî âðåìåíè òâîåãî ïðè
   åç³à. 

Während der letzten 12 Monate 
â òå÷åíèå ïîñëå³íèõ 12 ìåñÿ¼åâ 

Nie 

íè ðàçó

1 bis 2 
mal 

  1-2  
ðàçà 

3 bis 5 
mal 

3-5 ðàç 

6 bis 10 
mal 
   6-10  
ðàç 

Mehr als 
10 mal 
áîëåå 
10  
ðàç 

Es war schwer für meine Familie, mit Einheimischen in 
Kontakt zu kommen 
ìîåé ñåì¾å áûëî òðó³íî âñòóïèò¾ â êîíòàêò ñ      
ìåñòíûìè æèòåëÿìè 

     
Ich war mit Einheimischen zusammen und wusste nicht, 
wie ich mich verhalten soll 
ÿ áûë â î³íîì îáùåñòâå ñ ìåñòíûìè è íå çíàë, êàê 
ñåáÿ âåñòè 
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Während der letzten 12 Monate … 
â òå÷åíèå ïîñëå³íèõ 12 ìåñÿ¼åâ 

Nie 

íè ðàçó

1 bis 2 
mal 

  1-2  
ðàçà 

3 bis 5 
mal 

3-5 ðàç 

6 bis 10 
mal 
   6-10  
ðàç 

Mehr als 
10 mal 
áîëåå 
10  
ðàç 

Mein Lehrer bemühte sich ganz besonders um mich, weil 
ich Aussiedler bin 
ìîé ó÷èòåë¾ ó³åëÿë ìíå ìíîãî âíèìàíèÿ, ò.ê.  
ÿ    ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 

     
Ich verstand nichts, weil mein Deutsch zu schlecht war 
ÿ íè÷åãî íå ïîíèìàë, ò.ê.ìîé íåìå¼êèé ÿçûê ïëîõîé      
Meine Klassenkameraden / Arbeitskollegen redeten nicht 
mit mir, weil ich Aussiedler bin 
ìîè ñîó÷åíèêè/êîëëåãè ïî ðàáîòå íå ðàçãîâàðèâàëè 
ñî ìíîé, ò.ê. ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼  

     
Ich erlebte, dass meine Eltern und ich uns näher waren, 
seit wir nach Deutschland kamen 
ÿ è ìîè ðî³èòåëè ñòàëè áëèæå ³ðóã ³ðóãó ñ ìîìåíòà
ïåðååç³à â Ãåðìàíèþ 

     
Ich wurde in der Schule/ auf Arbeit ausgelacht, weil ich 
Aussiedler bin 
â øêîëå/ íà ðàáîòå íà³î ìíîé íàñìåõàëèñ¾, ò.ê .  
ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 

     
Ich war einsam, weil meine Freunde nicht in Deutschland 
sind 
ÿ î³èíîê, ò. ê. ìîè ³ðóç¾ÿ íå â Ãåðìàíèè 

     
Meine Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich mich wie einheimi-
sche Jugendliche kleide 
ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå õîòåëè,÷òîáû ÿ î³åâàëñÿ, êàê     
ìåñòíûå ïî³ðîñòêè 

     
Einheimische lachten über Dinge, die ich gar nicht lustig 
fand 
ìåñòíûå ñìåÿëèñ¾ íà³ âåùàìè, êîòîðûå ÿ íå íàõî³èë
ñìåøíûìè 

     

Ich wurde von einem Einheimischen nach Hause eingela-
den 
ìåñòíûå ïðèãëàøàëè ìåíÿ ê ñåáå ³îìîé 

     
Ich merkte, dass es einfacher ist, einen Freund/ eine 
Freundin in dem Land zu finden, aus dem ich komme 
ÿ ïîíÿë, ÷òî ïðîùå íàéòè ³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó â ñòðàíå, 
èç êîòîðîé ïðèåõàë 

     
Ich schämte mich für mein Deutsch, so dass ich mich nicht 
mit einem/einer einheimischen Jungen/Mädchen verabre-
det habe 
ÿ ñòåñíÿëñÿ ñâîåãî íåìå¼êîãî, ïîýòîìó íå  
³îãîâàðèâàëñÿ î âñòðå÷åñ ìåñòíîé ìîëî³åæ¾þ 

     

Es war schwierig für mich in der Schule/ auf Arbeit etwas 
zu verstehen 
ìíå áûëî òðó³íî ÷òî-ëèáî ïîíÿò¾ â øêîëå/íà ðàáîòå 

     
Ein Einheimischer fragte mich etwas über mein Heimat-
land 
ìåñòíûå ðàññïðàøèâàëè ìåíÿ î ñòðàíå, èç êîòîðîé  
ÿ ïðèåõàë 

     

Ich merkte, dass ich in Deutschland nicht zu Hause bin 
ìíå êàçàëîñ¾, ÷òî â Ãåðìàíèè ÿ íå ³îìà 

     
Ich konnte auf Deutsch nicht erklären, was ich sagen woll-
te 
ÿ íå ìîã âûñêàçàò¾ ñâîè ìûñëè ïî-íåìå¼êè 

     
Auf Behörden fühlte ich mich wie ein Bürger zweiter 
Klasse 
â ó÷ðåæ³åíèÿõ ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ ãðàæ³àíèíîì 2    
ñîðòà 
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Während der letzten 12 Monate … 

â òå÷åíèå ïîñëå³íèõ 12 ìåñÿ¼åâ 
Nie 

íè ðàçó

1 bis 2 
mal 

  1-2  
ðàçà 

3 bis 5 
mal 

3-5 ðàç 

6 bis 10 
mal 
   6-10  
ðàç 

Mehr als 
10 mal 
áîëåå 
10  
ðàç 

Ein einheimisches Mädchen/ Junge verabredete sich nicht 
mit mir, weil ich Aussiedler bin 
ìåñòíûé þíîøà/³åâóøêà íå õîòåëè ñî ìíîé          
âñòðå÷àò¾ñÿ, ò. ê. ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 

     
Meine Klassenkameraden/ Arbeitskollegen ignorierten 
mich, weil ich Aussiedler bin 
ìîè ñîó÷åíèêè/êîëëåãè ïî ðàáîòå èãíîðèðîâàëè  
ìåíÿ, ò. ê. ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 

     
Ich konnte amtliche Dokumente für meine Familie über-
setzen 
ÿ ìîã ïåðåâåñòè îôè¼èàë¾íûå ³îêóìåíòû ³ëÿ ñâîåé  
ñåì¾è 

     
Meine Eltern verstehen nicht, warum ich so sein möchte 
wie die Einheimischen hier 
ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå ïîíèìàþò, ïî÷åìó ÿ õî÷ó áûò¾     
ïîõîæèì íà ìåñòíûõ 

     
Meine (einheimischen) Nachbarn beachten mich, wenn sie 
mich sehen 
ìîè (ìåñòíûå) ñîñå³è  îáðàùàþò íà ìåíÿ âíèìàíèå, 
êîã³à îíè ìåíÿ âè³ÿò 

     
Ich wurde von anderen gehänselt, weil ich Aussiedler bin 
ìåíÿ ³ðàçíèëè, ò. ê. ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼      
Ein einheimisches Mädchen/ ein einheimischer Junge 
wollte sich mit mir verabreden 
ìåñòíûé þíîøà/³åâóøêà  õîòåëè ñî ìíîé âñòðå÷àò¾ñÿ 

     
Ich hatte Probleme in der Schule/ auf Arbeit, weil mein 
Deutsch nicht gut genug war 
ó ìåíÿ áûëè ïðîáëåìû â øêîëå/íà ðàáîòå èç-çà     
ïëîõîãî íåìå¼êîã 

     

Ich merkte, dass ich nicht zu Deutschland gehöre 
ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë, ÷òî íå ïðèíà³ëåæó ê íåìå¼êîìó  
îáùåñòâó 

     

Einheimische Deutsche waren gemein zu mir 
ìåñòíûå íåì¼û áûëè íåñïðàâå³ëèâû êî ìíå 

     
Ich hatte den Eindruck, dass ich als Aussiedler attraktiver 
auf das andere Mädchen/Jungen wirke 
ó ìåíÿ ñëîæèëîñ¾ âïå÷àòëåíèå, ÷òî ÿ êàê          
ïåðåñåëåíå¼ ïðîèçâîæó ëó÷øåå âïå÷àòëåíèå íà  
ìåñòíûõ þíîøåé/³åâóøåê 

     

Es war schwer als Aussiedler eine einheimische Freundin/ 
einen einheimischen Freund zu haben 
êàê ïåðåñåëåí¼ó ìíå áûëî òðó³íî èìåò¾ ìåñòíîãî  
³ðóãà/ïî³ðóãó 

     
Ich konnte meinem Lehrer/ meinem Chef nicht folgen, 
weil keine Rücksicht auf meine Sprachkenntnisse genom-
men wurde 
ÿ íå ìîã óñïåò¾ çà ìîèì ó÷èòåëåì/øåôîì, òàê êàê  
îíè íå ³åëàëè ñêè³êó íà ìîå çíàíèå ÿçûêà 

     

Ich wurde als Russe bezeichnet 
ìåíÿ íàçûâàëè ðóññêèì 

     
Andere Leute interessierten sich für mich, weil ich Aus-
siedler bin 
³ðóãèå ëþ³è èíòåðåñîâàëèñ¾ ìíîþ, ò. ê.  
ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 
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Während der letzten 12 Monate … 

â òå÷åíèå ïîñëå³íèõ 12 ìåñÿ¼åâ 
Nie 

íè ðàçó

1 bis 2 
mal 

  1-2  
ðàçà 

3 bis 5 
mal 
3-5 ð
àç 

6 bis 10 
mal 
   6-10  
ðàç 

Mehr als 
10 mal 
áîëåå 
10  
ðàç 

Ich dachte, dass Einheimische und Aussiedler nur schwer 
Freunde werden, weil sie einfach zu verschieden sind 
ÿ ³óìàë, ÷òî ìåñòíûì è ïåðåñåëåí¼àì òðó³íî ñòàò¾ 
³ðóç¾ÿìè, ò. ê. îíè ñëèøêîì ðàçíûå 

     
Meine Eltern wollten nicht, dass ich mich zu sehr an ein-
heimischen Jugendlichen orientiere 
ìîè ðî³èòåëè íå õîòåëè, ÷òîáû ÿ ñëèøêîì  
îðèåíòèðîâàëñÿ íà ìåñòíûõ ïî³ðîñòêîâ 

     
Ich fühlte mich fremd in Deutschland, weil ich die Sprache 
nicht gut genug beherrsche 
ÿ ÷óâñòâîâàë ñåáÿ ÷óæèì â Ãåðìàíèè èç-çà  
íå³îñòàòî÷íîãî âëà³åíèÿ ÿçûêîì 

     
Wenn mir Fremde auf der Straße begegnen, betrachten sie 
mich als Einheimischen und nicht als Aussiedler 
åñëè ÷óæèå âñòðå÷àþò ìåíÿ íà óëè¼å, îíè âè³ÿò âî 
ìíå ìåñòíîãî, à íå ïåðåñåëåí¼à 

     
Ich wurde in der Schule / auf Arbeit beschimpft, weil ich 
Aussiedler bin 
íà ìåíÿ ðóãàëèñ¾ â øêîëå/íàðàáîòå, ò. ê.  
ÿ ïåðåñåëåíå¼ 

     
Einige Fächer/Aufgaben fielen mir leicht, weil ich sie 
bereits in meinem Heimatland gelernt hatte 
íåêîòîðûå ïðå³ìåòû/çà³àíèÿ ³àâàëèñ¾ ìíå ëåã÷å,  
ò. ê. ÿ èçó÷àë èõ â ñòðàíå, èç êîòîðîé ïðèåõàë 

     
Ich war mit Einheimischen zusammen und wusste nicht, 
was von mir erwartet wurde 
ÿ áûë â î³íîé êîìïàíèè ñ ìåñòíûìè è íå çíàë, ÷òî 
îíè îò ìåíÿ îæè³àþò 

     

 
11. Bitte kreuze im folgenden an, wie viele Schwierigkeiten Du in den letzten 12  
      Monaten in Deutschland bei den folgenden Themen hattest. Dabei bedeutet , dass 
     Du keine Schwierigkeiten hattest und , dass Du sehr viele Schwierigkeiten hattest. 
     Die Zahlen  bis  können Dir helfen, Dein Urteil abzustufen. Solltest Du noch 
     keine vollen 12 Monate in Deutschland sein, antworte bitte für die Zeit seit Deiner 
     Ankunft. 
Ïîæàëóéñòà, îòìåò¾, êàêèå òðó³íîñòè âîçíèêàëè ó òåáÿ çà ïîñëå³íèå 12 ìåñÿ¼åâ â  
Ãåðìàíèè â óêàçàííûõ îáëàñòÿõ. Ïðè ýòîì 1 îçíà÷àåò, ÷òî ó òåáÿ íå áûëî        
òðó³íîñòåé, 6 îçíà÷àåò, ÷òî ó òåáÿ áûëè áîë¾øèå ïðîáëåìû.£èôðû îò 2 ³î 5      
ïîìîãóò òåáå âûáðàò¾ ñòåïåí¾ òðó³íîñòè. Åñëè òû æèâåø¾ â Ãåðìàíèè ìåí¾øå 12   
ìåñÿ¼åâ, îòâå÷àé ñ ìîìåíòà ïðèåç³à 
 

     Keine                                   Sehr viele 
Schwierigkeiten                Schwierigkeiten 
íå                                                  áîë¾øèå 

ïðîáëåìû                                        ïðîáëåìû 
Freunde finden 
íàéòè ³ðóçåé                           
Essen zu bekommen, das Du magst 
åñò¾ òî, ÷òî ëþáèø¾                           
Regeln und Vorschriften befolgen 
ñëå³îâàò¾ ïðàâèëàì è ïðå³ïèñàíèÿì                           

Mit Behörden zurechtkommen 
ðàçîáðàò¾ñÿ ñ ó÷ðåæ³åíèÿìè                           
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Eine deutsche Sichtweise auf Kultur verstehen 
ïîíÿò¾ íåìå¼êèé âçãëÿ³ íà êóë¾òóðó                           
Öffentliche Verkehrsmittel nutzen 
ïîë¾çîâàò¾ñÿ îáùåñòâåííûì òðàíñïîðòîì                           
Mit der Bürokratie zurechtkommen 
ñïðàâèò¾ñÿ ñ áþðîêðàòèåé                           
Das Deutsche Wertsystem verstehen (was 
Deutschen wichtig oder unwichtig ist) 
ïîíÿò¾ íåìå¼êóþ ñèñòåìó ¼åííîñòåé (÷òî 
âàæíî è ÷òî íåâàæíî) 

                          

Dich auszudrücken, so dass andere Dich  
verstehen 
âûðàæàò¾ñÿ òàê, ÷òîáû ³ðóãèå òåáÿ ïîíèì
àëè 

                          

Dinge von einem „deutschen Standpunkt“ aus 
betrachten 
ðàññìàòðèâàò¾ âåùè ñ "íåìå¼êîé òî÷êè çð
åíèÿ" 

                          

Einkaufen gehen 
ñîâåðøàò¾ ïîêóïêè                           
Mit jemandem zurechtkommen, der unhöflich/ 
unfreundlich zu Dir ist 
ñïðàâèò¾ñÿ ñ ñèòóà¼èåé, â êîòîðîé êòî-ò
î íå-âåæëèâ/íå³ðóæåñòâåííåí ïî îòíîøåíè
þ ê òåáå 

                          

Witze und Humor verstehen 
ïîíèìàò¾ àíåê³îòû/þìîð                           
Wohnung/ Unterkunft 
êâàðòèðà/æèë¾¸                           
An Zusammenkünften teilnehmen 
âñòðå÷àò¾ñÿ â êîìïàíèÿõ                           
Mit Leuten zurechtkommen, die Dich anstarren 
ñïîêîéíî îòíåñòèñ¾ ê ëþ³ÿì,êîòîðûå ðàçã
ëÿ³ûâàþòòåáÿ â óïîð 

                          

Kommunikation mit Menschen aus anderen 
Ländern, die auch in Deutschland leben 
îáùåíèå ñ ëþ³¾ìè èç ³ðóãèõ ñòðàí, êîòîð
ûå òîæå æèâóò â Ãåðìàíèè 

                          

Kulturelle Unterschiede zwischen Menschen 
aus verschiedenen Ländern verstehen 
ïîíèìàò¾ êóë¾òóðíûå ðàçëè÷èÿ ìåæ³ó ëþ³¾
ìè èç ðàçíûõ ñòðàí 

                          

Mit schlechter Bedienung (im Geschäft oder 
Restaurant) klar kommen 
ðàçîáðàò¾ñÿ ñ ïëîõèì îáñëóæèâàíèåì (â ì
àãàçèíå èëè ðåñòîðàíå) 

                          

Deine Religion ausüben 
àêòèâíî ñëå³îâàò¾ ñâîåé ðåëèãèè                           
Beziehungen zum anderen Geschlecht  
îòíîøåíèÿ ñ ïðîòèâîïîëîæíûì ïîëîì                           
Dich zurechtfinden 
ñîðèåíòèðîâàò¾ñÿ                           
Das politische System in Deutschland 
verstehen 
ïîíÿò¾ ïîëèòè÷åñêóþ ñèñòåìó Ãåðìàíèè 
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Mit anderen über Dich selbst sprechen 
ãîâîðèò¾ ñ ³ðóãèìè î ñåáå                           
Mit dem Klima zurechtkommen 
ïðèâûêíóò¾ ê êëèìàòó                           
Die deutsche Weltanschauung verstehen 
ïîíÿò¾ íåìå¼êèé âçãëÿ³ íà ìèð                            

Familienbeziehungen 
ñåìåéíûå îòíîøåíèÿ                           
Lebenstempo 
òåìï æèçíè                           
 
 
 
Um bei der nächsten Befragung diesen Bogen mit dem kommenden in Verbindung bringen 
zu können, brauchen wir noch ein Kürzel: 
Ñ òåì, ÷òîáû âî âðåìÿ ñëå³óþùåãî àíêåòèðîâàíèÿ ñîå³èíèò¾ ýòîò îïðîñíûé ëèñò 
ñîñëå³óþùèì,íàì íåîáõî³èìû èíè¼èàëû: 
 
Was sind die ersten zwei Buchstaben des Vornamens Deiner Mutter?     
ïåðâûå ³âå áóêâû èìåíè òâîåé ìàòåðè 
 
Was sind die ersten zwei Buchstaben des Vornamens Deines Vaters?     
ïåðâûå ³âå áóêâû èìåíè òâîåãî îò¼à 
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Lehrerfragebogen 
 
Als Lehrer bekommt man einen Eindruck von seinen Schülern, der meistens über die schu-
lischen Leistungen hinausgeht. In unserer Untersuchung geht es uns gerade um den Ein-
druck, den ein Außenstehender von dem jeweiligen Schüler bekommt. Sie werden im fol-
genden verschiedene Möglichkeiten zur Einschätzung eines Schülers finden. Dabei soll für 
jeden Schüler ein eigenes Blatt beantwortet werden. 
 
1. In der folgenden Tabelle sind sechs Themen aufgelistet, in denen jugendliche Aus-
siedler in Deutschland Probleme haben können. Bitte geben Sie an, inwieweit der 
Aussiedlerschüler Ihrem eigenen Eindruck nach in den letzten 12 Monaten Probleme 
und Schwierigkeiten bei den genannten Themen hatte. Sollte der Schüler noch keine 
vollen 12 Monate in Deutschland sein, antworten Sie bitte für die Zeit seit seiner An-
kunft. 
 wenige                                                viele 

Probleme                                          Probleme
Schule                           

Freundschaften                           

Familie                           

Romantische Beziehungen                           

Situation hier in Deutschland                           

Identität                           
 
2. Die nächsten Fragen beziehen sich auf den Schüler im schulischen Kontext.  
 gar nicht                                     sehr 

Entsprechen die jetzigen Leistungen des Schülers seinen maxi-
malen Fähigkeiten?                          

Für wie motiviert halten Sie den Schüler, sich anzustrengen, um 
gute Leistungen zu erbringen?                          

Glauben Sie, dass der Schüler mit seinen schulischen Leistun-
gen zufrieden ist?                          

Hat der Schüler beobachtbare Konzentrationsschwierigkeiten in 
der Schule?                          

Ist der Schüler Ihrer Meinung nach gut in die Klassengemein-
schaft integriert?                          

Hat der Schüler positive Sozialkontakte zu anderen Schülern 
seiner Klasse?                          

Was glauben Sie, wie wohl fühlt sich der Schüler in seiner 
Klassengemeinschaft?                          
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3. Um ihren Eindruck zusammenzufassen, sind in der nächsten Tabelle zwei mögliche 
Beschreibungen über jugendliche Aussiedler angegeben. Bitte kreuzen Sie die Be-
schreibung an, die am ehesten auf den Jugendlichen zutrifft: 
Beschreibung  

Der Jugendliche hat einige Probleme, mit der Situation hier in Deutschland klar zu kommen. 
Sie/er hat im letzten Jahr viele schwierige Situationen in verschiedenen Lebensbereichen er-
lebt und ist Opfer einiger Anfeindungen in der Schule geworden. 

 

O 

Der Jugendliche hat wenige Probleme und auch wenige schwierige Situationen in Deutschland 
erlebt, er kann sich gut integrieren und hat auch in der Schule eher wenig Schwierigkeiten mit 
anderen Jugendlichen. 

 

O 
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